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 FUEL CELL TRUCKS: THE FIGHT FOR 
 MARKET SHARE IS ON

 EUROPE AIMS TO LEAD PUSH FOR 
 HYDROGEN ECONOMY
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ED I T O R I A L

This goes to show that business-
es, as well as their representa-
tives, seem to think protecting 
us and our surroundings, or, 
more specifically, all of hu-
manity and nature, is of sec-
ondary importance and that 
their main aim is to continue 
business as usual while pursu-
ing ever-higher living stan-
dards and earnings.

The outbreak of Covid-19 
around the globe has proved 
how such an approach quickly 
reaches its limits. In a globalized world, in which just-in-time 
production is the norm and processes run at peak efficiency, 
little attention is being given to a growing world population 
and the natural environment surrounding us. This makes it 
now more important than ever to think sustainably.

Anyone who believes the only thing that matters is the 
German machinery industry’s competitiveness should think 
about what we will be in for if we stall the advance of new, 
disruptive technology only to keep the current system going 
for a few more years. If the main argument in favor of fuel 
cells is that they have more in common with ICEs than BEV 
motors – in other words, that they are more complex than 
batteries – then we should say goodbye to fuel cell stacks 
right here, right now.

Whoever supports fuel cells in order to keep selling con-
ventional technology has not understood how crucial a com-
plete and immediate transformation of the energy market 
really is.

Fortunately, there are those whose aim is not to maxi-
mize profits at every turn, who seek harmony and a clean, 
sustainable economy that will be a boon to humanity and 
our environment. And sure enough, fuel cells also offer real 
advantages, making them a suitable choice in many markets, 
such as the truck sector (see p. 30).

To make a long story short: Let us seize current oppor-
tunities but avoid past mistakes. It would really be a pity if 
we missed this unique chance for transformative change. 
Both Germany and Europe could show the world that a 
fully renewable energy system is no longer just a work in 
progress.

PS
The advert on the last page of this issue gives you the op-
portunity to download and read an excerpt from River Pub-
lishers’ book “Hydrogen in an International Context.” We 
encourage you to use the chance to learn more about Inter-
national Success Stories. ||

Best wishes

Sven Geitmann
Editor of H2-international

WHERE TO GO  
FROM HERE
Dear readers

These days, hydrogen has become a focal point of discussion 
in Germany and at the highest echelons of the European Un-
ion. Gradually, the energy carrier is getting the attention it 
deserves. At last, despite the roadblocks, a breakthrough is 
imminent.

You can almost hear the sigh of relief currently going 
through the hydrogen community. Although there was no 
big bang moment, there are telltale signs that something, ac-
tually a lot, will be happening soon.

And yet, that progress also acts like a magnet, attracting 
those who showed barely any interest in the gas for years but 
now want to take the lead in setting up a market. To the cha-
grin of quite a few, some of the people that were appointed to 
the National Hydrogen Council (see p. 10) will be involved in 
high-level decisions on matters they know rather little about.

However, the council is only one example of how some 
who could be seen delaying and slowing down advances in 
the hydrogen and fuel cell sector suddenly want to influence 
decision-making and benefit from current enthusiasm.

We have reached the point at which a growing number 
of visionaries are being replaced with business managers. It 
is a scenario all too familiar to anyone who has ever worked 
in the solar or wind energy industry. There, it took idealists 
years to build up something that was later taken over by 
those aiming to generate as much profit as they can.

You need to look no further than the German hydro-
gen and fuel cell association DWV (see p. 8) to feel a sense 
of déjà vu. A handful of seasoned volunteers, who, decade 
after decade, put every effort into making the association 
what it is today, said they would not run for their seats 
again. Others announced that their candidacy would de-
pend on the direction of the new board. When you read 
these lines, the organization’s annual general meeting in 
Hamburg will likely already have taken place, and you may 
know which path the DWV has decided to take and who 
will be in charge.

The above is not to say that paying management and wel-
coming people with know-how is something that needs to 
be opposed. Drawing on their expertise, industrial repre-
sentatives can provide valuable input to the council and the 
DWV, and any association that wants to succeed these days 
needs a host of full-time employees. Still, you may wonder 
how many long-held beliefs will need to be sacrificed in an 
effort to shape the future. Is working for the betterment of 
society a goal that all, in particular non-profits, can hold on 
to? Or will the new objective be to maximize the returns a 
select few could reap?

Similarly, there is the question of which technology 
should take priority and why. A study by the German ma-
chinery and industrial equipment association VDMA not-
ed that fuel cell systems require more parts than all-electric 
equipment (see p. 42). As a result, they would add more value 
than batteries, most of which are imported from Asia any-
way. The economy, the study said, would thus get a bigger 
boost if the auto industry, the machinery sector’s largest 
customer domestically, focused on FCEVs, not BEVs, for the 
simple reason that Germany could create more value and 
revenues this way.
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NE W S

Mathias Bode, FuelCon 
and Sensotech’s longtime 
chief executive, has decid-
ed to change careers. An 
automation technician by 
trade, he is now working 
for Aquin & Cie., a private-
ly owned consultancy that 
specializes in mergers and 
acquisitions, mainly in the 
industrial automation, au-
tomotive testing and elec-
tric vehicle markets.

Bode founded Senso-
tech in 1990 and FuelCon 

in 2001, developing the latter into a major supplier of fuel 
cell and battery test equipment. He also supported FuelCon’s 
acquisition by the Japanese Horiba Group in 2018. He told 
H2-international that “Horiba asked me to stay with the 
company. But after 30 years in the market, I wanted to try 
out something new. Day-to-day business is now in the hands 
of Horiba Europe’s Markus Bode [no relation].” ||

How important synthetic 
fuels, also known as e-fuels, 
will be in a future energy 
system is a question many 
are hotly debating these 
days. The answer, of course, 
depends on whom you ask 
and whom they represent. 
To bring some facts to the 
table, energy institute ifeu 
recently conducted a study 
for German environment 
agency UBA to determine 
the amounts of carbon di-
oxide and other pollutants 
emitted by fuels produced 
through power-to-X.

Titled “Comparing clean energy carriers,” the study was 
written jointly by ifeu staff and researchers working at the 
German Aerospace Center – DLR and the Joanneum Re-
search Forschungsgesellschaft. The authors found that many 
pathways for producing synthetic fuels release between 85 
percent and 90 percent fewer emissions than those relying 
on fossil energy sources.

Even when using lower heating values as a basis, hydro-
gen continues to have the lowest environmental impact, 
followed by synfuels, Fischer-Tropsch fuels and methanol. 
Additionally, biomass production pathways are, on average, 
more sustainable than pathways sourcing electricity. Overall, 
ifeu said that while e-fuels can contribute to climate protec-
tion, there is likewise a risk that they could lower air, water 
or soil quality.

E-fuels are produced from clean energy and can be used 
in conventional ICEs. Their manufacture (aka synthesis) re-
quires carbon dioxide, which will later be emitted during 

The IfW World Economy Institute Kiel has criticized the Ger-
man government’s Covid-19 stimulus package, saying some 
elements of it are “harmful.” A mid-August IfW analysis titled 

“Incentive boom thanks to Covid-19?” found that the “one-sid-
ed, massive incentivization of all-electric vehicles” is pushing 
other car markets to the sidelines. Its authors suggest elimi-
nating EUR 4.4 billion from the stimulus package approved 
on June 3 “without replacing the funds with other incentives.”

The analysis specifically mentions the government’s sup-
port for all-electric vehicles, including higher economic in-
centives, vehicle replacement programs and bonuses for au-
tomakers’ and suppliers’ investment plans. One of the study’s 
authors, Claus-Friedrich Laaser, explained: “The govern-
ment’s one-sided, massive incentivization of all-electric ve-
hicles disadvantages other engine designs, even though the 
alternatives might turn out to be more beneficial. The bonus 
program merely subsidizes automakers and their suppliers. 
Other important industries are left to fend for themselves.”

The criticism was not meant as a broadside against the 
government’s climate action targets but zeroes in on how to 
achieve them, the IfW researchers said. Incentivizing indi-
vidual technologies or measures is not conducive to efficien-
cy, they noted. “A standard carbon price across all sectors 
would be much cheaper and much more to the point,” Laaser 
explained, adding that from an economist’s point of view, 
incentives need to be disbursed entirely independent of the 
technology used. ||

MATHIAS BODE LEAVES HORIBA

AND WHAT ABOUT E-FUELS?

IFW LAMENTS ‘ONE-SIDED IN-
CENTIVES’
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manufacturer Carbotech, built in 2015, H2 purity 99.5%, output 
120 Nm³ / h, with 2 new stacks, Ginger, 87 cells each, new price  
€ 1.7 million. Technical details at www.industrierat-west.de

www.industrierat-west.de

Industrierat West GmbH & Co. KG, Heinrich-Hertz-Straße 44, D-40699 Erkrath
Tel. +49 (0) 211 31 35 66 - 0, Fax +49 (0) 211 31 35 66 - 60, schwarz@industrierat-west.de

FOR SALE 

Used PEM electrolysis 
production system

IR 105x73Anschnitt 4c Engl.  Oktober20.indd   1 17.09.20   09:25

combustion. In contrast to fossil fuels, e-fuels do not emit 
additional carbon dioxide but bind it temporarily. They are 
said to extend the useful life of gasoline and diesel engines 
without offering advantages similar to those of electric mo-
tors running on clean electricity. ||

“E-fuels are not the answer. They should only be used as 
a bridging technology.”

Werner Diwald, DWV chairman 

“E-fuels are one option to give automakers a bit more 
time to adapt.”

Christoph Bender, 
chief executive of oil association MWV

https://www.industrierat-west.de/index.php/en/
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NE W S

NEW DLR INSTITUTES IN NOR-
THERN GERMANY

NEW RESEARCH CENTER IN 
 MECKLENBURG-WEST POMERANIA

The German government’s central research organization for 
aerospace technology, DLR, continues to expand its oper-
ations. It plans to build two new institutes, one to develop 
maritime energy systems and another to advance systems 
engineering in the transportation sector. On June 23, DLR’s 
oversight board gave the green light for both. At that time, 
the German parliament had already approved the economy 
ministry’s November 2019 request for EUR 22 million an-
nually to build and run the new research facilities. Another 
EUR 2 million a year will come from the German states of 
Lower Saxony and Schleswig-Holstein.

The DLR Marine Energy Systems Institute will be in 
Geesthacht, with Alexander Dyck serving as its acting di-
rector. Dyck, who leads the urban and residential develop-
ment department at DLR’s Integrated Energy Systems Insti-
tute in Oldenburg, told H2-international that he is putting 
his current job on hold to take on the role. In the mean-
time, the new facility has been advertising for a director 
and a professor. Research work will focus on how to lower 
carbon emissions, improve sustainability and certify novel 
technology in maritime transportation. The institute will 
also investigate how to make the most of alternative fuels, 
integrate new equipment, such as fuel cells, and put up a 
fueling infrastructure on land. In all, 250 employees are to 
be employed on site.

By contrast, the Systems Engineering for Transporta-
tion Institute is a spin-off from OFFIS’ transportation di-
vision, OFFIS being a private research organization on the 
campus of Carl von Ossietzky University. It will be headed 
by Professor Axel Hahn for the time being and is DLR’s 
second facility in Oldenburg besides the above-mentioned 
Integrated Energy Systems Institute, where Professor K. 
Andreas Friedrich, who also leads the electrochemical en-
ergy department in Stuttgart, is now the leader of the fuel 
cell research group. ||

Germany’s northeast is finally buzzing with activity. For a 
long time, Mecklenburg-West Pomerania’s hydrogen com-
munity had rarely made the news. However, that was before 
the state’s economy ministry announced at the hydrogen 
sector meeting in Güstrow on Aug. 21 that it plans to build a 
hydrogen research center.

Stefan Rudolph, who works at the economy ministry, 
said that Mecklenburg-West Pomerania will receive around 

“Making Germany an attractive place to conduct business 
and research requires a wealth of scientific knowledge 
and investigations into the technological, social and eco-
nomic issues of today. The new institutes will advance 
our expertise in key areas, such as maritime energy and 
future-proof transportation.”

Professor Pascale Ehrenfreund, 
formerly DLR’s executive chair

Fig. 1: Manuela Schwesig, governor of Mecklenburg- 
West  Pomerania [Source: S. Schramm / Staatskanzlei MV]

EUR 50 million for shutting down the coal power station in 
Rostock because of Germany’s exit from coal-fired energy 
production. “By far the biggest chunk of the money will be 
used to build a hydrogen research facility,” he said, adding 
that “LIKAT Rostock, Fraunhofer IGP and Leibniz INP are 
conducting an initial study to determine the facility’s exact 
technological focus.”

Late August also saw the launch of the HY! Rostock ini-
tiative, while prior reports from Schwerin indicated that 
HIAT intends to grow its electrolyzer business. In March, 
HIAT’s chief executive, Tino Freiheit, founded Hydrogen 
Innovation to separate the company’s commercial and re-
search activities. He told H2-international that HIAT is “op-
erating in many markets around the world.” which means 
the electrolyzer stacks developed by the non-profit institute 
will primarily be sold abroad. He added: “We are not taxpay-
er-funded per se so we have to generate revenue, mainly by 
selling PEM electrolyzer stacks, catalyst coated membranes 
and similar products. Still, as a recognized R&D institute, 
we do receive the full amount of incentives for our research.”

A month earlier, in July, the public utility serving Schwe-
rin announced that it will increase its share in HIAT from 18 
to 25 percent. When Mecklenburg-West Pomerania’s gover-
nor, Manuela Schwesig, visited Apex Energy in Rostock-Laa-
ge in the company of German labor minister Hubertus Heil, 
she remarked: “Hydrogen is of strategic importance to our 
business, climate and energy policies. All across Germany, 
people are starting to take note of the opportunities that the 
gas provides, opportunities that we in Mecklenburg-West 
Pomerania want to seize as well. […] Our goal is to keep 
and create well-paying jobs in clean hydrogen production to 
shore up Mecklenburg-West Pomerania’s economy.” ||
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WEBINAR? CONFERENCE?
How I miss those face-to-face events. The hustle and bustle 
in the hallways, the in-person conversations, and, of course, 
the latest news coverage. And now? No networking, no ru-
mors. All of this makes it quite difficult to gauge the mood in 
the industry, shifts in companies’ market positions and the 
outlook for the year ahead.

In the past months, trade shows, congresses and work-
shops have been replaced with webinars, conference calls 
and online sessions. Many were not up to standard, not so 
much when it comes to content but rather because of dubious 
video and sound quality. Many providers ventured into the 
online world, moving their real-life events to internet chat 
rooms. For a while, NOW offered weekly webinars on a vari-
ety of topics, often with an audience of more than 200. Even 
smaller organizations reached quite a lot of people, many of 
whom might not have been able to attend in person.

And Silke Frank seems to have founded Mission Hydro-
gen at just the right time, that is, at the onset of the Covid-19 
virus outbreak in Germany. Since March, she has been hold-
ing regular online conferences, with some pulling in more 
than 1,000 viewers from all over the world.

Meanwhile, others can do little more than wait for things 
to get back to normal. Tobias Renz, the organizer of the 
Hydro gen + Fuel Cells Europe in Hanover, was not the only 
one for whom 2020 was a total write-off. Quite a few an-
nounced that they were cancelling their carefully  preplanned 
shows altogether.

Others hope that postponing their events will be enough. 
Peter Sauber is still planning on holding the f-cell, partly on-
line, partly face-to-face, this year, with the shows in Canada 
and Germany taking place in the same month this fall. Can-
celling them would have been greatly frustrating. Like our 
sister magazine HZwei, the Stuttgart-based f-cell symposi-
um is celebrating its 20th anniversary this year.

Whatever happens, and regardless of whether some 
events will eventually be allowed to take place, one thing is 
certain: Covid-19 will leave a permanent mark.

Right now, one can only speculate which companies and 
event organizers will survive the pandemic’s economic fall-
out. But the virus has and will continue to have clear social 
and economic repercussions.

Business trips have become exceedingly rare; the same 
has been true for live press conferences. Plus, congresses are 
partly held online, which provides few opportunities for net-
working. And what about trade shows? Will we even have 
any in 2021?

In all, companies are seeing a drastic reduction in travel 
expenses. The money they save by not having to process ex-
pense claims – an often cost-intensive, time-consuming task 

– can now be used to purchase new IT equipment, such as 
headsets and software tools.

The question that remains is what will happen to the 
energy market, climate action and the growing interest in 
hydrogen pre-Covid-19. When the dust has settled, will 
the hydrogen and fuel cell industry become a force to be 
reckoned with? So far, all signs point in that direction. 
Both in Germany and in Europe, it seems as if establishing 
a hydrogen economy has turned into a trend that everyone 
wants to get behind. And although hydrogen is not a pan-
acea to all the world’s troubles, the colorless gas is finally 
receiving the attention that some idealists have repeatedly 
said it deserves. ||

STACK 
UP
Fuel cell  
plates that 

Learn More at Dana.com
© 2020 Dana Limited. All rights reserved. 

Dana has innovated a game-changing metallic 
bipolar plate that reduces the traditional cost and 
complexity associated with fuel cell stack production, 
while maximizing performance to allow for broader 
commercialization – across all mobility markets.

http://www.dana.com
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O P INI O N

The quiet life is over. That much is clear, even to the German 
hydrogen and fuel cell association DWV. Growing interest 
in hydrogen and fuel cells has some wanting to turn the or-
ganization into a powerful industrial body. Others remain 
focused on sustainable, distributed energy generation. The 
non-profit is facing a crucial test of its ability to adapt to 
changing circumstances. Should it keep developing into 
a lobbying organization and speak for only its industrial 
members? Or will it remain true to its founders’ vision of a 
clean energy system running on hydrogen?

We have seen this all before, in the solar and wind power 
industries. Near the end of the 20th century, the few ideal-
ists promoting the nascent clean energy sector were often 
dismissed as eccentrics, that is, until a growing number of 
people followed their example when they saw that there was 
money to be made. Only a handful of visionaries held on to 
their jobs through every up and down in the market. Many 
did not. The economic pressure they were under was simply 
too great. They were replaced by managers who knew little 
about the technology but were experts in navigating the mar-
ket and more experienced in selling to customers.

The same is currently happening in the hydrogen and fuel 
cell industry. More and more business graduates are taking 
over the jobs of inventors or company founders, aiming to 
commercialize the technology. This is not a bad thing per se, 

NEW MANAGEMENT, NEW DIRECTION
DWV to create executive committee

Category: Opinion    Author: Sven Geitmann

since inventors are very rarely good at marketing themselves 
and their products. And yet, there is a good chance these 
changes in management will upend long-held goals and values.

By now you may be wondering what all of this has to do 
with the DWV.

On Sept. 10, the association will hold its annual gener-
al meeting in Hamburg to vote on a new board. Members 
will also have to decide which organizational structure and 
executive team is the best fit for the DWV. Will there be a 
closer partnership with gas and water industries association 
DVGW? Will they perhaps join forces under one roof? Or 
will the DWV try to go it alone most of the time?

When you read these lines, you probably already know 
who was selected to lead the DWV, who is still on board and 
who is not. Did members choose idealists or market- oriented 
business leaders? Eberhard Behrend and Ulrich Schmidt-
chen, who co-founded the association and were central to its 
success, will definitively not be running for their seats again. 
Even younger members, such as Manuel Schaloske, once 
thought to be sitting on the board for a long time to come, 
will be backing out. Same with André Martin, who led the 
task force reorganizing the DWV.

Birgit Scheppat and Johannes Töpler did declare their 
candidacies but had to face off against Manfred Schuckert 
and DWV founding member Oliver Weinmann, who want-
ed, or, you could say, were expected, to become deputy chairs 

Fig. 1: DWV’s board members at the annual general meeting in Leipzig in 2019: Wurster, Behrend, Schaloske, Scheppat, Diwald, Klees, 
Weinmann, Töpler, Schmidtchen, Lehmann (from left) and Martin (not in the picture)
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O P INI O N

instead. While Scheppat and Töpler represent the older gen-
eration with much scientific expertise under their belt, cour-
tesy of long university careers, Schuckert and Weinmann are 
a bit younger and work for large industrial companies.

Weinmann, one of the board’s associate members, is ru-
mored to be ideologically and personally relatively close to 
the association’s chairman, Werner Diwald, but has rarely 
been seen at board meetings. His candidacy is being inter-
preted as a sign that the association’s members no longer 
have faith in either of the deputies. However, this is probably 
just another attempt at pushing Töpler out, which some al-
ready tried 15 years ago.

As for hiring paid staff, that is an issue which has been 
under discussion for several years. Past events have proved 
that the association cannot rely on only volunteers to meet 
the challenges ahead. Over the years, ENCON.Europe, led 
by Diwald, has taken on a growing number of tasks. Diwald 
said that in the last two years alone, the company contrib-
uted a great deal to increasing the DWV’s visibility without 
putting itself front and center.

In fact, ENCON.Europe has been the sole driver behind 
making the DWV and the performing energy committee 
known among political leaders while always acting in the 
association’s best interests, he added. Other people working 
for the firm are managing partner Gerd Harms and DWV 
members Dennitsa Nozharova and Benjamin Baur.

For a while now, there have also been repeated calls in some 
quarters for a more noticeable separation of the DWV’s busi-
ness and association activities. The same could be said about 
the performing energy committee headed by Diwald, as its role 
and function have not always been that clear. This explains the 
heated discussions surrounding one of the items on the agenda, 
the creation of new expert committees such as HySteel, Hy-
Logistics and HyLaw. For compliance reasons alone, restruc-
turing and disentanglement would seem to be long overdue.

The DVGW began helping the DWV professionalize in 
January 2019 and has since shared its longtime office with 
the hydrogen and fuel cell organization. Diwald said that the 
gas and water industries association had partnered with the 
much smaller DWV mainly because of the latter’s “excellent 
political connections across Germany and the EU,” which 
resulted in “successful lobbying work.” In turn, the DWV 
benefits from the DVGW’s wealth of gas sector expertise and 
its extensive portfolio of education and training programs.

One section of their cooperation agreement also deals with 
whether to merge the two associations. Diwald said that while 
a review of all options has indicated a desire for closer collabo-
ration with the DVGW, founding a limited liability company is 
no longer on the table. Alfred Klees, the head of DVGW’s Gas 
Technology and Energy Systems division and a DWV board 
member since 2019, told H2-international that the DVGW 
performed a SWOT analysis, which found that reshaping the 
DWV has more advantages than setting up an LLC. Now, the 
aim has shifted to establishing an executive committee, which 
the DWV is slated to introduce at its 25th annual meeting.

This means that the organization will be led by full-time 
board staff as well as an executive committee made up of 
volunteers. The committee will set a strategy and formulate 
aims, while the board will reportedly take care of day-to-
day business.

That leaves the question of where the association stands 
on renewable energy generation. Not long ago, Diwald said 
that the DWV wants only “green hydrogen. Everything else 
is merely a distraction.” He believes that carbon capture and 
storage lacks widespread acceptance in Germany so promot-

ing the blue version of the gas would be hardly a winning issue. 
The detour via CCS, he added, would also waste a lot of time. 
Instead, he called for direct investment in renewable hydrogen.

According to the performing energy expert committee, 
that clean hydrogen could then be used to make synthetic 
fuel. It is unclear, however, if the synfuel pathway, favored 
especially by the auto and oil industries, is the method of 
choice for all DWV members or only for those sitting on the 
expert committee.

It is no surprise then that many believe this year’s meet-
ing in Hamburg to be one for the history books. In several 
respects, it will decide the fate of this hydrogen and fuel cell 
association founded in 1996.

Whatever the DWV members’ decisions, the entire hydro-
gen and fuel cell community is at a similar crossroads. Today, 
we are laying the groundwork for where the large amount of 
funding provided by the German government and the EU will 
end up. And wherever this taxpayer money goes, corporate 
investment will follow, providing us with a great deal of le-
verage to move the market forward – in any direction. All of 
us should be aware of that unique opportunity for change.

The potential is enormous, making it even more impor-
tant to act responsibly. I am looking forward to seeing how it 
will all play out. ||

“The analysis found that there are several reasons why 
founding a limited liability company under the auspi-
ces of the DWV would be a less-than-ideal solution at 
this time.”

Werner Diwald, chairman of DWV

https://www.cremer-polyfour.de/en/home/
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The National Hydrogen Council is a vital element of the Ger-
man hydrogen strategy published in June and comprises 26 
representatives for industry, academia and civil society. Al-
though its members were appointed by the German cabinet, 
multiple organizations had previously contacted the federal 
ministries involved in drafting the strategy to submit their 
suggestions for who they want to see on the council.

Most council members hail from the business world. They 
work for energy providers, automakers or other industrial 
companies. Another four are researchers and three are from 
environmental organizations. In all, 17 hold high-level man-
agement positions, i.e., are chief executives or chairs, who 
certainly have much authority though not always a great deal 
of subject-matter expertise.

When H2-international asked the economy and energy 
ministry which criteria it used to decide on appointments to 
the council, it replied that “many elements factored into our 
decision. An important criterion was profound hydrogen ex-
pertise. In addition, because of the high number of applica-
tions, the government needed to restrict the number of those 
sitting on the council to ensure that all members are still able 
to work together. Other considerations included giving an 
equal voice to representatives for different parts of the supply 
chain and provide equal opportunities for men and women 
according to the Federal Equality Act on Committees.”

Among those selected to sit on the council is Silke Wage-
ner. A chemist by trade, she led the fuel cell R&D department 
at the Freudenberg Group more than two decades ago before 
becoming the chief executive of Freudenberg Fuel Cell Com-
ponent Technologies. She served in that role up until 2013, 
when she also left NOW’s advisory board, of which she had 

NATIONAL HYDROGEN COUNCIL LAUNCHED
No decision yet on where to house coordination office

Category: Policy    Author: Sven Geitmann

been a member for several years. Weinheim-based Freuden-
berg intentionally sent an experienced scientist who could of-
fer advice by drawing on her extensive industry background.

Others are taking up positions as well. Stefanie Peters, 
who co-leads the Neuman & Esser Group, is among those 
now sitting on the council. Her brother, Alexander Peters, 
the group’s co-CEO, is a candidate for the post of DWV 
chairman this fall.

KATHERINA REICHE VOTED PRESIDENT The first meeting 
took place on July 9, not long after the strategy was published. 
German environment minister Svenja Schulze said at the 
time: “I am pleased to see the newly formed National Hydro-
gen Council taking shape. With this expert committee at our 
side, we want to quickly set up a green hydrogen economy, 
both at home and abroad. Green hydrogen can help us con-
siderably in achieving our climate targets and making the 
economy fit for the future. More importantly, the hydrogen 
strategy that the European Commission published yesterday 
states exactly the same goal, that is, to create a sizable market 
for green hydrogen.”

At the meeting, Reiche was voted in as president by the 
council’s 25 members (Professor Heinz Jörg Fuhrmann, of 
Salzgitter, and Arnd Köfler, of ThyssenKrupp, share a seat, 
thus the 26 names mentioned in news reports). Reiche is 
E.ON subsidiary Westenergie’s CEO and used to preside over 
the German association of municipal corporations, VKU. 
Her first encounter with the hydrogen industry came when 
she worked for the federal transportation ministry from 
2013 to 2015 (see HZwei, January 2013).

“The Hydrogen Council will offer the government signif-
icant support in pursuing and advancing its hydrogen 
agenda. Together with my co-members on the council, 
I will put in every effort to make Germany the world’s 
leading hydrogen market.”

Katherina Reiche, president of the  
National Hydrogen Council
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Fig. 2: Katherina Reiche [Image: E.ON]
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KNOW-HOW VERSUS PROPORTIONAL REPRESENTATION 
Another key element of the national hydrogen strategy is the 
Hydrogen Coordination Office, tasked with coordinating ac-
tivities nationwide. Its secretariat and project management 
staff will reportedly help negotiate as well as formulate rec-
ommendations for action and support departments in strat-
egy implementation.

It is said that several of the departments that were in-
volved in drafting the strategy are being considered for hous-
ing the office. Their names are:

 · German Academy of Science and Engineering – acatech at 
the education ministry

 · National Organization Hydrogen and Fuel Cell Technolo-
gy – NOW at the transportation ministry

 · German Energy Agency – dena at the economy ministry
 · Future, Environment, Society – ZUG at the environment 

ministry

Sources with knowledge of the negotiations told the ZfK 
newspaper in mid-July that the economy ministry wants to 
create a consortium led by dena, an idea that is being reject-
ed especially by the education ministry. Around a month 
later, the departments were still wrangling with each other. 
On Aug. 7, the education ministry told H2-international that 

“there has not yet been an internal agreement on where to set 
up the Hydrogen Coordination Office. With talks still ongo-
ing, we are unable to provide further comment at this time.”

Considering the German economy ministry has the au-
thority in this case and the education ministry got its wish of 
an innovation commissioner, the decision may fall on dena, 
even if the NOW has obviously accumulated many more 
years of experience in the sector. ||

TJARKS LEAVES NOW
Geert Tjarks, director of the national hydrogen and 
fuel cell innovation program NIP, left NOW for Olden-
burg-based EWE Gasspeicher on Sept. 30. Tjarks was 
instrumental in drafting the government’s hydrogen 
road map. He told H2-international that “publishing the 
strategy was an important political signal to the indus-
trial sector. Now, companies can start advancing the 
national agenda and it was my wish to join the private 
sector to help with its implementation.”

Remain up to date on the latest developments 
in the fields of electric mobility, charging infra-
structure, hydrogen/fuel cell technology and the 
federal government's mobility and fuels strategy. 
NOW GmbH’s monthly newsletter informs about 
important funding projects, current events and 
keeps you abreast of other significant progress 
being made through the federal government’s 
promotion of low-emission, efficient mobility 
and energy supply!

Subscribe to newsletter:
www.now-gmbh.de/en/service/infoservice

Subscribe to the
NOW Journal

http://www.now-gmbh.de/en/service/infoservice
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In summer, the German government published its national 
hydrogen strategy, drafted with input from several federal 
ministries. An example of this intergovernmental collab-
oration was education minister Anja Karliczek’s idea for 
creating the post of Green Hydrogen Innovation Commis-
sioner, to ensure that the strategy’s ambitious aims lead to 
swift action, her ministry said. H2-international spoke with 
Stefan Kaufmann, who was appointed to the post, about his 
new job and his concrete plans for the industry. A lawyer 
by trade, and a member of the Christian Democrats, he has 
been in parliament since 2009, representing voters in Stutt-
gart South.

H2-international: Mr. Kaufmann, in June, the German government 
appointed you to the post of Green Hydrogen Innovation Commis-
sioner. Could you tell us in a few words how you got the job?
Kaufmann: In its national hydrogen strategy, the govern-
ment laid out ambitious targets that underline Germany’s 
role as an engine of innovation. The aim is to become the 
leading supplier of green hydrogen and the key market for 
trading the gas. Germany has strong research capabilities 
that are sure to give the sector a boost and facilitate the de-
velopment of future-proof green hydrogen solutions. This is 
why the strategy says we need that post. My many years of 
experience in crafting research and innovation policies will 
help bring together leaders from academia, industry and the 
government to create commercial products out of project 
findings as fast as possible. That is also one of the main ob-
jectives of the new strategy.

How did you come to be innovation commissioner? Nothing on your 
resume seems to suggest deep knowledge of the energy market, 
let alone hydrogen.
Research and innovation are, you could say, the lifeblood of 
my political career. I have always been curious about what 
the future holds for us. After I won my district in 2009, I 
joined the parliament’s research committee. Since then, I 

GOVERNMENT WANTS HYDROGEN ECONOMY
Interview with Innovation Commissioner Stefan Kaufmann

Category: Policy    Interview Partner: Stefan Kaufmann

have gained years of experience and many connections 
throughout the innovation community. So I was delighted 
when Ms. Karliczek offered me the job and, of course, I ac-
cepted. Hydrogen provides us with a unique chance to pro-
mote German ingenuity and grow our economy. The same is 
true all across Europe, which is why the gas has played a key 
role under Germany’s EU presidency.

Three times in a row, you won your seat outright instead of being 
picked from a party list. As for Stuttgart, the city is heavily depen-
dent on revenues from the auto industry. What would you say has 
changed in the past years? Were fuel cells a factor in deciding on 
the right strategy for the transportation sector?
Automotive and machinery manufacturing are major eco-
nomic drivers in Baden-Württemberg. The state is also home 
to a whole host of excellent education and research facili-
ties, four of Germany’s 11 elite universities among them. In 
short, Baden-Württemberg offers the perfect environment 
for ensuring the success of a hydrogen economy. Right now, 
German automakers place little emphasis on manufacturing 
fuel cell models, while their competitors in Japan are several 
years ahead.

What do you believe German automakers should have done? Have 
they waited too long to come up with electric vehicle designs?
The auto industry is facing great challenges. As Germany’s 
Green Hydrogen Innovation Commissioner, I want the 
country to have a lead on the fuel cell competition and I wel-
come support from anyone who shares that goal.

Are batteries or hydrogen the more sensible choice to power 
vehicles?
Green hydrogen is a valuable resource, with great short-term 
prospects in heavy-duty, maritime and railroad transportation.

But what do you say to those German automakers, including 
Stuttgart-based Daimler, which – for years – happily took the in-
centives offered for fuel cell RD&D but have yet to deliver market-
ready FCEVs? Not to mention that although Daimler previously 
signed a jobs guarantee, management is reportedly thinking about 
using a loophole to let go thousands of employees in Stuttgart. 
When you won your seat, you said your aim for the next four years 
was to make sure the Stuttgart region would continue to provide 
employment opportunities and prosperity and that new industries 
would create jobs and innovative products. The exact opposite has 
happened.
Compared to the rest of Germany, very few people living in 
Stuttgart are unemployed, and we intend to keep it that way. 
As for fuel cells, German automakers, including companies 
based in the southwest, are indeed losing to the competition. 
As someone who was born in the Stuttgart region, I want to 
ensure that the state can provide the best possible solutions 
nationwide. It pains me to see that others have raced past us 
in the meantime. Unfortunately, over the last several years, 
both Stuttgart’s mayor from the Greens and the state’s Green 
Party government have missed opportunity after opportuni-
ty to fund innovation and develop proactive economic and 
industrial policies. As an example, Stuttgart’s council did not 

Fig. 1: Stefan Kaufmann [Source: BMBF/Hans-Joachim Rickel]
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even submit a bid when Baden-Württemberg was looking for 
a site to test autonomous vehicles.

Let us talk about your new job. What were you asked to do exactly?
My responsibilities are set out in the national strategy. The 
main task is to bring together leaders from academia, indus-
try and the government to make sure that clever ideas quick-
ly grow into successful, innovative products. Plus, I am a 
member of the federal departments’ joint hydrogen commit-
tee and the National Hydrogen Council, a group of research-
ers and industrial representatives advising the government.

Minister Karliczek said that we need “a positive outlook and send 
a clear message to innovators and investors.” What did she mean 
by that?
The government wants Germany to be known as a “hydrogen 
republic.” We want to demonstrate to the world that you can 
have a functioning hydrogen economy while showing others 
how to accomplish that goal. If Germany is to retain its im-
age as a fountain of innovation, people need to experience 
the exciting opportunities that the energy carrier has to offer. 
It also goes without saying that green hydrogen could help us 
tremendously in meeting our COP21 climate targets. When-
ever I talk to stakeholders in industry and academia about 
the technology, the thing that stands out the most is their 
positive outlook on the sector.

How do you intend to encourage positivity?
At the same time the German education ministry chose me to be 
their Green Hydrogen Innovation Commissioner, it launched 
an idea competition, which I have been following closely ever 
since. Clever people from all walks of life, be they researchers, 
business managers or social leaders, have been invited to send 
us their suggestions for a hydrogen economy buildup.

It was education minister Karliczek who urged the government to 
create your position in the first place. Your task as Germany’s inno-
vation commissioner, she said, will be to “improve the knowledge 
transfer between academia and industry.” Does this make her your 
superior? Are you primarily working for the education ministry?
Mine is a management-level position in the education min-
istry, although I am not acting under her authority. Ms. Kar-
liczek and I are in frequent contact to exchange ideas. We 
have a common objective, which is for Germany and Europe 

to become global leaders in clean hydrogen production. To 
achieve that aim, we need to out-innovate the competition. 
This is what I am here for.

How will you get the other federal ministries to support you? Re-
portedly, there are widely varying opinions on how to proceed.
From my time in parliament, I know how much of a struggle 
it can be to negotiate the best possible solution. The same 
happens in the executive branch. As Germany’s Green 
Hydro gen Innovation Commissioner, I am fully committed 
to helping the government achieve the ambitious aims that 
it set out in the national hydrogen strategy. Other depart-
ments know they can rely on me and I am certain I can rely 
on them too.

Do you see yourself as a kind of mediator to improve cooperation 
between Germany’s ministries, which have so far not been able 
to find much common ground when it comes to transforming the 
energy system?
Transforming the energy market requires collaboration and 
the federal government is indeed working as a team. I do not 
share your assessment of their efforts.

Exactly which steps are you planning to take initially?
We have already seen the launch of the Hydrogen Republic 
Germany idea competition. I am looking forward to read-
ing the row of suggestions that applicants will be sending 
in. Furthermore, I travelled the country in the past weeks to 
gain further insights into the different aspects of hydrogen 
use in industrial and research settings. My next goal is to 
take a closer look at our international hydrogen partnerships. 
For example, we at the ministry have been working on a 
Hydro gen Potentials Map, backed by research findings, to get 
a green hydrogen economy off the ground in Africa. This will 
help shift the focus of cooperation to particularly promising 
partners and business models and strengthen our research 
partnerships in, for example, western and southern Africa. 
We also have many prospective partner countries in Europe. 
As mentioned earlier, hydrogen has been getting a great deal 
of attention under Germany’s EU council presidency.

What do you want to achieve? What is your precise goal?
It should be possible for us to put up a large demonstration 
project in Germany prior to the next general election. I am 
hoping for an electrolyzer capacity of at least 100 megawatts. 
Beyond that, preferably by 2030, we want to have 5 gigawatts 
up and running. We also need to forge new alliances globally 
to increase our energy imports. Make no mistake, Germany 
will have to continue to import energy. But we want that en-
ergy to come in the form of green hydrogen.

In other words, you will have to work closely with the new national 
hydrogen office. Will that office be housed at the transportation 
ministry’s NOW, the economy ministry’s dena, the education 
ministry’s acatech or the environment ministry’s ZUG?
I cannot comment on ongoing negotiations.

Last question: What do you, as an advocate for clean gas, think of 
blue and turquoise hydrogen?
As Green Hydrogen Innovation Commissioner, my job is to 
make people aware of the many benefits of this zero-carbon 
alternative. Aside from that, I prefer white and red, the team 
colors of the VfB Stuttgart soccer club.

Mr. Kaufmann, thank you for our interview.

IDEA COMPETITION “HYDROGEN REPUBLIC GERMANY”
When education minister Anja Karliczek announced 
Kaufmann’s appointment, she also said that her min-
istry will be inviting innovators from the worlds of ac-
ademia, industry and civil society to submit their ideas 
for establishing a hydrogen economy. The competition’s 
main objectives, the ministry said, will be to develop 
new ways to scale electrolyzers to commercial, allow 
for green hydrogen imports across greater distances, 
and integrate hydrogen equipment into Europe’s ener-
gy system. Basic research will continue to be funded as 
well. Submissions are expected to provide innovative 
ideas for green hydrogen supply chain components, i.e., 
production, storage, transport, energy conversion or 
consumption, though funding is likewise available for 
materials research projects and studies investigating 
how to adapt the energy system to run on clean hydro-
gen. The budget set aside by the education ministry for 
this program is around EUR 600 million.
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On June 8, the EU followed Germany’s example by announc-
ing a hydrogen strategy. The European Commission even pub-
lished two road maps, one for energy systems integration and 
another for clean hydrogen as part of the NextGenerationEU 
stimulus package and the European Green Deal. Aiming to 
help the economy recover after the Covid-19 lockdowns, both 
programs have certainly more than enough funds available.

The first strategy lays out a plan for how energy systems can 
work more efficiently on their own and with each other, stating 
that an integrated, demand-responsive system will be more ef-
fective and less costly to society. It also envisions a future in 
which vehicles run on power generated by solar panels. These 
panels will be sitting on the roof of buildings heated by waste 
energy, energy supplied by nearby industrial facilities that use 
renewable hydrogen produced by offshore wind farms.

Much will depend on consumers’ growing direct use of 
electricity, made possible by an expansion of green power 
production in multiple areas, be it for residential heat pumps, 
electric vehicles or industrial ovens. Industries that are hard 
to decarbonize are to use more clean fuels, such as renewable 
hydrogen or biofuels. The commission set out 38 measures 
detailing how to achieve a green market. They include re-
vised regulations, financial support, research ideas, software 
tools, guidelines, changes to taxation, and consumer leaflets. 

GREEN, AND BLUE AS WELL Similar to the German govern-
ment’s hydrogen strategy, the European Union’s focuses on 

EUROPE’S GREEN HYDROGEN DEAL
European Alliance for Clean Hydrogen launched
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“The strategies adopted today will bolster the European 
Green Deal and a green recovery and put us firmly on 
the path to a decarbonized energy system by 2050. A 
hydro gen economy can bring about the growth needed 
to help ease the economic pain caused by Covid-19.”

Frans Timmermans, 
executive vice president for the Green Deal

“The energy sector produces 75 percent of all GHG emis-
sions across the EU so we need a paradigm shift to 
reach our 2030 and 2050 targets. […] Hydrogen will play 
a key role in this, as falling clean energy prices and con-
tinuous innovation will turn the gas into a viable solution 
for a climate-neutral economy.”

Kadri Simson,  
EU energy commissioner

“The European Clean Hydrogen Alliance we launched to-
day will channel investments into hydrogen production. 
It will develop a pipeline of ready-to-go projects to sup-
port decarbonization efforts in Europe’s energy-inten-
sive industries such as steel and chemicals.”

Thierry Breton, 
EU commissioner for the internal market

Fig. 1: By 2040, the hydrogen 
grid will  reportedly be 23,000 
kilometers long.  
[Source: European Hydro-
gen Backbone Initiative, 
Guidehouse]
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clean hydrogen mainly produced from wind and solar en-
ergy. However, even EU politicians expect that blue or tur-
quoise will serve as a bridge to green. The strategy states that 
in the short and medium term, “other forms of low-carbon 
hydrogen” will be required to lower emissions as quickly as 
possible and support the creation of a sustainable market.

By 2024, the EU wants to see 6 gigawatts of wind energy 
capacity put up for clean hydrogen production. By 2030, this 
capacity is to increase to 40 gigawatts across the Union and 
another 40 outside the EU. The cost of installing all those 
electrolyzers is estimated at EUR 5 billion to EUR 9 billion 
by 2024. By 2050, the total investment in this gigantic en-
deavor could reach up to EUR 470 billion.

While the German government put the National Hydro-
gen Council and the National Office (see p. 10) in charge 
of strategy implementation, the European Commission 
launched a European Clean Hydrogen Alliance, made up of 
representatives for manufacturers, the society as a whole, na-
tional and regional authorities and the European Investment 
Bank. The initiative’s founders foresee around 500 industrial 
companies joining the alliance in its first year, a number that 
could double by 2024 and again by 2050. 

EUROPE-WIDE HYDROGEN GRID Only nine days after the 
commission presented its hydrogen strategy, a consortium 
of 11 independent network operators from nine EU countries 
announced the founding of the Hydrogen Backbone initiative. 
Complementing the Union’s efforts, the coalition will report-
edly build a Europe-wide hydrogen pipeline system, with 
construction starting in the Netherlands in the middle of this 
de cade. By 2030, the system will then be around 6,800 kilom-
eters long and cover most of Europe.

Although it feels like German institutes have been con-
ducting research into hydrogen for ages, someone recently 
said in a talk show that the Netherlands have been quicker in 
putting ideas into practice (see HEAVENN Hydrogen Valley 
in Groningen; H2-international, February 2020). Consider-
ing this, it may not be a bad idea for Germany to start look-
ing to its small neighbor for guidance.

To this end, the grid operators want to adapt some natu-
ral gas pipes to deliver hydrogen and link them via new pipes 
specifically designed for hydrogen transport. In the future, 
it was said, two parallel cross-regional systems should inde-
pendently supply hydrogen and (bio)methane.

The venture is estimated to cost between EUR 27 billion 
and EUR 64 billion. Consulting firm Guidehouse, one of the 
partners in the project, calculated that the large upfront in-
vestment will ensure moderate prices of EUR 0.09 to EUR 
0.17 for transporting one kilogram of hydrogen over 621 
miles (1,000 kilometers). ||

GREEN DEAL
The European Green Deal is the EU’s growth strategy. It pro-
vides a road map to a greener economy by turning climate and 
environmental issues in all policy areas into opportunities for 
growth while ensuring a fair transition to sustainability.

“The new grid is essential to setting up a hydrogen mar-
ket on the continent. This makes it all the more impor-
tant for Hydrogen Backbone to become a truly European 
initiative that establishes strong ties with the Union’s 
eastern member states.”

Daniel Muthman, OGE
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ENERGY STOR AGE

New revolutionary process using hydrogen, developed by the Swedish steel in-
dustry, proves a viable and competitive way to replace coal and other fossil fuels 
traditionally used in steelmaking. It reduces the carbon footprint of 1 tonne of 
steel from 1.8 tonne of CO2 to 25 kg.

The process called HYBRIT (Hydrogen Breakthrough Ironmaking Technology) is 
developed in collaboration between Swedish steel industry and Swedish govern-
ment more specifically LKAB (iron ore mining), SSAB (steelmaking/-processing), 
Vattenfall (energy/power) and the Swedish Energy Agency (capital and scientific/
technical support).

The HYBRIT process considers all steps from mining and processing the iron 
ore to the finished steel to ensure that fossil fuels are close to eliminated. Prac-
tically a slight amount of coal will remain necessary in the steelmaking process 
to adjust the steel’s carbon content and thereby its physical as well as corrosive 
properties.

When fully implemented in Sweden HYBRIT is expected to cut national 
CO2 emissions by as much as ten percent. Globally steelmaking accounts for 
around seven percent of all CO2 compared to around eight percent for cement 
production. 

Steel produced with the HYBRIT process is 20 to 30 percent more expensive 
than traditional steel, but this is based on current fossil fuel prices with current 
taxation schemes. When the HYBRIT method is more widely implemented and 

HYDROGEN BREAKTHROUGH IN STEELMAKING
Reduction of global emissions by 7 percent 

Category: Energy storage    Author: Michael Jensen

further developed it will become less 
expensive both in absolute terms and 
relative to conventional steelmaking. 
Considering the global market pull for 
CO2 reduced products and the increas-
ing rejection of polluting and climate 
impacting products the global mar-
kets will see an increasing demand for 
climate friendly steel. Even if the price 
initially is higher.

For the process to remain CO2 neu-
tral the hydrogen used must be made in 
a CO2 neutral way preferably by elec-
trolysis using renewable power. The 
HYBRIT consortium estimates that 
 approximately an additional 15 TWh 
are needed annually if the new process 
fully replaces current methods of iron 
ore and steel production in Sweden. 
That is about one tenth of Sweden’s cur-
rent power production.

A pre-feasibility study, partly fi-
nanced with 60 million SEK by the 
Swedish Energy Agency, and conduct-
ed from 2016 to 2017, proved that the 
HYBRIT process is in fact viable and 
commercially meaningful. On the back 
of the study’s conclusions the industry 
partners and the agency in 2018 decid-
ed to commence with three pilot proj-
ects each representing different steps in 
the steel making process:

1.  Direct Reduction of Iron (DRI): 
Hydrogen and steel production
A pilot plant in Northern Sweden 
is under construction since sum-
mer 2019. The plant is situated at 
an existing SSAB steel plant in 
Luleå. This plant will be produc-
ing hydrogen made via electrol-
ysis using renewable power from 
the energy company and project 
partner Vattenfall. An electric arc 
furnace in the pilot plant is also 
supplied by Vattenfall. The pilot 
is expected ready and operational 
sometime 2020.

2. Fossil free iron pellets
In a pilot project also started in 
2019 in Luleå as well as Malmber-
get in Northern Sweden, the min-
ing and iron ore processing com-
pany LKAB works on developing 
and scaling a new pellet produc-
tion design using renewable fu-
els and new heating technologies. 

Fig. 1: Conventional steelmaking process versus the HYBRIT  process  
[Source of all images: HYBRIT]
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This project includes the conversion of one of LKAB’s 
pelletizing plants from fossil fuel to 100-percent-renew-
able fuel (bio-oil). Thereby the fossil-generated carbon 
dioxide emissions from the existing Malmberget opera-
tion will be reduced by up to 40 percent during the test 
period, which corresponds to about 60,000 tonnes per 
year.

3. Hydrogen storage
In 2021 the HYBRIT consortium plans for a hydrogen 
storage research facility at SSAB’s site in Luleå. At this 
site a pilot storage facility will be erected to complement 
the DRI project mentioned above. Large scale efficient 
hydrogen storage will be a prerequisite to implement-
ing the HYBRIT process on industrial scales. The pilot 
also investigates how hydrogen storage can play a role 
in balancing renewable power production by convert-
ing surplus renewable power to hydrogen when overall 
power demand is less than current production.
Development and implementation to arrive at a techno-
logically and commercially competitive stage replacing 
current fossil fuel based steel production, in Sweden and 
eventually globally, won’t happen overnight. The con-
sortium expects a commercially mature stage in 2035. 
The pilot phase runs from 2018 to 2024 and towards 
2035 demonstration and plant trials will be conducted.
Making Swedish steel production carbon neutral is an 
important part of Sweden’s overall national goal of a 
carbon neutral society in 2045. Current carbon emis-
sions from the Swedish steel industry are approximately 
6.5 million tonnes annually or around ten percent of 
Sweden’s total carbon emissions.

GLOBAL STEEL DEMAND IS GROWING A growing world 
population, increasing urbanisation as well as a globally 
growing economy all spur a growing demand for steel used 
in construction and industry. Global carbon emissions from 
steel production were around 2.9 gigatonnes CO2 in 2017 or 
somewhere between seven and nine percent of total global 
carbon emissions (World Steel Association).

HOW CARBON INTENSIVE IS STEELMAKING? Convention-
al steelmaking is very carbon intensive as 1 tonne of finished 
steel results in 1.8 tonnes of CO2 emissions stemming main-
ly from the energy intensive coking process and particularly 
from the melting and processing of iron to steel (World Steel 
Association). Below an illustration of the various emitting 
steps in a Swedish reference case. Note that the Swedish ref-
erence is lower than the global average due to better efficien-
cy, energy reuse and optimised processes.

STOPPING GLOBAL WARMING WILL REQUIRE NEW METH-
ODS IN STEELMAKING Representing almost one tenth of 
global carbon emissions, reducing the carbon footprint of 
steelmaking is a major factor in reducing the climate im-
pact of human activity on the planet. The HYBRIT prospect 
seems a promising one in succeeding with our common 
global goals of halting global warming.

The Swedes are walking the talk and even Greta Thun-
berg can in this respect be proud on behalf of her home 
country. ||

ENERGY STOR AGE

Fig. 3: CO2 emissions in conventional steel production

Fig. 4: The HYBRIT steel making process reduces fossil emissions 
to 25 kg of CO2 per tonne of steel produced, provided that carbon 
neutral fuels such as hydrogen and certain biofuels are used. A 
slight amount of fossil coal is needed in the process to ensure 
the right carbon content and henceforth the requested physical, 
metallurgical and corrosive properties in the crude steel.

Fig. 2: Growth in world steel demand (Mtonnes = Megatonnes)
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Peter Röttgen, a PhD geologist, was once the head of the 
E.ON Energy Storage Innovation Center in Düsseldorf. He 
then became president of the Brussels-based European As-
sociation for Storage of Energy and remained in that role for 
many years. From August 2017 to early 2019, he led German 
renewable energy federation BEE before he left to work at 
Finnish energy supplier Fortum’s German office as vice pres-
ident of public affairs. In March, Fortum became Uniper’s 
majority shareholder.

H2-international: 
Mr. Röttgen, when 
you left BEE a bit 
over a year ago, you 
said you will be 
keeping an eye on 
the industry. What 
is your current take 
on the sector now 
that you are an 

‘outsider’?
Röttgen: Sadly, in 
my view – and I 
am, of course, still 
advocating an in-
crease in clean 
energy capacity – 
progress has been 
very slow. The 
wind energy in-

dustry in particular has experienced a painful drop in annu-
al capacity additions. Growing divisions between clean ener-
gy supporters and opponents make it hard on policymakers 
to commit themselves to anything. Today, the issue is no 
longer if renewable electricity costs too much. Attention is 
currently shifting to how we can get people to accept clean 
technology. Spatial planning instruments give us an oppor-
tunity to address the concerns they might have and work out 
a compromise. And besides encouraging more interest in cli-
mate action, we need to support enthusiasm for renewables 
and the innovations they spawn.

That sounds optimistic. Covid-19 has presented us with new 
challenges. Do you somehow see the current crisis as a chance to 
advance the transformation of Germany’s energy market?
The current pandemic is first of all a global human tragedy 
that fills me with great sadness. Nevertheless, it also high-
lights issues that are usually difficult to detect but which, if 
unchecked, could have dramatic consequences. Applying 
this train of thought to the global warming debate, we must 
acknowledge that climate change is real and that we need to 
act soon. What we could reasonably do to address the prob-
lem is to transform our energy system – in all sectors. Here 
is hoping that the Covid-19 experience will lead to a better 
understanding of climate issues and that we will be able to 
implement some projects earlier than planned. As an exam-

HOW TO SPEED UP THE ENERGY MARKET 
TRANSFORMATION
Interview with energy expert Peter Röttgen

Category: Energy storage    Interview Partner: Peter Röttgen

ple, the German government’s stimulus package provides 
financial incentives for investing in clean transportation 
and building a hydrogen infrastructure. This could very well 
speed up the transformation.

The government long wanted to eliminate the German clean en-
ergy law’s solar cap, which stipulated the stop of incentives at 52 
gigawatts of PV capacity. Why did it take the government so much 
time to remove that provision?
There are fault lines between and within political parties. PV 
opponents still remember how much money was spent on 
incentivizing the technology. That is no longer true, though 

– the prices for PV equipment have tumbled by 90 percent 
since then. To be frank, tying the solar cap to wind energy 
setback rules was certainly not a well thought-out move. But 
that is part of politics, negotiating a compromise. Regardless, 
the cap is now history thanks to the cabinet-approved stim-
ulus package.

How high do you think the carbon price should go if it is to have a 
noticeable impact on emissions?
In its road map, the German government tried to find a mid-
dle ground between basically not introducing a price at all 
and setting one that should have been higher if we want to 
reverse course rapidly. The starting price seems acceptable 
in light of what was politically possible, not to mention that 
it has since been revised upward. We will soon get a first 
glimpse of its impact on the market – when we need to de-
cide what technology we want to rely on to meet future en-
ergy needs. However, the government needs to monitor the 
market and adjust the amount should its clean energy targets 
be in jeopardy. On a positive note, the price will apply across 
all relevant economic sectors. The same now needs to hap-
pen across the EU. A Union-wide carbon price could help us 
tremendously in fighting climate change and guaranteeing 
fair competition. Besides, I hope that in the second half of 
this year, the German EU council presidency can give some 
fresh impetus to the sector and that the entire Green Deal 
will move ahead quickly.

Your company, Fortum, now owns nearly 70 percent of Uniper [an 
E.ON spin-off], making it the energy provider’s majority sharehol-
der. Just recently, Uniper started up a coal power station named 
Datteln 4 in the state of North Rhine-Westphalia despite the 
German government’s planned exit from the coal industry. What 
future do you see for that kind of power generation in Germany?
Your question ties in with the debate about emissions from 
coal power plants. Coal-fired electricity generation, especial-
ly without carbon capture and storage, stands in stark con-
trast to climate targets and the transition to a cleaner ener-
gy market. However, it would be wrong to point the finger 
squarely at coal producers and denigrate entire groups of 
factory employees. The work they do was invaluable and to 
the benefit of all of society for many years. But the situation 
has changed. German coal power production no longer has a 
future, and that will lead to transformative change.

Fig. 1: Peter Röttgen [Source: Fortum]
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How will you achieve this transformation?
First of all, there is the European Emissions Trading System, 
which will limit emission allowances gradually. That system 
is not in dispute among EU members. Even before the Cov-
id-19 outbreak, from 2018 to 2019, the amount of energy pro-
duced from coal had fallen significantly, according to Ago-
ra Energiewende, the main reason being the rising carbon 
price. The price boosted both low-emission natural gas and 
zero-emission renewable sources, leading to a 12 percent re-
duction in emissions.

Seems like clear statements and hard facts to me.
Indeed. The German Coal Commission has advocated exit-
ing the coal sector by 2038 at the latest, and the government 
is seeing to that. Operators of coal power stations have now 
been tasked with transforming their business. This means 
they need to forget about using conventional equipment and 
start looking at alternative energy generation methods that 
are socially, legally, technologically and, last but not least, fi-
nancially viable. Current coal power plants have to be shut 
down in a way that guarantees their replacement by inex-
pensive but reliable and eco-friendly production methods. 
Things may get difficult, though the goal remains achievable.

Finnish company Wärtsilä believes Covid-19 could speed up the 
energy market transformation by providing more opportunities for 
electrification. Do you think so as well?
I also believe we can accelerate the process. Earlier in our 
conversation, I mentioned Germany’s recently passed stim-
ulus package, which could drive growth. My opinion on 
electrification may differ a bit. Electricity has taken on a 
dominant role in the debate. But Germany’s transforma-
tion strategy was built around a partnership between elec-
tricity and gas suppliers. Today, suppliers of natural gas 
have taken the lion’s share of the gas market and efforts to 
transform natural gas into a zero-emission fuel are under-
way. This is why current discussions focus on the question 
of what type of fuel we want to use to power a future energy 
system. Will we only have hydrogen produced from green 
electricity or also natural gas in combination with carbon 
capture and storage? Based on my observations, many have 
realized that we will continue to require gas sources for a 
lot of applications. This is also a crucial point when design-
ing future energy storage.

When you worked for E.ON Gas Storage, you devoted much of your 
time to developing energy storage solutions. What technologies do 
we need in this market?

In essence, we have all the electricity, gas and heat storage 
technology we need. Nowadays, many PV installations are 
equipped with small storage units or connected to energy 
clouds. This provides suppliers with a high degree of flex-
ibility, allowing them to increase energy efficiency or put 
up big batteries in central locations. Expanding the electric 
transportation infrastructure will also get us large, distrib-
uted capacity if we can use the batteries of parked vehicles 
for storage. There are great opportunities to be had when 
switching energy sources in the industrial sector, and much 
of the electricity we produce could go into seasonal hydro-
gen storage facilities underground. Nowadays, however, 
storage is often distributed and relatively small. It will need 
to grow in line with renewable energy capacity and grid 
expansions.

And green hydrogen?
We will need large quantities of hydrogen to, for example, 
decarbonize the industrial sector. This will lead to two com-
peting uses for clean power because you can either make 
green hydrogen from that electricity or sell the power on the 
exchange. The hydrogen industry, however, needs to see sig-
nificant progress now and not in a few years if Germany is to 
become climate neutral by 2050, as stipulated in the federal 
renewable energy law. If we cannot produce enough hydro-
gen from clean power, we will have to accept that some of 
it will come from non-renewable sources, as in the case of 
blue hydrogen that is made from natural gas using CCS. And 
demand is huge so imports will play a crucial role as well. In 
that context, I believe we are about to witness the emergence 
of a new global market.

In summer, when the German government presented its new 
hydro gen strategy, the industry said it would have liked to see 
more than 5 gigawatts of electrolyzer capacity be put up by 2030. 
Do you agree?
This capacity alone will not be enough, that much is clear, 
even today. Unfortunately, there is that clash again over 
who gets the renewable electricity we have. Criticizing blue 
hydro gen because of its natural gas source will carry the de-
bate about fossil fuel use over to the hydrogen sector, where 
it serves no purpose. We should rather be consistent in our 
argument and price hydrogen production according to its 
carbon footprint.

During Germany’s EU council presidency, the gas will 
certainly be part of the agenda and justifiably so. Hydrogen 
has long ceased to be a local niche market and could be a big 
help in reviving the economy post Covid-19. ||
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Sandwiched between the North and Baltic seas, Schleswig-Holstein is considered 
to have great potential for generating clean wind energy. Boasting an installed 
turbine capacity of around 6.7 gigawatts onshore and 1.8 gigawatts offshore, and 
a nearly 37 percent renewable energy share in total final consumption (122 per-
cent in gross electricity use), Germany’s northernmost state is well above the na-
tional average. Its 2025 aim is to have renewables contribute up to 65 percent to 
state-wide energy generation. And by 2050, the North Sea and its coastal areas 
could be home to Europe’s largest clean energy system – ideal prospects for kick-
ing off a real hydrogen economy.

The Heide region’s natural features, strong winds and underground caverns, and 
an innovative business alliance form the basis for the production and use of green 
hydrogen as part of WESTKÜSTE100 and its follow-on projects. The key aims of 
WESTKÜSTE100 are to install and operate a 30-megawatt electrolyzer to produce 
green hydrogen from renewables, prepare an underground storage cavern, and 
put up a grid for delivering the gas.

The project takes a holistic approach to energy generation. This means that it 
will use the oxygen released by electrolysis to generate, via combustion processes 
at a cement factory in Lägerdorf, highly pure carbon dioxide, a raw material for 
basic chemicals and synthetic fuels. To this end, the project members will inves-
tigate how to synthesize green methanol from green hydrogen and the cement 
works’ green carbon dioxide.

The goal of WESTKÜSTE100 is to link three electrolysis products – hydrogen, 
oxygen and waste heat – via several side pathways and branches with the end of 
the production chain at e-fuels. As a result, stakeholders will need to find the most 
suitable methods for handling the technical and business aspects of these material 
flows while factoring in local conditions. The project consortium thus decided 
that it will also develop sustainable operating systems and business models for 
value chain components in order to address the chicken-and-egg dilemma faced 
by those introducing new technologies to the market.

A separate work package will cover socio-economic questions related to 
transformative changes in society and give recommendations on regulatory im-
provements. This is necessary because the success of green hydrogen produc-
tion in Germany will depend on whether the technology grows into a social 
mainstay and can be operated under a sensible legal framework. Another key 
research task will be to draw on the results of plant operation for drafting a plan 
that can be used to scale the 30-megawatt system to 700 megawatts to make all 

GREEN HYDROGEN FOR INDUSTRY
WESTKÜSTE100 launched in German Heide region

Category: Energy storage    Authors: Michael Berger, Dirk Burmeister, Martin Eckhard

of the cement works’ processes more 
eco-friendly.

On Aug. 1, the German economy 
and energy ministry approved the 
grant request by the project partners 
after a thorough yet speedy consul-
tation process. WESTKÜSTE100 is 
scheduled to run for five years. In addi-
tion to EUR 30 million in public incen-
tives, the partners will provide approx-
imately EUR 53 million in funds. Work 
has already started following the rapid 
creation of an organizational structure.

FEATURES WESTKÜSTE100 is part of 
ENTREE100, which envisions an area 
powered entirely by renewables. The 
northern German Heide region’s devel-
opment agency has spent 10 years to get 
this venture off the ground. It will now 
gradually implement several measures 
to bring Heide closer to its zero-car-
bon goals. Key objectives are to have 
an entire city block run on clean ener-
gy, through QUARREE100, synthesize 
kerosene, via KEROSyN100, create 
a primary control center, as part of 
MESH100, and support these efforts by 
conducting research on power-to-x pro-
jects ranging from grid integration to 
building systems, during CAMPUS100. 
Other ideas, such as creating a pow-
er-to-x business park to establish a fre-
quent technology and knowledge trans-
fer between businesses and research 
institutes, are under development.

Besides local activities, the indus-
trial partners in WESTKÜSTE100 are 
working on related ventures to prepare 
for the large-scale application of the 
project’s findings.

The project’s second distinctive 
characteristic is its overall purpose. 
The 12 consortia chosen to establish 
living labs for climate change are plan-
ning to put up 300 megawatts by 2025, 
a relatively low figure compared to the 
government’s aim of up to 5 gigawatts 
of electrolyzer capacity by 2030. This 
makes it all the more important to lay 
the groundwork for activities past in-
dividual projects. The 30 megawatts 
could, and will be, only part of the 
learning curve from 1 megawatt to 
1 gigawatt.

WESTKÜSTE100 is mainly focused 
on the industrial sector, which typical-
ly needs a great deal more hydrogen 
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great deal of material to move. Production capacity must be 
raised, people trained and products developed. Our colleague, 
Professor Volker Quaschning, once compared the task ahead 
with the moon landing. We need to want it, he said. That we 
can achieve the transformation is not in doubt. ||

Reference(s) and source(s)
 www.westkueste100.de/
 www.region-heide.de/
  Energiewende und Klimaschutz in Schleswig-Holstein 2019, 

Bericht der Landesregierung
  www.rk-westküste.de/themen/projekte/innovationsstrategie-

westkueste/
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than other sectors. Each year, the Lägerdorf cement factory 
emits 1 megaton of carbon dioxide, an amount that can only 
be processed with the help of a well-organized supply chain 
ranging from electricity production to storage and transport.

The third distinctive characteristic of WESTKÜSTE100 
is its social component, which will require the involvement 
of especially policymakers, local administrators and associ-
ation members. Most people living on the western coastline 
are already acutely aware of the need for more renewable en-
ergy thanks to a strong wind energy sector and will hardly 
view hydrogen as some alien technology. The general mood 
in the region remains mostly positive as well – despite grid 
congestion, difficult spatial planning and slowdowns in in-
vestment. The prospect for new local jobs continues to be 
front and center. In 2016, the region additionally drafted 
a comprehensive plan, or, more specifically, an innovation 
strategy focused on clean energy. As much of the local land 
mass is barely above sea level, there is heightened awareness 
of climate change too.

It is well known that research projects do not always have 
a positive impact on a region. Thought must be given to the 
end of funding. For this reason, WESTKÜSTE100 has clearly 
sketched out long-term scenarios that match the strategies 
devised at every level of political decision-making. It is all in 
the project name.

THE NEXT STEPS The launch of this project has given rise to 
the crucial question of whether politicians and residents re-
ally want a hydrogen economy in Germany (see box). In light 
of the recently published national hydrogen strategy, there is 
little doubt that the answer to that question has to and will 
be a resounding Yes. The Covid-19 virus outbreak may have 
temporarily shifted attention to other topics. However, the 
new normal is ripe with old issues: We are running out of 
time to meet our climate goals and we are lagging behind the 
competition. We need to come up with ingenious solutions 
to address our problems by the next general election. There 
is no need for solutions to be as elaborate as possible, but they 
need to be something that you can rely on.

Paperwork and funding are not the only areas of concern: 
The technological clock is ticking as well and there will be a 

LEGAL HURDLES
The consortium has also identified several legal issues 
that should be addressed and solved as soon as pos-
sible. They involve German laws on renewable energy, 
electricity taxes and CHP systems and the regulations 
on grid and concession fees, as well as RED II. The part-
ners agree that it would be more sustainable to stay 
on the right path early on instead of cross-subsidizing 
clean hydrogen production. In essence, achieving the 
climate targets will require investments in the amount 
of tens of millions of euros.
The project consortium is made up of Raffinerie Heide, 
Orsted Wind Power Germany, EDF Deutschland, Open 
Grid Europe, Holcim Deutschland, thyssenkrupp Indus-
trial Solutions, Thüga and Stadtwerke Heide, the Heide 
Region Development Agency and the Fachhochschule 
Westküste university of applied sciences.
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Hydrogen is considered crucial to transforming the energy 
market, especially in the northern parts of Germany and 
the Netherlands with their growing number of clean ener-
gy systems. On two North Sea islands, INTERREG project 
H2Watt is now investigating the opportunities that a hydro-
gen infrastructure can provide before it will put ideas into 
practice. Where will it be eco-friendly to switch to hydro-
gen? What is the best way to accomplish this? Representing 
a microcosm of a supply chain, both islands offer the perfect 
chance to study the real-world use of hydrogen. In late April, 
H2Watt was kicked off by a week-long virtual event showing 
video clips created by the project’s partners.

In the middle of the Wadden Sea, off the coast of Germany 
and the Netherlands, lies an archipelago collectively known 
as the Frisian Islands. Two of these islands, German Borkum 
in the east and Dutch Ameland in the west, have been pio-
neering the fight against climate change in the region. Five 
years ago, Borkum’s council presented a list of objectives and 
targets the island needs to achieve by 2030, including climate 
neutrality. Equally ambitious plans have been announced on 
Ameland. Besides pursuing the same 2035 target of net-ze-
ro emissions, its council wants Ameland to become a lead-

ENERGY STOR AGE

HYDROGEN ON WADDEN ISLANDS
H2Watt to create hydrogen economy on Ameland and Borkum

Category: Energy storage    Author: Adenike Bettinger

ing supplier of clean technology and stop importing energy 
from the mainland. Both island governments are partners in 
the 10-member H2Watt project consortium.

H2WATT The consortium have EUR 2.3 million and 26 
months available to analyze the benefits and drawbacks of 
hydrogen use on the islands. Plans are to study, plan and set 
up multiple projects to simulate a hydrogen economy (see fig. 
1). What kinds of projects will be carried out on which island 
depends on local conditions. One focus area is the transpor-
tation sector.

On both Borkum and Ameland, the consortium mem-
bers plan to install an electrolyzer and a storage and deliv-
ery system. Borkum will also adapt its light rail to run on 
the gas. Several times a day, this train carries tourists from 
Borkum’s ferry dock to the only town on the island. The 
schedule changes with the season and while the service is 
used more frequently in summer, heating the train in winter 
requires considerably more energy. Other factors that will be 
evaluated prior to vehicle conversion include typical velocity 
profiles and running resistance.

In Ameland’s case, the focus will be on maritime trans-
portation. The prototype to be designed and built on the is-

Fig. 1: H2Watt subprojects on the islands (marked with a blue asterisk)
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the vessels carrying crews to the wind 
farms off Borkum’s coast.

CONCLUSION There are many bene-
fits to establishing a hydrogen supply 
chain on these islands and implement-
ing some supply chain components. 
First, the islands are (nearly) closed-
loop environments, which makes it 
possible to fully track supply and de-
mand and use the insights gained to 
construct larger systems elsewhere. 
Second, the components will create 
a great deal of value regionally, since 
local businesses and institutions are 
welcome to use the H2Watt living labs. 
Another notable advantage is that 
the regions discussed in this article 
are highly dependent on the tourism 
sector, which provides the perfect op-
portunity to increase the social accep-
tance of renewable energy. In essence, 
they are both showcases for wind, so-
lar and hydrogen energy, highlighting 
the advantages of those sources in 
highly recreational and relaxing sur-
roundings. In turn, increased accep-
tance can later facilitate the addition 
of clean energy capacity and ensure 
sustainable climate policy. ||
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land is a catamaran-type vessel that will be powered by hydrogen or a hydrogen 
derivative, namely methanol. Eco-friendliness, economics, legal regulations and 
expenses for converting existing vessel stock will play a crucial role in determin-
ing the suitability of both energy carriers.

Borkum will also build an entire quarter for the employees of nearby offshore 
wind farms. The buildings will be heated using thermal energy from the North Sea 
and the upstream stage of hydrogen production. Ameland, by contrast, will put up 
a biogas plant for high-pressure anaerobic digestion and use hydrogen to improve 
operating efficiency.

ENERGY PROFILE The 2017 and 2018 figures on energy generation and imports 
indicate that there has been some progress on the clean energy front. But they also 
show that there is still a lot to do in the short term. This is particularly true for the 
Netherlands, where people have increasingly relied on natural gas to meet their 
energy needs. They will now have to rethink their strategy after the government 
announced that it plans to severely curtail natural gas production starting in 2022 
and end it altogether by 2026. On both islands, hydrogen is used to further energy 
systems integration.

Ameland’s council has decided to install a 3-megawatt solar farm in addition 
to the island’s existing 6-megawatt farm as well as several smaller PV systems to-
taling 1 megawatt. To prevent another volatile energy source from testing the lim-
its of energy management and grid capacity, the new farm will be linked directly 
to an electrolyzer. A battery pack will serve as temporary storage, eliminating the 
need for spontaneous start-ups and shutdowns.

Data gathered from monitoring the operation of the 6-megawatt system will 
be used to estimate the yield of the new farm and calculate optimum battery and 
electrolyzer capacity. Initial estimates put that capacity at up to 65 tons of hydro-
gen per year, provided the farm will power only the electrolyzer. The amount of 
energy produced would be sufficient for some of the planned projects. Neverthe-
less, meeting most of the island’s energy demand would require additional clean 
energy and hydrogen production capacities. 

The renewable energy plants that are up and running on Ameland today meet 
about 5 percent of total demand on the island, while natural gas provides around 
45 percent of supply. Other important energy carriers are fossil fuels such as diesel 
and gasoline, which contribute 40 percent to the total. The high proportion of 
fossil fuel is mainly the result of ferry operation, even though there are already 
several measures in place to lower emissions.

By contrast, Borkum has two wind farms, each with 1.8 megawatts of capac-
ity, and a PV plant with a peak output of 2.6 megawatts. Together, they produce 
44 terajoules a year. This is around 25 percent of the electricity, or 5 percent of 
the energy, needed across the island. In addition, several CHP units inject ther-
mal energy into a district heating system. Their average output is 14.5 terajoules 
a year. In all, 60 percent of the energy used on Borkum is provided by natural 
gas imports, while fuels and electricity contribute about 20 percent each. Vehi-
cles require only one-fifth of the total, the biggest consumers being ferries and 

Fig. 2: This chart shows the total amount of energy available on the islands. While blue de-
notes energy imports, red represents clean energy generation capacity. [Source: H2Watt]

H2WATT
H2Watt, a German-Dutch collab-
oration, intends to prepare the 
economy on both sides of the bor-
der for the new challenges and 
opportunities arising from the 
integration of hydrogen into the 
energy system. Several innovative 
infrastructure, transportation and 
logistics subprojects on the is-
lands of Ameland and Borkum will 
demonstrate technology advances 
and provide knowledge transfer. 
Daily video clips during the H2Watt 
Week, held from April 22 through 
30, presented the project to the 
broader public.
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LOHC – HYDROGEN TRANSPORT MADE EASY
How to use hydrogen, not oil, to power the economy

Category: Energy storage    Author: Niels Hendrik Petersen

Fig. 1: Retrieving high-purity hydrogen from an LOHC system
[Sources: Allgemeine Services KIT, Bramsiepe]

To achieve climate neutrality by 2050, Germany will 
need low-emission – if not zero-emission – solutions for 
transportation and industry. As part of a Kopernikus 
initiative called P2X, researchers are developing ways to 
safely store hydrogen in containers in atmospheric con-
ditions. They use liquid organic hydrogen carriers, also 
known as LOHCs, which bind hydrogen reversibly and 
allow the subsequent separation of carrier material and 
gas through a special dehydrogenation unit. It is the only 
method for efficiently discharging this liquid storage. At 
the same time, however, the hydrogen needs to be upgrad-
ed to fuel cell quality.

Ellen Gapp, a young researcher working at Karlsruher Insti-
tut für Technologie, better known as KIT, turns on the fau-

cet. Hydrogen starts immediately flowing from the LOHC 
pilot system into an aluminum-coated gas sampling bag (see 
fig. 1). She says both fuel cell buses and passenger cars need 
high-purity hydrogen. The LOHC color is what makes all the 
difference: One of the two bottles in front of her contains a 
clear and transparent liquid, still charged with over 97 per-
cent hydrogen. The content of the other has turned slightly 
orange, as some of the gas has already been released and the 
state of charge is down to 80 percent (see fig. 2).

The aim of the Kopernikus’ Power-to-X project is to in-
vestigate alternative approaches to storing clean power in 
chemical compounds. In the first project stage, which last-
ed for three years, the researchers analyzed a wide variety 
of storage options. This included ways to store electrolytic 
hydrogen in LOHCs and create synthetic fuels, such as syn-
thetically produced kerosene, diesel, natural gas and gaso-
line and dimethyl ether, a diesel substitute. Now in its second 
stage, the project is focused on a more limited number of 
options, namely LOHCs and synthetic kerosene, diesel and 
gasoline.

HIGH STORAGE DENSITY The project seems to have been 
launched at just the right time. LOHCs are a perfect fit for 
Germany’s recently published national hydrogen strategy, 
considering they make it possible to transport and distrib-
ute the gas with ease. Even the EU is starting to take note, 
having published a “hydrogen strategy for a climate-neu-
tral Europe” in early July, explained Peter Pfeifer, group 
lead at KIT.

There are good arguments in favor of LOHCs. Not only 
can they be easily transported inside barrels and canisters 
but they also require a fueling infrastructure very similar to 
that of gasoline so they can be sold at gas stations as well. 
Moreover, taking the fuel system into account, LOHCs have 
greater volumetric and gravimetric densities than conven-
tional options. The weight of ultra-cold or high-pressure hy-
drogen and its storage equipment is considerably higher than 
that of an LOHC stored in a plastic canister.

The above explains why the researchers at KIT are put-
ting so much effort into finding new solutions. And they 
have help from a whole host of partner organizations, in-
cluding FAU Erlangen-Nürnberg university, Areva H2Gen, 
Clariant Produkte, Forschungszentrum Jülich, Framatome, 
Fraunhofer ISE, Hydrogenious Technologies, Schott and 
Aachen’s RWTH university.

“Thanks to the P2X project, we have already been able 
to demonstrate that delivering hydrogen stored in LOHCs 
is more economical than using other methods, even if you 
transport as little as 60 tons a day to remote locations,” said 
Pfeifer. The findings will be especially helpful to fueling 
station operators and industrial users, such as glass manu-
facturers. The latter could use the energy stored in the gas 
for melting components. “LOHCs are therefore an excellent 
solution for transitioning from an oil to a hydrogen econo-
my,” he added.

HIGH PURITY GUARANTEED The KIT researchers are cur-
rently improving dehydrogenation efficiency and hydro-
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gen purity so the gas can be delivered to fueling stations. 
“If LOHCs need to be discharged in a very short amount of 
time, you have to make sure that none of the byproducts 
from releasing hydrogen end up in the tank,” explained 
Pfeifer. He and his team employ a combination of microre-
actors and membranes to avoid this scenario. “By improv-
ing the heat transfer into the microchambers and the mass 
transfer between the liquid carrier and the solid catalyst, we 
can speed up the precious metal catalyst reaction that re-
leases the hydrogen.”

At the same time, the hydrogen is separated with the help 
of ultrathin membranes, embedded by the researchers in the 
microstructures (see fig. 3). This gives an LOHC more time 
and improved contact with the catalyst, as the large quantity 
of hydrogen released in production is removed from the re-
action channels. “These microreactors and separators have 
not been developed for demonstration purposes only. They 
can be scaled up,” noted Pfeifer.

Ultimately, the researchers need to stay focused on creat-
ing economically viable and competitive products that are at 
a level with other reactor systems and purification methods. 
The factors to watch out for when designing new equipment, 
catalysts and membranes, Pfeifer said, are production costs 

and durability. “Our job is to come up with an inexpensive 
manufacturing process, optimally designed microstructures 
and improved membranes.” While the use of palladium film 
in LOHC systems has been demonstrated, he and his team 
are still planning to test coated membranes on carriers and 
3D-printed microstructures.

These approaches are still in their infancy, Pfeifer ex-
plained, but could lead to further improvements. Another 
aim of the project is thus to scale up and improve methods 
already in use. However, if there is to be a market for LOHCs, 
governments will need to keep promoting hydrogen in trans-
portation and other sectors too.

ENERGY LOST DURING HYDROGEN RELEASE The project 
partners are using dibenzyl toluene, a commonly avail-
able heat transfer fluid, as a carrier material. After all, it is 
only used as a storage medium and can be charged and dis-
charged as long as the associated process creates few or no 
byproducts. It is also hardly inflammable and classed only as 
mildly irritating, making it much less dangerous and toxic 
than gasoline, Pfeifer said.

Hydrogen is released using a solid catalyst that contains 
platinum. The reaction requires heat. Pfeifer said that in all, 
separating the hydrogen molecules consumes around 25 per-
cent of the energy stored in the gas. Production will be more 
or less efficient depending on whether waste heat or even 
clean heat can be utilized as well.

So far, the KIT researchers have only created a lab-scale 
prototype that releases few liters of hydrogen per hour (see 
fig. 4). The unit consists of a single microstructure layer forc-
ing the LOHC to move in a circular pattern from the center 
to the edge of the reactor. This approach increases the flow 
speed of the reaction mixture inside the microstructure to 
an insignificant degree, as it provides ever more space for the 
hydrogen split off in the process. The membrane is part of 
a separate component. “We have run this combination suc-
cessfully for several hundred hours. We now want to scale 
up the system by adding several microstructure layers to a 
single component,” said Pfeifer.

This concept is known in the microreactor industry as 
numbering-up. Lastly, the researchers will connect larger re-
actors and membranes in series to produce large amounts of 
hydrogen in little time and, if possible, allow the LOHC to be 
fully discharged.

Fig. 2: Draining LOHCs through two bottles (the differing colors 
indicate which LOHC is still charged)

Fig. 3: Membrane structure for purifying hydrogen Fig. 4: Look inside a radial flow microreactor for releasing 
 hydrogen from an LOHC
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membrane and the permeate side where the pure hydrogen 
is located: “Otherwise, the material will not pass through the 
membrane.” The substances separated by the lab-scale system 
are volatile compounds from LOHC production or from a 
side reaction of LOHC decomposition. This includes aromatic 
compounds, such as toluene and carbon monoxide. He added: 

“To achieve high hydrogen purity, we slightly increase the pres-
sure by around 2 to 4 bars above ambient when producing the 
gas in the reactor before bringing the hydrogen into contact 
with the metallic palladium membrane.” ||

GUARANTEEING FUEL CELL QUALITY A German DIN 
standard states the level of quality needed to supply hydro-
gen to fuel cells downstream. But how can purity be guaran-
teed? “The gas separated by the membrane is first split into 
atomic hydrogen on the surface of the palladium before be-
ing transported through its lattice,” explained Pfeifer. Unless, 
of course, the palladium has a defect, other atoms are too big 
to pass through that lattice, he added.

What is important, he said, is that there is a partial pres-
sure difference between the supply, or retentate, side of the 

FARMER TURNED HYDROGEN PRO-
DUCER The developer’s name is 
John-Heinrich “Jonny” Ingwersen, 
the chief executive of eFarming. Until 
2018, his firm was known as GPJ Ener-
giepark 103, set up in 2017 (see H2-in-
ternational, January 2019). Ingwersen, 
a farmer by trade, was and still is the 
manager of several community wind 
and solar farms in Bosbüll. Through-
out the region, he is seen as a pioneer, 
considering his first ventures into the 
renewable energy sector date to 1993. 
He told H2-international that the cur-
rent project “is something we are pret-
ty proud of.”

Among GP Joule’s partners are sev-
eral wind farm operators. They hope 
that the project will allow them to keep 
on the turbines that will soon drop out 
of Germany’s clean energy incentive 
program. There has been enormous in-
terest in the new technology, with over 
a hundred people having stated their 
intention to buy an FCEV. 

The production capacity of the 
H-Tec ME 100/350 PEM electrolyzer 
that will be run in Bosbüll is 100 kilo-
grams of hydrogen a day. The waste 
energy generated by the system will be 
used to heat nearby buildings, which 
will raise efficiency to more than 95 
percent. The hydrogen produced this 
way will be transported to two fueling 
stations, one in Niebüll and another in 
Husum. Their completion, originally 
scheduled for the second quarter, has 
been postponed. The two fuel cell buses 
will also be delivered later than expect-
ed, presumably in September. ||

WHAT MAKES US PROUD
eFarm project started in Bosbüll

Category: Energy storage    Author: Sven Geitmann

To get eFarm underway, German transportation minister Andreas Scheuer and 
many of the project’s partners came to Bosbüll on July 7 despite dreary weath-
er. “Germany’s largest hydrogen transportation project,” as GP Joule calls it, in-
volves building two fueling stations, two fuel cell buses, seven tanks to deliver 
gas by truck, and five 225-kilowatt electrolyzers, each of which will be put up at 
a different site.

It was a gray and stormy day, typical of northern Germany. But that did little to 
dampen the mood among attendees as the prominent guests in their midst cut the 
ribbon on the eFarm project (see fig. 1). Surrounded by wind turbines, German 
transportation minister Andreas Scheuer said that “this project is the perfect ex-
ample of how to implement Germany’s hydrogen strategy, from using wind energy 
for clean energy generation to broadly expanding the needed infrastructure. This 
is how we will get clean, eco-friendly transportation. […] Some say we will do this 
with a bang; I say it is going to be a German turbo.”

EUR 16 million will be poured into the project, covering half of its costs. Hopes 
are that the venture will become a beacon for all of Germany and show how excess 
wind energy can be used in zero-emission transportation while creating trust among 
those unsure of whether wind turbines and hydrogen power plants are a good idea.

Fig. 1: Schleswig-Holstein’s environment minister J. P. Albrecht, GP Joule’s H. Gärtner 
and O. Petersen, county commissioner F. Lorenzen, member of parliament A. Damerow 
and German transportation minister A. Scheuer (from left)
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used to heat buildings, among other things. Hydrolysis pro-
duces about as much energy as PEMs give off in the form of 
waste heat, i.e., approximately 1 kilowatt of heat per kilowatt 
of electrical output, at a temperature of around 80 °C. The 
most sensible course of action would thus be to devise a plan 
for the shared thermal management of both the fuel cell and 
the hydrolysis reactor.

When it comes to hydrolysis, magnesium hydride has 
several advantages over other materials:

 · Its specific energy is 6.1 kWh per kilogram, PowerPaste’s 
being 3.8 kWh. Even when factoring in fuel cell losses, the 
material provides much more energy than today’s batter-
ies, the gravimetric energy density of which is around 0.2 
kWh per kilogram.

 · The magnesium to make magnesium hydride and Power-
Paste is already available on the market in large quantities, 
at a raw material price of around EUR 1.70  a kilogram. 
Magnesium is also not a rare element but the third-most 
common in the earth’s crust.

 · According to IFAM estimates, even magnesium produced 
by conventional means will, over the longer term, lower 
the price of making PowerPaste to around EUR 2 to EUR 
3 a kilogram. The levelized cost will be around EUR 20 
to EUR 30 per kilogram at the point of use, including all 
expenditures for infrastructure and distribution. This re-
flects the full cost of production as opposed to artificial 
prices for hydrogen at fueling stations.

The above means that in many markets, including for UPS 
and light electric vehicles, the total cost of ownership will 
already be much lower than if the project involved putting 
up expensive hydrogen infrastructure or renting gas cyl-
inders. 

The growing use of magnesium in light vehicle con-
struction (CAGR: around 5 percent) also makes it likely 

A few years ago, research at Dresden-based Fraunhofer 
IFAM’s Hydrogen Technologies department led to the 
development of a paste-like substance that can provide 
on-demand energy under well-controllable conditions for 
multiple kinds of fuel cell applications. In partnership with 
businesses and other research institutes, IFAM has since 
launched several projects to demonstrate that this sub-
stance called PowerPaste, the main ingredient of which is 
magnesium hydride, is both safe and easy to handle. The 
institute is also currently building a system to produce 
multiple tons of PowerPaste a year for use in field tests.

There already are well-established methods for producing 
hydrogen via hydrolysis, for example, by having water react 
with either calcium hydride (CaH2) or sodium borohydride 
(NaBH4). Around four years ago, H2-international first re-
ported on PowerPaste (see H2-international, January 2017), 
a storage compound IFAM created based on magnesium hy-
dride (MgH2). [Teg14]

The principle behind this kind of hydrolysis is always the 
same. When a metal hydride (MHn) reacts with water (H2O), 
it forms hydrogen and a metal hydride oxide:

MHn + n H2O  n H2 + M (OH)n

In the case of magnesium hydride, the equation is as follows:

MgH2 + 2 H2O  2 H2 + Mg (OH)2

Since this technique makes use of the water available during 
the reaction, it generates twice as much hydrogen as thermal 
decomposition, with half of that amount coming from the 
hydride. As a result, the method gives off much less waste 
heat than other production techniques during which a metal 
or a metal alloy reacts with water (or an acid).

The reaction, which takes place inside a hydrogen gen-
erator, is exothermic, which removes the need for external 
heat sources. The thermal energy that it generates can be 

CLEAN HYDROGEN ON DEMAND
Controlled release of an all-in-one energy source

Category: Energy storage     Authors: Marcus Vogt, Felix Heubner, Thomas Weißgärber, Lars Röntzsch

Table 1: Material and energy needed to produce 1 kilogram of hydrogen via MgH2

MATERIAL QTY. EDUCTS PRODUCTION METHOD ENERGY BALANCE EFFICIENCY

Hydrogen
(input) 0.5 kg Water Alkaline/PEM 

electrolysis 25 kWh 80%

Magnesium chloride 
(no water) 23.6 kg Magnesium hydroxide,

hydrogen chloride
Hydrochlorination 
(Dow process) 4 kWh 75%

Magnesium 6 kg Magnesium chloride 
(no water) Alcan process 63 kWh 59%

Chlorine 17.6 kg Magnesium chloride 
(no water)

Alcan process versus 
membrane process −42 kWh n/a

Magnesium hydride 6.5 kg Magnesium Goldschmidt’s 
 technique [Kno90] 0 kWh n/a

Hydrogen
(output) 1 kg Magnesium hydride Hydrolysis 0 kWh n/a

Total 50 kWh (80%)
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realistically retain around 80 percent 
of the energy from the prior one. This 
holds true even if waste heat is not in-
cluded in the calculation but the chlo-
rine produced is (see fig. 1 and table 1). 
The latter would allow the replacement 
of older, less efficient chlorine factories 
that use the chloralkali process. An 
even higher amount of energy could 
be carried over from one cycle to the 
next if there is an increase in magne-
sium production efficiency as achieved 
in some laboratory experiments, where 
efficiency hit 89 percent.

PowerPaste, a mixture of magnesi-
um hydride, a metal salt catalyst and 
an ester acting as a suspending agent 
[Teg14, Teg17], comes with multiple 
benefits:

From a chemical and process stand-
point, the paste offers improved reac-
tion speed, i.e., the reaction is neither 
too fast nor too slow (see also image on 
p. 3). Additionally, the solubility of the 
ester ensures that water covers as much 
of the magnesium hydride as possi-
ble. The ester can also serve as a wet-
ting agent as early as the paste-making 
stage in, for example, a stirred media 
mill to provide greater process scalabil-
ity while lowering costs and improving 
efficiency. This would also increase pro-
cess safety by avoiding dust formation.

Additionally, a paste-like substance 
is much easier to feed into a hydrogen 
generator than a solid compound, par-
ticularly because the water entering the 
generator creates a humid atmosphere 
inside the reaction chamber. For ex-
ample, in contrast to solid magnesium 
hydride, PowerPaste can be fed into the 
device by applying pressure to a piston, 
a tube or a vacuum bag or by pumping 
it into the generator.

Likewise, compared to other hy-
drolysis solutions, PowerPaste is eas-
ier to handle in conjunction with key 
process components such as shutoff 
and check valves. The reaction cham-
ber contains only as much paste, and 
thus magnesium hydride, as is required 
to produce hydrogen in a fuel cell. In 
contrast to hydrolysis methods that 
can only be controlled by adding wa-
ter and/or removing heat, PowerPaste 
allows for fast start-ups and complete 
shutdowns while providing inherently 
safe hydrogen generation. In principle, 
every device that uses PowerPaste for 
hydrolysis is made up of the same com-
ponents.

By applying pressure or employing 
a suitable pump unit, PowerPaste is 
transferred from a storage container to 
the reaction chamber, where it comes 

that magnesium extraction will undergo significant changes in the next 10 years 
and become more carbon-neutral, energy-efficient and inexpensive. [Ros20]

A technique based on the electrolysis of molten compounds could then be em-
ployed both to produce magnesium and to help set up a closed hydrogen produc-
tion cycle based on magnesium and magnesium hydride.

Creating this kind of production cycle would be possible even today. Using 
conventional industrial manufacturing techniques, each subsequent cycle could 

Fig. 1: Hydrogen production cycle based on magnesium, magnesium hydride and hydroly-
sis

Fig. 2: Schematic diagram of a hydrogen generator running on PowerPaste. Left: Power-
Paste cartridge or storage container. Middle: Reaction chamber equipped with fuel sen-
sors and connected to (electronic and mechanical) relief valves, a pressure transmitter, a 
pre-drier and a pressure reducer. Right: Water pump including a pressurizer and a check 
valve. Bottom: Pinch valve and waste container
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1.  A reactor that hydrates magnesium powder to make 
mag nesium hydride. Includes stirrer.

2.  Stirred media mill to mix and disperse magnesium hy-
dride powder, metal salt and ester in a non-humid en-
vironment.

3.  Semi-automated filling machine to fill containers, such 
as cartridges or canisters, with PowerPaste.

Running at full capacity, the system will be able to produce 
up to four tons of the substance in 2021 (corresponds to 
4,300 normal cubic meters of hydrogen through hydrolysis). 
From a technical and business standpoint, it will allow IFAM 
to analyze economies of scale and provide reliable estimates 
that could be of use in follow-on projects aimed at commer-
cializing the product.

As far as funding goes, some of the research on Power-
Paste is being financially supported by the German state of 
North Rhine-Westphalia and the federal education ministry 
BMBF’s H2PROGRESS (03ZZ0754A) project. ||
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into contact with a prespecified amount of water let into the 
chamber. Reacted material then gathers at the bottom of the 
device, from where it is removed in intervals through, for 
example, a pinch valve. The reaction is controlled by varying 
paste and water input.

In partnership with industrial companies and other re-
search organizations, IFAM is currently developing several 
demonstrators to produce hydrogen for stationary, portable 
and vehicle applications. The systems’ power output ranges 
from 50 watts to 1,000 watts. In all cases, the hydrogen gen-
erators were or are connected to PEM fuel cells of matching 
capacity. Research now focuses on ways to improve hydroly-
sis output and optimize generator weight for vehicle use, to 
achieve the highest possible specific energy output across an 
entire system.

Furthermore, IFAM is overseeing the construction of 
the world’s first PowerPaste production plant at Fraunhofer 
ZESS in Braunschweig to ensure that enough paste will be 
available for current and future projects and field tests.

The system will consist of the following components:

Fig. 3: Compact and portable 100-watt power generator that uses 
hydrolysis to generate electricity [Source of all images: IFAM]
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in St. Gallen. The gas is to displace around 300 tons of diesel 
fuel, enough to power 40 to 50 trucks or 1,700 cars for an 
entire year. It took around four years before the station could 
be brought online, said Martin Osterwalder, business devel-
opment manager at Osterwalder St. Gallen.

It is Switzerland’s second fueling station, Coop’s in Hun-
zenschwil being the first. In all, six publicly accessible sites 
will be put up in the country by the end of this year. Plans 
are to install the remaining four in Rümlang, Zofingen, Bern 
and Crissier. Hydrospider said that the Avia station, built by 
compressor maker Maximator, will provide only fully re-
newable gas.

At present, the second target market for Hyundai’s 
heavy-duty FCEVs is Gwangyang in South Korea. Reportedly, 
Hyundai will deliver two fuel cell trucks to Yeosu Gwangyang 
Port Corporation by 2023 and possibly another 10 thereafter.

The debate about climate change and energy carriers is put-
ting an ever-brighter spotlight on the commercial vehicle 
industry. A widely accepted fact these days is that we need 
to lower emissions from buses and trucks, and hydrogen 
offers us a great chance to bring about these reductions. 
A good example is Switzerland, where some weeks ago, 
Hyundai started building the world’s first fleet of fuel cell 
HDVs. Other automakers intend to follow suit, though they 
have yet to deliver any trucks to customers. Still, the race 
for market share is on.

So far, Hyundai has been the uncontested leader in the mar-
ket. In July, the South Korean automaker shipped its first 
10 XCIENT Fuel Cell trucks (see H2-internationa, Febru-
ary 2020), which will reportedly be put in service this Sep-
tember. By year’s end, the fleet is set to grow to 50 units. In 
2019, Hyundai and H2 Energy formed a joint venture called 
Hyundai Hydrogen Mobility, with the aim of building 1,600 
XCIENTs by 2025.

In February, the automaker then placed an order with 
French equipment supplier Faurecia. The 10,000 hydrogen 
fuel tanks requested by Hyundai are currently being assem-
bled at the supplier’s center of excellence in Bavans, France.

The fuel is coming from the Gösgen hydropower plant. 
In June, half a year behind schedule, Hydrospider, a joint 
venture created by electricity producer Alpiq and H2 Energy 
and supported by Linde, started up a 2-megawatt electrolyz-
er at the plant to produce clean hydrogen. This hydrogen is 
subsequently transported in swap bodies, each with a capaci-
ty of 350 kilograms, to a recently opened Avia fueling station 

COMPETING FOR CUSTOMERS IN THE COMMER-
CIAL VEHICLE MARKET
Fuel cells to lower emissions from trucks

C ategory: Electric transportation    Author: Sven Geitmann

Fig. 1: Scania’s fuel cell truck running at Asko [Source: Scania]

“When it comes to establishing a fuel cell market, Swit-
zerland’s private sector is truly in a class of its own. 
Some believed a successful hydrogen industry was 
nothing more than wishful thinking. And yet, Switzer-
land is proving to the naysayers that you can fuel both 
commercial vehicles and passenger cars with clean gas 
and push carbon dioxide emissions down to zero. The 
country is witnessing the emergence of an economically 
viable sector that will help prevent a great deal of fur-
ther environmental damage. And customers can expect 
a solution that will not disappoint.”

Bertrand Piccard, adventurer

ELECTRIC TR ANSPORTATION
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Reinhard Zirpel, the president of international motor vehicle 
organization VDIK, said: “The German government’s deci-
sion to extend the tax exemption will be reassuring to trans-
portation companies that use eco-friendly gas-powered trucks. 
Natural gas and biomethane are low-emission alternatives to 
diesel, and gas-driven commercial vehicles are both techno-
logically advanced enough and ready for the mass market.” He 
added that compared to diesel, natural gas emits around 20 
percent fewer carbon dioxide emissions, while using pure bio-
methane could reduce them by up to 90 percent.

Since July 2018, a government incentive program for en-
ergy-efficient or low-carbon heavy-duty trucks, or both, has 
helped get 2,363 LNG, 498 CNG and 71 electric trucks on the 
road. “The flood of applications shows that a growing number 
of logistics companies are acutely aware of their responsibility 
and want to do more to protect the environment,” said Kehler.

TRUCK MAKERS UNDER PRESSURE What is happening in 
Switzerland has set a high bar for other countries around the 
world. It is also a major reason why businesses such as Nikola 
(see p. 36) and Hyzon (see p. 33) are attracting as much inter-
est as never before. At the same time, the trend toward elec-
tric vehicles is putting pressure on conventional automakers 
like Daimler. And on top of that, the European Union has set 
strict targets for emissions from several parts of the economy, 
the truck sector included.

Its most recent piece of legislation requires that automak-
ers reduce the emissions from new vehicles sold in the Union 
by on average 15 percent starting in 2025 and 30 percent in 
2030. “Anyone missing those targets will have to pay hun-
dreds of millions in fines,” noted Bernd Heid, senior partner 
at McKinsey. The only benefit automakers have at the mo-
ment is that they can credit zero-emission vehicles sold since 
this July against those targets and count each vehicle twice. 
Manfred Kuchlmayr, of Iveco, said during a DVGW associa-
tion event in March: “In light of the hefty fines, reaching the 
HDV targets is not optional.”

Tobias Block, clean fuels coordinator at German auto in-
dustry association VDA, said that in contrast to the car mar-
ket, HDV manufacturers will have time until 2025 before 
fines are imposed. This also means that they may not see a 
financial incentive in changing business models prior to the 
late 2020s . His observations are in line with  statements by >> 

VIABILITY THANKS TO TOLL ROAD SYSTEM Switzerland’s 
toll road system is what makes operating fuel cell HDVs and 
hydrogen stations economically viable. The toll depends on 
a vehicle’s emission class, i.e., Euro 1 through Euro 6, and 
ranges from EUR 2.15 to EUR 2.92 per ton and kilometer. 
For example, driving about 310 miles (500 kilometers) in a 
Euro 3 truck costs EUR 157. If the drive through the Alpine 
country is not a one-off but occurs regularly, the amount 
truck owners will have to fork over can easily run up to thou-
sands of euros. But there is no toll on zero-emission vehicles, 
and the amount saved is enough to offset the higher price tag 
of FCEVs in a reasonable amount of time.

Early this year, Austria took a similar approach, tighten-
ing regulations about what HDVs can and cannot drive on 
the country’s A12 expressway in northern Tyrol. The only 
trucks exempt from these rules are Euro 6 or electric, i.e., are 
powered by batteries or fuel cells.

By contrast, Germany’s toll collection system provides lit-
tle incentive for change. Still, more and more people are calling 
for either higher carbon prices or a toll system that would have 
a similar impact on emissions reduction as the one that Swit-
zerland implemented nearly 20 years ago. But in Germany, low 
taxes continue to favor diesel. So far, the government’s only 
action has been to extend the toll exemption for heavy-duty 
vehicles running on CNG, LNG (liquefied natural gas stored 
at -160 °C) and electricity (batteries and fuel cells) until 2023. 
Introduced in 2019, the exemption was originally set to expire 
at the end of this year. Regardless, compared to Switzerland, 
the money it saves truck owners is a lot less.

The dilemma numerous fleet operators and forwarders are 
faced with right now is that they do not know which truck 
engine to pick. There are 300 LNG fueling stations in Europe. 
In Germany, their number will reportedly grow from 38 to 
50 by year’s end. The following months will show if the toll 
exemption that the gas industry had been calling for and that 
has since been approved by the government will lead to an 
increase in natural gas HDVs and fueling stations or if truck 
operators will ditch their diesel vehicles and go electric. Timm 
Kehler, chairman of the German Zukunft Erdgas industry 
association, said that “following decades of stagnation,” the 
exemption will “boost sales of practical, climate-friendly solu-
tions in the HDV market. This will also benefit residents, as 
natural gas-powered trucks are much quieter.”

ELECTRIC TR ANSPORTATION
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several European automakers that they will not be able to 
produce enough zero-emission units before the end of this 
decade.

Nevertheless, some are already preparing to compete in 
a changing market. In spring, Daimler not only entered into 
a partnership with Volvo to develop fuel cell systems for the 
truck market, but it also founded Daimler Truck Fuel Cell 
(see H2-international, August 2020). In July, the automaker 
then announced plans for building a fuel cell factory in Ess-
lingen’s Pliensauvorstadt district.

Toyota has responded to the changing winds in the in-
dustry by partnering with Chinese firms FAW, Dongfeng, 
GAC, BAIC and SinoHytec to set up a joint venture called 
United Fuel Cell System R&D, with the aim of making fuel 
cell systems for commercial vehicles. The Japanese manufac-
turer will initially invest EUR 42 million in the venture, of 
which it owns 65 percent.

In collaboration with its subsidiary Hino Motors, the 
automaker has also moved forward with the development 
of the Hino Profia. The companies’ joint efforts to optimize 
this heavy-duty vehicle for fuel cell use have resulted in a 
considerably lighter truck. It is powered by two next-gener-
ation Mirai fuel cell stacks, which give the truck a range of 
373 miles (600 kilometers). Last but not least, Toyota set up 
a partnership with US truck maker Kenworth to bring the 
third generation of a heavy-duty FCEV to the North Amer-
ican market.

Furthermore, Honda announced that it struck a two-year 
deal with Isuzu to investigate possible uses for fuel cell tech-
nology in commercial vehicles. Like Toyota, it already has an 
FCEV on offer.

Scania’s fuel cell endeavor is starting to take shape as well. 
Since the beginning of this year, four of its FCEVs have been 
tested in a pilot project at Norwegian food chain Asko in 
Trondheim (see fig. 1). Among these prototypes is a 27-ton 
HDV consisting of a triple-axle 6x2 chassis and a box body. 
The truck’s internal combustion engine was replaced with a 
290-kilowatt electric motor driven by a 90-kilowatt fuel cell 
and a 56-kilowatt-hour lithium-ion battery. Its tank can hold 
33 kilograms of 350-bar hydrogen, providing the truck with 
a range of 249 to 311 miles (400 to 500 kilometers).

A relatively new market entrant is Lightning Systems, a 
US powertrain manufacturer based in Loveland, Colorado. 
In February, the company announced that it will offer a fuel 
cell truck system designed in collaboration with Plug Power. 
Plug previously said it was planning to add a 125-kilowatt fuel 
cell to its product portfolio for exactly that use case. Plug’s 
chief executive, Andy Marsh, said the business is “thrilled 
to be partnering with Lightning Systems to expand our Pro-
Gen offerings with a new Class 6 trucking solution.” General 
Motors 6500XD trucks outfitted with the new technology 
will reportedly come to market this fall. Their 20-kilogram 
hydro gen tanks will provide a range of around 200 miles 
(320 kilometers). An upgrade could push that number to al-
most 400 miles (640 kilometers) on a single tank.

A HYDROGEN CORRIDOR FOR LOGISTICS COMPANIES In 
July, essentially in response to the latest developments, sev-
eral European companies joined forces to launch a business 
initiative that will support the establishment of a fueling 
infrastructure for commercial vehicles along main traffic 
routes. The idea came from Rotterdam’s port operator. To-
gether with industrial gas producer Air Liquide, it intends 
to put up a fueling station network in the Netherlands, Bel-
gium and Germany with the capacity to fill up around 1,000 

HYUNDAI INVESTS IN LOHC
In early June, Hyundai said it had invested in Hydrogen-
ious LOHC Technologies the previous month, with the 
aim of setting up a far-reaching collaboration that will 
advance the development of liquid organic hydrogen 
carriers (see p. 24) and create business models for 
LOHC storage and distribution at fueling stations. Yun-
seong Hwang, vice president of Hyundai’s Open Innova-
tion Investment Group, explained that “we entered into 
this partnership to demonstrate the benefits of LOHC to 
both the government and consumers. We intend to es-
tablish LOHC as an integral energy vector of South Ko-
rea’s plans to build a national hydrogen infrastructure.” 
In the longer term, the automaker also wants to imple-
ment its vision in Europe.

Fig. 2: Even though this HDC-6 Neptune concept study netted 
Hyundai an award for best design, it will probably never be 
brought to market. [Source: Hyundai]

In late July, Hyundai then received the Future Mobility of 
the Year Award for its HDC-6 Neptune. The award, which 
the KAIST university presented to the automaker in 
Daejeon, South Korea, honors groundbreaking concept 
vehicles that could meet future transportation needs.

ELECTRIC TR ANSPORTATION

hydrogen-powered trucks regularly by 2025. Other project 
partners include multiple HDV manufacturers, such as VDL 
Group, Iveco and Nikola, and logistics companies.

Allard Castelein, the port operator’s chief executive, not-
ed that “each coalition partner brings different strengths to 
the table. Pooling those strengths can give fresh impetus to 
the market for zero-emission road vehicles and help local, 
national and EU authorities meet their ambitious aims. It is 
our responsibility as Europe’s biggest port operator to make 
that happen.”

As early as the beginning of this year, H2 Mobility’s chief 
executive, Nikolas Iwan, said that his company will start to 
turn its focus on installing or upgrading fueling stations for 
commercial vehicles. He explained that small fueling sites 
are not viable enough and will have trouble dispensing 8 kilo-
grams in one go, the usual quantity needed for a heavy-duty 
truck. However, medium-size locations that have been de-
signed to refuel commercial vehicles could be profitable, he 
said, as long as there is a steady revenue flow from a sufficient 
number of customers.

Asked by H2-international how long he thinks H2 Mobil-
ity could continue, he replied that current plans include fu-
eling station additions until 2027. Germany’s national com-
petition authority, he added, merely stated that H2 Mobility 
must remain a non-profit but had not set a deadline for the 
company’s infrastructure expansions. ||
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Hyzon Motors attracted a great deal of coverage when it an-
nounced its intention to build 1,000 fuel cell buses, a move 
that could revolutionize the transportation industry (see 
H2-international, August 2020). But the start-up business 
is also eager to see both heavy-duty and pickup trucks run 
on hydrogen. To promote its fuel cell vehicles, it recently 
published several images depicting futuristic truck designs 
(see fig. 1).

n early 2020, the New York-based company said that it will 
reopen General Motors’ former fuel cell facility in Roch-
ester to produce systems for both buses and trucks. The 
100-kilowatt VL III-100 PEMFCs (comprising 372 individ-
ual cells) that it wants to integrate into the systems will re-
portedly be shipped from Singapore by Horizon, its major 
shareholder. Initially, the focus will be on making fuel cell 
buses and heavy-duty trucks, Hyzon said, with the first 
trucks to be delivered before the end of this year. In 2021, 
the company then wants to expand its product portfolio 
by offering delivery vans and small buses that can carry 
up to 15 passengers. A 4WD pickup model could follow in 
2022 or 2023. Other plans include manufacturing a reg-
ular four-seat passenger vehicle for ride-sharing. Each of 
these vehicles will have a range of around 373 miles (600 
kilometers).

Hyzon said that it is already accepting preorders, at a 
EUR 10,000 discount, though the company has yet to state 
how much the vehicles will cost. It only remarked that it will 
offer all-inclusive leases and expects to deliver 2,000 units in 
the first three years after launch, aiming for a mass market 
for fuel cell trucks by 2025.

HOLTHAUSEN TO SERVE HYZON CUSTOMERS IN EUROPE 
In July, news broke that Hyzon will set up its European office 
in the Dutch city of Groningen, where it founded a subsidi-
ary, Hyzon Motors Europe, in partnership with Holthausen 
Clean Technology. The subsidiary will convert heavy-duty 
trucks, presumably DAF XF Space Cab tractor units, to run 
on fuel cells.

Holthausen Clean Technology had already made head-
lines two years ago when it changed a Tesla into an FCEV, 

HYZON PARTNERS WITH HOLTHAUSEN
A mass market for fuel cell trucks by 2025

Category: Electric transportation    Author: Sven Geitmann

“A European pioneer in the fuel cell truck market, we 
have years of experience in making FCEVs. We are hon-
ored to be joining forces with Hyzon to bring customers 
the most advanced technology.”

Max and Carl Holthausen, 
managing directors of Holthausen

“We have seen incredible growth in Asia in recent years 
at Horizon, and now with the experience gained from 
hundreds of trucks in commercial service, we aim to 
bring our technology to the roads of the world. 

“Our fuel cell systems have already proven themselves, 
and we see an opportunity to help the world decarbon-
ize transportation much faster than people currently 
believe is possible.”

George Gu, chairman of Horizon Fuel Cell 
Technologies and executive chair of Hyzon Motors

“We have developed fuel cells which have a significant 
advantage in whole-of-life cost and combining this with 
the imminent availability of very competitive large-scale 
green (renewable or sustainable) hydrogen in a number 
of countries, we are rapidly closing in on a total cost of 
ownership lower than diesel-based fleets.”

Craig Knight, executive director of Horizon  
Fuel Cell Technologies and CEO of Hyzon Motors

“Having a product which has such great benefits for the 
environment, we take it as our responsibility to maxi-
mize its impact, and the operating experience already 
gained gives us great confidence in deploying vehicles 
in many countries and to support infrastructure invest-
ments in hydrogen availability. 

“We need to work hard to deliver meaningful quanti-
ties of vehicles right now, to facilitate the inevitable 
cost-down curve for hydrogen as a fuel in commer-
cial vehicles and to continue improving the economics 
around FCEV trucks, buses and other high-utilization 
vehicles.”

Brendan Norman, 
Hyzon’s former chief commercial officer

Fig. 1: Hyzon wants to be among the first to bring a large number 
of heavy-duty FCEVs to market. [Source: Hyzon]

renaming it H2esla (see H2-international, May 2018). Driven 
by Max Holthausen, the vehicle later participated in f-cell’s 
Hydrogen Rallye in September 2019 (see H2-international, 
February 2020). Hyzon has since invested in the Dutch fuel 
cell pioneer.

One thing is for sure: Hyzon is confident of success. Its 
announcements are studded with superlatives, like best-in-
class, and promises of a sharp competitive edge, among other 
things. In a recent press release, the company wrote that its 

“aggressive commercialization plans will support growing in-
vestment in hydrogen infrastructure in the USA, Australia, 
the EU and other jurisdictions.” ||
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Trash trucks are a bit of a standout among specialized 
vehicles, since they require energy for both powertrains 
and hydraulic systems. Fuel cells have long been known 
to be a very good fit for these trucks, allowing efficient, 
low-noise operation in residential areas. In 2011, Faun 
Umwelttechnik delivered a trash truck outfitted with a 
fuel cell-powered loader to Berlin’s waste management 
company BSR (see HZwei, October 2011). This August, 
the company announced that after putting a second pro-
totype to the test, it was now ready to bring the vehicle 
to market.

Faun is not a conventional automaker but an owner-man-
aged midsize business making a variety of truck bodies. To 
ensure quiet, electric vehicle operation, the firm installs a 
storage tank, fuel cells, an electric motor, a battery and con-
trol equipment onto a Mercedes-Benz chassis. The compa-
ny’s head of development, Georg Sandkühler, explained to 
the Weser-Kurier newspaper that “if you first need to remove 
the internal combustion engine, the transmission as well as 
some other components from the truck, a retrofit is essen-
tially a waste of time.”

Faun’s system package includes up to three 30-kilowatt 
fuel cell modules. While their output seems a bit on the low 
side, they are still useful in extending the vehicle’s range, 
with peak power being provided by an 85-kilowatt-hour lith-
ium-iron-phosphate battery. Post-retrofit, the trucks, which 
also feature regenerative braking, can make two runs a day 
to collect 10 tons of garbage on each run.

Through its hydrogen and fuel cell innovation program, 
the German transportation ministry spent EUR 0.5 million 
to support the development of Faun’s Bluepower retrofit kit. 
Bluepower originates with the Dualpower option the com-
pany created in 2006 and has improved upon ever since. The 
Faun prototype truck that BSR had in regular service from 
2011 to 2013 was equipped with a Heliocentris fuel cell sys-
tem providing energy for the loader body (see HZwei, Octo-
ber 2011).

A QUIET, CLEAN WAY TO WASTE COLLECTION
Electric trash trucks in high demand

Category: Electric transportation    Author: Sven Geitmann

Faun drew on the expertise gained from that first project to 
create a fuel cell hybrid powertrain that can be used in trash 
trucks and street sweepers. In 2018, it showcased a concept 
study at Munich’s IFAT show, where German environment 
minister Svenja Schulze seemed quite taken with the idea. 
This January, the firm unveiled another prototype design, 
developed in collaboration with Mercedes.

Initially, Faun will reportedly manufacture only a limit-
ed of Bluepower hybrid kits. In August, it shipped one newly 
outfitted truck to ALB – Abfalllogistik Bremen, which will 
monitor fuel consumption, stability and durability during 
a 14-week test period. The monitoring data and driver feed-
back will then be used to make improvements to the vehicle. 

“The truck needs to be put through its paces and partnering 
with a waste management firm is the only way to make sure 
it will,” Faun said.

By the end of this year, Faun will then deliver around 20 
units to its regular customers. BSR alone ordered six of them. 
In 2021, production capacity could increase to around 100 
units.

The fuel cell hybrid truck is around three times as expen-
sive as its diesel counterpart but consumes only half as much 
energy. Its service life is higher too, Faun noted. Government 
funds could also help a great deal in reducing its price tag 
of EUR 0.75 million. McKinsey consultant Bernd Heid said 
that “2027 could be the first year in which we see hydrogen 
trucks getting cheaper than diesel versions.”

In early August, the head of Lower Saxony’s government, 
Stephan Weil, toured Faun’s manufacturing facilities in Os-

Fig. 1: Clean energy-powered waste collection [Image: Faun]

“The aim is to establish an innovation cluster for clean 
hydrogen in Bremen. We have two municipal companies, 
Abfalllogistik Bremen and Bremer Straßenbahn, to test 
the technology, which will open up a lot of opportunities.”

Maike Schaefer,  
senator for climate action, transportation and housing
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terholz-Scharmbeck, a town in the north of the state. He was 
accompanied by a delegation of several regional and state 
politicians as well as business representatives, all of whom 
were eager to see firsthand how far Faun had come. In the 
presence of Faun CEO Patrick Hermanspann and the Kirch-
hoff Group’s chief executive, Johannes F. Kirchhoff, Weil 

Fig. 2: Bluepower kit [Image: Faun]

LARGE ORDER PLACED WITH NIKOLA
An example of the waste management industry’s im-
portance is Nikola’s mid-August announcement (see 
p. 36) that it struck a deal with Republic Services, the 
second-largest waste disposal company in the Unit-
ed States, to deliver 2,500 electric trash trucks, called 
Nikola Refuse, with the option to add another 2,500 later 
(see image on p. 36). Subsequently, Nikola’s stock rose 
by more than 22 percent, going as high as USD 44.81 at 
one point.
Nearly at the same time, Fuso, Daimler Truck’s Japa-
nese commercial vehicle subsidiary, showcased the 
eCanter SensorCollect, a battery-run concept study 
with a loader body, on a test ride at its headquarters in 
Kawasaki. So far, 160 zero-emission, light-duty Fuso 
eCanter base models have been delivered to customers 
in Japan, Europe and the United States.

Fig. 3: The Fuso eCanter SensorCollect concept truck parked 
in front of the business’s headquarters in Kawasaki, Japan.
[Source: Fuso]

gave the green light for commercial production. Kirchhoff 
leads a group that employs around 13,500 people in 21 coun-
tries around the world. He said that half the trash trucks 
Faun is expected to deliver in the middle of this decade could 
run on hydrogen. ||
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mega-factory in Norway,” from where Nikola will get its 
stationary units.

The stations envisioned by Nikola would need to be a lot 
larger than typical car fueling sites, which have a price tag of 

‘only’ EUR 1 million. The company has estimated that bigger 
stations to fill up over 200 hydrogen trucks would cost USD 
16.6 million, an investment that it intends to write off over 
21 years.

IPO STARTS OFF WITH A BANG Another similarity between 
Nikola and Tesla is their stock price, which many analysts 
regard as not matching up to reality. But while Tesla has 
been stirring up Wall Street for some time, Nikola just 
recently had its IPO, which saw the start-up business be-
coming a public company by purchasing control of Nas-
daq-listed VectoIQ Acquisition Corporation (VTIQ; see 
H2-international, August 2020) in a move known as a re-
verse merger. On June 4, the stock then began trading un-
der the NKLA symbol. At the time, Mark Russell replaced 
Milton as chief executive, whereas Milton, who founded 
Nikola Corporation in Arizona in 2015, became its exec-
utive chairman, intending to see the company grow in his 
new role.

US manufacturer Nikola is the company currently making 
the most waves in the nascent hydrogen market, emerging 
as another success story similar to Tesla’s. Its critics, how-
ever, consider the Phoenix-based would-be truck maker to 
be just as overrated as its competitor from Fremont, as it 
has yet to deliver on most of its promises.

The fundamental difference between Nikola and Tesla is 
probably that Trevor Milton, Nikola Motor Company’s 
founder, seems not as dogmatic as Tesla’s chief executive 
Elon Musk. While Musk is fully committed to advancing 
all-electric vehicles and regularly makes fun of fuel cells, 
Milton takes a much more pragmatic stance, aiming to offer 
battery as well as fuel cell trucks.

But aside from that, the resemblance is hard to overlook. 
Not only are both companies named after physicist and 
inventor Nikola Tesla, who died on Jan. 7, 1943, they also 
pursue similar marketing strategies. Not unlike Tesla, which 
began building an infrastructure at the same time that it in-
troduced its first electric cars, Nikola is planning to install 
numerous hydrogen fueling stations.

Its USD 30 million agreement with Nel about the deliv-
ery of electrolyzers is a first step toward that goal. At first, 
five different sites will get one alkaline electrolyzer each, to 
produce 8 tons of hydrogen per day. Jon André Løkke, Nel’s 
chief executive, said that since launching the partnership 
in 2017, Nikola and Nel “have been working together to de-
velop a massive large-scale hydrogen fueling station.” He 
added that the “framework agreement was one of the key 
triggers for deciding to develop our alkaline electrolyzer 

NIKOLA – A HYDROGEN-POWERED TESLA
Making fuel cell trucks in Ulm

Category: Electric transportation    Author: Sven Geitmann

“This has been an incredible journey for Nikola Corpora-
tion. We started in our basement six years ago and now 
we are kicking off this 1 million-square-foot [93,000 m2] 
manufacturing facility.”

Trevor Milton, Nikola’s founder

Fig. 1: Refuse – Besides battery and fuel cell trucks, Nikola wants to sell chassis that can be used to, for example, construct trash trucks 
(see p. 34). [Source: Nikola]
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and Chinese-made passenger cars. But last year, the collab-
oration came to an abrupt end. In April 2019, Per Wassén, 
PowerCell’s chief executive, said that “tests have been going 
well. But since we viewed Nikola’s proposed business terms 
as totally unacceptable and turned them down, Nikola has 
decided to discontinue our cooperation for serial produc-
tion.” Not long before the partnership ended, in March 2019, 
Nikola had announced plans to invest USD 16 million in its 
own fuel cell research lab.

PowerCell told H2-international that “a mere 4 weeks 
later, we announced our joint development and licensing 
agreement with Bosch about sales of PowerCell S3 in the 
auto market. Because of this agreement, we could not con-
tinue selling S3 units to automotive companies, including 
Nikola. Any further talks about the use of the S3 in Nikola 
trucks will have to be conducted between Nikola and Bosch. 
It is difficult to say whether Bosch and Nikola will strike up 
a commercial partnership and whether Nikola will source 
S3 units from them. In addition, Bosch purchased a stake in 
Nikola last year. We will have to wait and see if that increases 
S3 unit sales.”

Stuttgart-based auto supplier Bosch, a very committed 
stakeholder in the fuel cell market, said its fuel cells will be 
ready for the market by 2022. It expects to reach full pro-
duction by 2023, having already built a manufacturing fa-
cility at its Bamberg site. The company expects every eighth 
heavy-duty truck registered in 2030 to run on fuel cells.

Meanwhile, Milton was back to making headlines, saying 
in mid-August he had approached Hyundai twice so far with 
a proposal for a truck market partnership. He said that both 
times, the South Korean carmaker rejected his offer. ||

MANUFACTURING IN COOLIDGE AND ULM Reportedly, the 
company’s Tre will be made by Iveco, which formed a joint 
venture with Nikola for exactly this purpose. Iveco’s parent 
company, CNH Industrial, is investing around EUR 40 mil-
lion in an entirely new assembly line in Ulm, where until 
2012, it had put together Iveco Magirus Stralis vans. Gerrit 
Marx, chief executive of Iveco, explained that in the first 
stage, the joint venture will “focus on 6x2 tractors [editor’s 
note: tractors with six tires, two of which are powered], es-
pecially for the US market, and the popular 4x2 version for 
Europe, with batteries that allow the trucks to go between 
186 miles (300 kilometers) and 249 miles (400 kilometers) on 
a single charge and provide them with nearly 350 kilowatts 
of output via one electric axle. A fuel cell truck will be avail-
able later on, as a long-distance option, giving vehicles twice 
the range.” Initially, Nikola expected to roll out the Tre in 
2021 to generate the revenue that has been missing so far. But 
because of Covid-19, delays may be inevitable.

In 2022, Nikola also plans to bring online a manufactur-
ing plant at its headquarters in Coolidge, south of Phoenix. 
The groundbreaking ceremony for this 1.7 square-kilometer 
site took place on July 23. The plant will reportedly produce 
around 35,000 vehicles a year, with the Nikola Two Class 8 
FCEV coming to market in 2023. The company is expected 
to turn a profit no earlier than 2024. Since 2014, more than 
USD 4 billion have been invested in the start-up.

One of Nikola’s first customers in Europe was South Ty-
rol-based transportation company Gruber Logistics, which 
placed an order for fuel cell trucks in March 2019. Thomas 
Klauser, of Bolzano’s Hydrogen Center, said that the “center, 
funded by the South Tyrol government and the EU, is the 
result of a successful collaboration between the operators of 
the Brenner A22 expressway and the Institute for Innova-
tive Technologies – IIT. Gruber Logistics’ recent request for a 
partnership ties in perfectly with our plan to expand, togeth-
er with the A22’s operators, the number of hydrogen fueling 
stations along the Brenner route.” Previously, US brewing 
company Anheuser-Busch preordered 800 of Nikola’s fuel 
cell-powered semitrucks, announcing that it wants to have 
all its vehicles run on clean energy by 2025.

It should be noted, however, that instead of selling hydro-
gen trucks, Nikola offers full leases for 7 years or 1.13 million 
kilometers, whichever comes first. Its ride package covers 
maintenance, repair and fuel costs so users will save around 
USD 0.02 per mile compared to a diesel model, the company 
said.

FIRST POWERCELL, NOW BOSCH Initially, Nikola part-
nered up with Swedish fuel cell manufacturer PowerCell, 
whose truck stack comprises around 400 individual cells, 
providing an output of 120 kilowatts, according to specifica-
tions. The plan was to use these stacks in Nikola-Iveco trucks 

In 2019, the Swiss Neue Zürcher Zeitung newspaper re-
ported about plans for breaking up CNH Industrial in 
2021 and taking commercial vehicle brand Iveco, includ-
ing Iveco’s bus division and CNH’s powertrain business, 
public as a separate entity. Each CNH stockholder will 
receive the same number of shares in the new business 
as in CNH. Hubertus Mühlhäuser, CNH’s then chief ex-
ecutive, said that the move was designed to create more 
value for shareholders, especially the corporation’s ma-
jority owners, the 100 or so members of the Agnelli-El-
kann family.

BADGER

The Nikola Badger is neither a passenger car nor an HDV 
but an electric pickup truck (see H2-international, August 
2020). It competes in a category that includes Tesla’s Cy-
bertruck as well as Ford’s F-150, the “most important ve-
hicle in the United States,” according to the auto motor & 
sport magazine (though Ford’s is a fossil fuel model). Niko-
la said the Badger will provide a range of 600 miles (965 
kilometers), with half the energy coming from the battery. 
At the push of a button, drivers will be able to choose, like 
in current LPG cars, whether the five-seater heavyweight 
(peak output: 666 kilowatts; continuous power: 335 kilo-
watts) will be powered by the battery only or the fuel cell 
too. Despite its mass, the truck can reportedly go from 0 to 
62 miles (0 to 100 kilometers) in just 2.9 seconds. Since late 
June, Nikola has been accepting preorders for the pickup, 
which will not be manufactured by the company but a con-
tractor. Delivery is scheduled for this year, though only to 
a select few customers. The company does not expect the 
Badger to ever enter mass production in the amount of 
hundreds of thousands of units.
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Like Clean Logistics in northern Germany, Quantron, 
headquartered in Gersthofen near Augsburg in the south 
of the country, is planning to convert diesel trucks to run 
on fuel cells. Founded by Andreas Haller last summer, 
the business presented a fuel cell truck concept this June 
before revealing more details about the vehicle at a press 
conference and during a workshop in Frankfurt in early 
August. Haller not only managed to get multiple partners 
on board, but his new company has also been endorsed by 
climate change advocate Hannes Jaenicke (see fig. 2).

Although people might easily associate Quantron, an abbre-
viation originating with the phrase “quantum leap in elec-
tronics,” with a Californian start-up business, it is the name 
of a family-owned southern German firm with a long history 
in the industry. In 1882, Quantron began operating horse 
carriages under the name Haller. After five generations as 
a supplier of motorized taxi cabs as well as agricultural and 
other specialized equipment, it shifted its focus to electrical-
ly powered commercial vehicles in 2011.

STRONG PARTNERSHIPS At first, the company focused 
exclusively on batteries, especially by outfitting newer gen-
erations of used trucks with electric motors. To this end, 
Quantron partnered with companies such as electric pow-
ertrain manufacturer Voith and Frankfurt-based waste dis-
posal service FES, which added Quantron vehicles to its fleet 
of trash trucks. In the meantime, the firm has grown to 40 
staff, with 120 being employed by the Haller Group in total.

Mid-June saw Quantron unveil its latest model, Energon, 
a 44-ton FCEV for transporting goods. Quantron stated a 
range of around 435 miles (700 kilometers), made possible 

by a 130-kilowatt fuel cell and a 110-kilowatt-hour CATL 
battery powering a 340-kilowatt two-speed motor. The fuel 
cells are manufactured by Freudenberg, which supplies the 
vehicle conversion company with complete systems instead 
of individual components.

Manfred Stefener, vice president of Freudenberg’s fuel 
cell division, told H2-international that his firm has come 
to see itself as a system provider intent on creating immense 
value across the transportation sector, and not just in the 
vehicle market. Another example of the supplier’s fuel cell 
focus is its plan to build powerful methanol systems for the 
maritime industry.

Quantron has so far been converting Iveco Strator trac-
tor-trailers to run on fuel cells. Unlike most trucks sold in 
Europe, they have long hoods, making them easier to con-
vert than cab-overs, according to Quantron’s marketing 
manager, Thomas Thiel. Still, other models will be offered 
eventually. Two pilot trucks will presumably be tested in the 
second quarter of 2021 and initial shipments to customers 
are scheduled for late 2022.

In mid-July, it became clear that Quantron is additionally 
targeting the medium-duty truck market. It announced that, 
together with AE Driven Solutions (see box), it plans to offer 
converted Iveco Daily pickup and box trucks. The compa-
nies presented a concept named Quantron Q-LIH2 (see im-

“Thanks to our long history, we have deep experience in 
the industry, know its customers and their requirements, 
and can respond quickly to changes in the market.”

Andreas Haller, founder and chief executive 
of Quantron and CEO of Haller

Fig. 1: Iveco’s Strator shares a platform with the Stralis, sold on the Australian market under the name Powerstar. [Source: Quantron]

WHERE CONVERSION IS KING
Quantron wants complete transformation

Category: Electric transportation    Author: Sven Geitmann
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AE DRIVEN SOLUTIONS
AEDS is led by people well known throughout the 
 electric vehicle industry. They include Professor Achim 
Kamp ker and the chief executive of the Neuman & Esser 
Group, Stefanie Peters, who has recently been appointed 
to the National Hydrogen Council (see p. 10). AEDS (AE 
stands for alternative energy) was spun off from RWTH 
Aachen university, where Kampker chairs the E-Mobility 
Components Engineering department.
Kampker also founded StreetScooter, which was instru-
mental in moving the electric vehicle market forward. 
He told H2-international that AEDS is mainly focused 
on the link between hydrogen fueling infrastructure 
and vehicle use cases. He said he has always believed 
fuel cells to be a serious alternative to battery-electric 
motors but finds it unhelpful when advocates for both 
technologies start drawing contrasts or compete with 
each other. He also founded PEM Motion, an agency pro-
viding consultancy and engineering services. It has in-
direct ties to AEDS, supporting the organization’s goals 
through contributing ideas.
Kampker added that the commercial vehicle sector is 
now faced with issues that resemble those in the pas-
senger car market around 10 years ago. In 2010 and 
2011, it was not unusual for electric vehicles to make 
the headlines. However, apart from the quite ambitious 
target of 1 million electric cars by 2020, there was little 
progress. Right now, it feels like we could see the same 
thing happening again, he told H2-international. Still, 
hope dies last, he said, stating his intention to make peo-
ple aware of past mistakes so they can learn from them 
and set up a market in a shorter amount of time.
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age on p. 3), which will reportedly have a maximum range of 
249 miles (400 kilometers) and be able to carry up to 1.2 tons.

In this market, Quantron’s systems of choice are range 
extenders. These devices will allow the company to offer 4.2-
ton models with 100 kilowatts of output or 7.2-ton HDVs 
with 147 kilowatts, regardless of whether the trucks are new, 
secondhand or currently in use.

Haller also intends to build a hydrogen fueling infra-
structure, though not by installing publicly accessible sta-
tions like Tesla has done and Nikola is planning to do. In-
stead, he told H2-international that his company is already 
in talks with several businesses about putting up stations on 
fleet vehicle operators’ premises.

According to Nikolas Iwan, H2 Mobility’s chief executive, 
Germany had 84 hydrogen stations in August. However, not 
even 10 percent of those could fuel HDVs. Only in the com-
ing years will we see more stations for filling up vehicles that 
consume large amounts of 350-bar hydrogen, he said. But 
before that can happen, the equipment will need to be stan-
dardized.

During the session on Aug. 4 in Frankfurt’s Höchst dis-
trict, German actor Hannes Jaenicke explained his support 
of Quantron, stating that the company’s approach will “end 

Fig. 2: Andreas Haller and Hannes Jaenicke (right) at the press 
conference

the discussion about carbon emissions and fine dust once 
and for all.” He conceded that “Hydrogen + Fuel Cells = Un-
limited Energy,” a marketing campaign for which he teamed 
up with NOW and the German transportation ministry in 
early 2016, “quickly lost steam” before criticizing traditional 
automakers for commercializing few of their innovative ide-
as despite them being efficient and sustainable. ||

https://www.wystrach-gmbh.de/en/index.html
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When I checked H2 Mobility’s website h2.live, I saw that 
despite being a relatively recent addition, the fueling station 
in Flensburg-Handewitt was closed around the time I was 
planning to drive there. As I was told later, it was getting a 
new roof. So I picked a route that would, hopefully, see me 
get home without having to fill up the car.

After starting in Oberkrämer, northwest of Berlin, I head-
ed west to test out the fueling pump in Hagenow. The Nexo’s 
fuel gauge showed that I had just 126 miles (202 kilometers) 
left. The prior evening, my adult son had taken the new vehi-
cle out for a spin, giving him something to boast about to his 
friends. I was not in a hurry, however, so I limited my speed 
to 78 miles (120 kilometers) an hour and was well on my way. 
Both H2 Mobility’s website and app provide a user-friend-
ly experience. Connected to a route planner, they not only 
list the addresses and the distance to nearby fueling sites but 
also show the kilometers travelled.

One thing that confused me a bit was that the Nexo’s 
navigation system failed to find the fueling station I had 
chosen. But after making the last turn and seeing the sta-
tion in front of me, I was relieved to know that my trust in 
the H2-Live app was not misplaced. While hydrogen had 
yet to be added to the site’s price sign, the white-and-blue 
pump was clearly visible from afar. However, following my 
first unsuccessful attempt at refueling, I was getting some-
what worried. I knew that if the car did not fill up, I would 
not make it to Hamburg.

I looked over to the gas station attendant for help. How-
ever, she only pointed me to the manual and the hotline. My 
second try got another 0.3 kilogram into the tank, at least. 
The third saw me add 0.2 kilogram, the subsequent attempt 
only 0.15 kilogram. During my last attempt, when I had all 

So far, Hyundai has shipped a total of 10,000 Nexo cars. 
Since launching a fuel cell model in March 2018, the South 
Korean automaker has delivered more FCEVs than any 
other vehicle manufacturer in the world. This July alone, an 
additional 700 Nexo vehicles went to customers in South 
Korea and 89 were exported to countries around the world. 
H2-international was given the opportunity to test a Nexo 
car this summer. The conclusion: If it had a lower price tag 
and there was a fueling station nearby, the Nexo would be 
the perfect ride.

There is still an ongoing debate about whether it makes 
sense to install fuel cells in privately owned vehicles. Still, 
it is becoming clear that the technology works best in large, 
heavy vehicles, since FCEVs are more difficult to build and 
maintain than their all-electric counterparts. A small city 
car will most likely be better off with a battery. But an SUV, 
or anything larger than that, could benefit from a fuel cell 
engine.

The Nexo is that kind of car: big and spacious, with good 
handling despite a weight of almost 2 tons. Hyundai Germa-
ny even delivered the SUV, which, like so many Nexo cars, 
had been painted in a copper tone, right to my doorstep. That 
was the beginning of my several-day road test.

A TRIP TO THE DANISH BORDER I took the car on a business 
trip to the Danish border, where I was to attend a press con-
ference. But first, I mapped out the route. Planning was key, 
as there were few stations to fill up FCEVs along the way. Not 
that the extra time spent on this bothered me much. I faced 
similar issues with LPG years ago, as well as with testing oth-
er battery and fuel cell electric vehicles in the meantime.

FEELING LIKE A PIONEER
A comfortable (yet still exciting) ride

Category: Electric transportation    Author: Sven Geitmann

Fig. 1: Filling up a hydrogen fuel tank is not always an easy task.
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HYUNDAI KONA ELECTRIC
Hyundai’s all-electric model, the Kona Elektro, is priced 
at EUR 41,850 and is a bit smaller, which leads to im-
proved handling. While the Nexo seems pretty massive, 
driving the 64-kilowatt-hour Kona feels more like being 
in a sports car. Its 300-mile or 484-kilometer range is 
also quite impressive for a battery-powered vehicle.

finally stepped on the gas. After leaving Hamburg, I head-
ed toward my old home, taking a small detour to the Elbe, 
and to Brunsbüttel to fill up the tank again. The navigation 
system did not display this station either, even though the 
on-site pump worked like a charm. From there, I drove 
north to Bosbüll, where German transportation minister 
Andreas Scheuer was about to inaugurate the eFarm proj-
ect (see p. 26)

YOU ARE NOT ALONE Following the press conference, I went 
for a short drive to Tønder on the Danish side of the border 
before heading back to Hamburg via Schleswig and Eckern-
förde. Meanwhile, the HafenCity’s station in Hamburg had 
been fixed. But I decided to fill up at another one of the city’s 
fueling sites, the one on Bramfelder Chaussee, as I had nev-
er used it before. To my surprise, a second Nexo driver was 
already waiting impatiently for me to come back after I went 
to the bathroom. Even when I need to fill up LPG, for which 
there is also no more than one pump per site, I very rarely see 
someone else standing in line.

When I was back in Berlin, the same thing happened 
again. There, too, another Nexo was suddenly coming up 
next to me. When I told the driver that my car’s tank was 
only up to 90 percent full, he promptly replied that he just 
came from Magdeburg, where the hydrogen station was in-
operative so he will gladly take every kilogram he can get.

There is not a lot left to say about the Nexo (see H2-in-
ternational, January 2019). It is quiet, very comfortable and 
easy to control. The only thing that may raise some eyebrows 
during an otherwise laid-back ride is that the hood begins to 

“flutter” noticeably when going more than 90 miles (around 
150 kilometers) per hour.

Sae Hoon Kim, head of Hyundai’s fuel cell division, told 
the Welt newspaper: “This year, we are planning to produce 
13,000 Nexo vehicles, and we will keep increasing annual 
production capacity in the coming years.” He added that 
in 2025, the SUV – which currently has a price tag of EUR 
77,000 – should cost around as much as an all-electric vehi-
cle (see box). ||

but given up, the compressors finally responded like they 
should have all along and 700-bar hydrogen was pumped 
into the tank. Phew, I thought to myself, what a stroke of 
luck. Else, I would have been in serious trouble. Hamburg’s 
fueling station in the HafenCity district had been my fall-
back option to fill up the car. But as I found out later, that 
station was out of order at the time. As the one on Schnack-
enburgallee had also been shut down, there would have been 
only two other options I could have tried. But making it to 
one of them would have hardly been possible, considering 
how much fuel that would have used up.

None of this mattered now. The tank was full. With 
the car showing a range of 353 miles (568 kilometers), I 

Fig. 2: Fueling station in an industrial park, next to chemical company Yara Brunsbüttel
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Starting in 2030, fuel cells will be making significant in-
roads in the passenger car, commercial vehicle and heavy 
equipment markets. Their importance, as well as the re-
quired hydrogen infrastructure, will grow steadily in the 
coming years, mainly thanks to heavy-duty applications. By 
2040, the technology will power 12 percent of all vehicles 
sold in those markets, creating 68,000 new jobs in Europe 
in the process. These are the key takeaways from “Engine of 
change – Fuel cells’ impact on the machinery and industrial 
equipment industry and its suppliers,” a study conducted by 
FEV Consulting for Germany’s national engineering feder-
ation VDMA. Unlike battery-electric motors, fuel cells have 
quite a lot in common with internal combustion engines 
when it comes to production and supply chains, a boon to 
traditional automakers and machinery manufacturers.

Nevertheless, the regions and sectors analyzed in the study 
are moving at a very different pace. Japan and South Korea 
will continue to lead the market for passenger vehicles. By 
2030, 6 percent of all cars sold in Japan will run on fuel cells, 
a share that will rise to over 20 percent by 2040. Besides set-
ting strict well-to-wheel emissions limits, the Japanese gov-
ernment is pushing for social and political change in order to 
establish a hydrogen economy.

Fuel cell demand will not grow quite as fast in South Ko-
rea, where FCEVs will make up an estimated 3 percent of 
the market by 2030 and 14 percent by 2040. They will also 
contribute 2 percent to total sales in China by 2030 and 14 
percent by 2040. In the United States and Europe, however, 
their share will remain below 1 percent in 2030 but rise to 10 
percent by 2040.

The Zero Emission Vehicle Index developed by FEV Con-
sulting indicates that China, Europe and the United States will 
have a chance to catch up to the first-mover markets later this 
decade. The index uses a variety of factors to determine the 
competitiveness of new engine designs compared to tradition-
al ICEs. It shows that currently, battery-electric vehicles, also 
known as BEVs, are gaining traction in Europe and China 
and will, in the next two years, achieve a level of popularity 

that will allow them to easily compete with ICE cars. Fuel cells, 
FEV said, will reach 100 on the index in the 2030s, putting 
them on an equal footing with conventional powertrains.

“Our study shows that the FCEV and BEV markets are 
about 10 years apart,” said Michael Wittler, FEV’s principal 
consultant. Overall, the consultancy expects FCEV sales to 
grow from one to 10 million between 2030 and 2040. This 
translates into a 12 percent market share and an around 25 
percent growth rate per year.

STRICT EMISSIONS REGULATIONS Heavy-duty equipment 
will play a key role in bringing fuel cells to market, mainly be-
cause of the strict emissions limits that are to be introduced 
in Europe, Japan and South Korea. The new rules will force 
automakers to sell a certain number of zero-emission vehicles 
each year. “In long-distance and heavy-duty transportation, 
it makes no sense at all to haul around a battery that weighs 
multiple tons. We simply need to come up with another ap-
proach,” Wittler said. He considers both fuel cells and hydro-
gen ICEs viable contenders for solving the weight issue.

It is still unclear which option will come out on top. In 
any case, what is more important than the choice between 
fuel cells and hydrogen-powered ICEs is that those who 
provide the refueling infrastructure can count on regular 
customers. “This is why heavy-duty vehicles are so crucial,” 
Wittler said. Their energy-hungry engines will most likely 
more than make up for their comparatively low sales figures.

Additionally, fuel cells could very well take a notable 
chunk of the pie in non-road transportation, specifically in 
the forklift, railroad and maritime markets. Promising high 
daily operating hours, the technology is already in use in 
some forklift trucks. By 2030, FEV predicts that fuel cells 
will also power materials handling equipment with an out-
put of 19 kilowatts or more.

From an industrial policy perspective, there are other 
benefits to producing fuel cell engines, as they have much 
more in common with ICEs than electric motors. “Fuel cell 
manufacturers rely on roughly the same supply chain com-
ponents as companies making ICEs. Sometimes, the value 

A BIG OPPORTUNITY FOR MANUFACTURERS
VDMA study analyzes fuel cell vehicle market

Category: Electric transportation    Author: Michael Nallinger
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added during production even slightly exceeds that of conventional engines,” said 
Wittler. In the BEV market, the value-add is considerably lower.

Total revenue potential in the passenger car market across the regions analyzed 
is expected to increase to nearly EUR 86 billion annually by 2040. FEV said that 68 
percent of the estimated revenue will come from fuel cell stacks, balance-of-plant 
components and hydrogen tanks, while the other 32 percent will be generated by 
selling electric powertrains, including batteries and electric motors.

The manufacturing process itself will contribute 28 percent, that is, EUR 16 
billion a year, to the fuel cell value chain, the study says. Crucial value-adding 
processes in the sector are forming, coating and methods that change material 
properties. This is especially true in stack component manufacture, which will 
add EUR 2.6 billion to the total by 2040. Work on these components, mainly on 
compressor/expander modules for fuel cell air systems, hydrogen control equip-
ment, valves and gaskets, will come to EUR 5 billion a year. Another notable val-
ue-add is the production of composites used to make hydrogen tanks, a process 
estimated to contribute EUR 1 billion a year by 2040.

SIMILARITIES TO COMBUSTION ENGINES Today’s automakers stand to benefit 
from the similarities between some fuel cell and ICE components, including tur-
bochargers, instruments, valves and cooling systems or channels. For example, a 
vehicle’s fuel cell air system also contains a compressor/expander assembly. “This 
assembly could be delivered by companies manufacturing turbochargers. Both 
components serve similar functions and have similar designs,” said Wittler. In his 
view, the necessary changes to vehicle fleets will not be as dramatic as expected.

The same cannot be said about stacks. Mainly made up of bipolar plates and 
membrane electrode assemblies, they will need new production lines. Wittler said 
that bipolar plate manufacture is a challenging task because the plates have to be 
flat, among other things. In addition, suppliers will require large amounts of car-
bon-reinforced polymer to make hydrogen tanks. He expects the industry to use 
highly or fully automated systems to line tanks and stack bipolar plates.

To determine the economic impact that fuel cell use will have on the European 
market, the authors of the study analyzed and evaluated two supply chains in an OEM 
Make and an OEM Buy scenario. The first presupposes a higher rate of in-house man-
ufacturing and concentrates on integrating parts into fuel cell stacks. It also assumes 
that besides hydrogen tanks, most OEMs will take it upon themselves to make some of 
the stack subcomponents, such as bipolar plates, as well as key balance-of-plant com-
ponents, e.g., the compressor/expander unit. In this scenario, the OEMs are likewise 
in charge of assembling the fuel cell system. OEM Buy, on the other hand, focuses on 
ready-made components, for example, stacks and balance-of-plant subsystems.

EUROPE TO BENEFIT FROM VALUE-ADDED MANUFACTURING The market re-
searchers working for FEV estimate that making fuel cell engines for cars sold in 
Europe will add EUR 4.3 billion in value a year by 2040. They stress that in both 

supply chain scenarios, the associat-
ed value-adds in Europe will be higher, 
possibly up to EUR 4.8 billion annually. 

“This underlines Europe’s role as an ex-
porter of auto products,” the study notes.

Although OEMs will create less 
value in a Buy scenario, the gap will 
be partly filled by higher value-adds 
among local suppliers. Europe will also 
benefit from an increase in auto part 
exports to the tune of EUR 50 million 
a year. In both scenarios, supplier ex-
ports will contribute between 21 per-
cent and 24 percent to total value crea-
tion along the supply chain.

FEV further estimates that by 2040, 
the value added during production will 
create over 60,000 jobs, with over 15,000 
being provided by the manufacturing 
sector. Furthermore, also by 2040, the 
industrial sector will need to invest 
around EUR 8 billion (excluding de-
preciation) in machinery and manufac-
turing facilities. What is missing from 
FEV’s analysis is a comparison of jobs 
newly created in the fuel cell market and 
those lost in the ICE industry. There are, 
however, plans to conduct a follow-on 
study to investigate whether on net bal-
ance, there will be more or fewer people 
employed in the auto industry.

“When it comes to adding value 
and creating jobs, fuel cells are a big 
opportunity for the machinery indus-
try,” said VDMA co-CEO Hartmut 
Rauen. Despite the relatively optimistic 
forecasts, he also made clear that the 
engine of change will not ignite itself. 

“The transformation is a huge challenge 
for businesses,” he said and pointed 
to the results of another study, which 
found that in the coming years, around 
EUR 5 billion will need to be invested 
annually in research and development 
worldwide to make change happen. ||
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Fig. 3: Hartmut Rauen, VDMA’s co-chief 
 executive [Source: VDMA]
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Another 5 gigawatts will possibly be 
added by 2035, at the latest by 2040. 
The strategy will also support research 
and development as well as the transfer 
of innovative hydrogen technologies. 
It will be a great boon to all those that 
have so far not been able to find other 
options for decarbonizing their busi-
ness, such as steel manufacturers and 
aviation companies.

WATER ELECTROLYSIS Even though 
the plans drawn up by both the EU 
and Germany state that there will be a 
short window to sell blue hydrogen in 
order to grow the market, the gas will 
eventually be produced by electrolyzers 
running mostly on clean power. These 
devices can use solar or wind energy 
to split water into hydrogen and oxy-
gen. The key water-splitting technolo-
gies these days are polymer electrolyte 
membrane, alkaline and high-temper-
ature electrolysis, known as PEMEL, 
AEL and HTEL, respectively.

Two of them, namely AEL and – for 
the most part – PEMEL, are already 
technologically advanced enough. By 
contrast, HTEL manufacturers are few 
and far between, and plant size and 
lifetime are not yet where they should 
be. At least in the short term, the main 
technologies used to establish a mass 
market will therefore be AEL and PE-
MEL. Slight differences in their techno-
logical makeup make them suitable for 
different sets of applications.

AEL has the big advantage that it 
does not require possibly critical raw 
materials. The electrolyte is a potassi-
um hydroxide solution. The anode in 
commonly available electrolyzers is 
made of nickel, and the cathode con-
sists of either nickel, steel or stainless 
steel. While AEL systems are relatively 
inexpensive, they are quite large, mak-
ing them unsuitable for locations re-
quiring compact solutions.

PEMEL is the technology of choice 
if space is limited or alkaline solutions 
are not an option, for example, in the 
proximity of offshore wind farms. The 
electrolyte of a PEMEL system consists 
of a proton-conducting polymer mem-
brane and the catalyst is made of a pre-
cious metal, either iridium or platinum. 
Both of these components, however, in-
crease system costs considerably.

Hydrogen will have a crucial role to play in transforming the energy market. The 
first element of the periodic table has great potential to decarbonize much of the 
steel, cement and chemical industries as well as aviation, heavy-duty road haulage 
and maritime transportation. As a result, politicians across the EU are mapping out 
plans to support electrolyzer capacity increases and hydrogen production methods.

In December 2019, the European Commission presented its Green Deal, offering 
to fund climate action measures in the energy, transportation, trade, industrial 
and agricultural sectors to meet the EU’s aim of becoming climate neutral by 2050. 
When Covid-19 hit the world economy, doubts grew about whether the measures 
could move ahead as planned. But the commission is sticking to its guns, viewing 
the deal as Europe’s new path to growth.

On July 8, it published a hydrogen strategy as part of the Green Deal, focusing 
on green gas produced from clean electricity. With the help of carbon capture and 
storage, the commission also aims to have existing natural gas reformers con-
verted to zero-carbon plants in the coming years so the carbon dioxide released 
during production can be stored underground. The Union’s 2024 target is a min-
imum of 6 gigawatts of electrolyzer capacity that can generate one million tons of 
hydrogen a year. By 2030, this capacity is set to grow to 40 gigawatts producing 
10 million. Estimates show that putting up the electrolyzers will require between 
EUR 24 billion and EUR 42 billion by 2030. In the same period, between EUR 220 
billion and EUR 340 billion will need to be invested in solar and wind farms for 
green hydrogen production.

The German hydrogen strategy, approved by the federal cabinet on June 10, is 
similar to Europe’s. Both have green hydrogen as their long-term goal. The budget 
for implementing Germany’s national plan has already been earmarked as part 
of the country’s second stimulus package, which is designed to lessen the impact 
of Covid-19. In all, the government will allocate EUR 9 billion for advancing the 
technology. The strategy determines how fast production will be ramped up and 
how much capacity will be added at every stage. The 2030 target is up to 5 giga-
watts, including required offshore and onshore energy.

Fig. 1: PEMEL cell structure [Source: BGR]

SPECIALTY METALS FOR WATER ELECTROLYSIS
Are iridium and platinum critical materials?

Category: Research and development    Author: Viktoriya Tremareva
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cent of estimated global iridium production in 2016, when it 
was around 7.1 tons. In the advanced scenario, electrolyzers 
will need around 200 kilograms, or 2.8 percent of the irid-
ium produced in 2016. Regarding platinum, the conserva-
tive estimate puts demand at 1,300 kilograms in 2050, while 
technological breakthroughs would see the total drop to 150 
kilograms that year. In 2016, global platinum production 
was around 190 tons. 

When looking at these figures, it is important to remem-
ber that they show demand for only one technology and one 
country, that is, Germany. PEMEL may still have to compete 
with other technologies that also need iridium or platinum.

One benefit of both is that they can be recycled to keep 
the amount of newly mined metals to a minimum. This, 
however, has little impact on how much time is spent on re-
searching ways to reduce or replace precious metal content 
in PEMEL systems.

A new version of the “Raw materials for technologies of 
the future” study, conducted on behalf of the German DERA 
platform on mineral raw materials, will estimate global min-
eral demand from water-splitting up to 2040 as well as ex-
amine all three technologies discussed in this article. Publi-
cation is scheduled for 2021.

PGM MARKET Platinum and iridium, and rhodium, osmi-
um, ruthenium and palladium, are also known as platinum 
group metals, as they are often found together in the same ge-
ological formations. The world’s largest producer of iridium 
and platinum is South Africa. According to Johnson Mat-
they (2020), South Africa contributed 136.8 tons of platinum, 
that is, 73 percent, to total global production  in  2019.   >> 

SPECIALTY METALS FOR PEM ELECTROLYSIS A study 
called “Commercializing water electrolysis in Germany: 
Clean hydrogen opportunities and challenges in the trans-
portation, power and heat markets (IndWEDe),” coordi-
nated by hydrogen and fuel cell organization NOW, takes a 
closer look at, among other things, the criticality of several 
metals used in water electrolysis. In the case of PEMEL, the 
study’s authors focus on iridium and platinum as possibly 
hard-to-get materials.

One PEMEL catalyst material is iridium, which is added 
in thin layers to fuel cell anodes. Thanks to high corrosion 
resistance, iridium is a sensible choice for the oxidative and 
thus highly corrosive environment surrounding these an-
odes. Another catalyst for coating PEMEL electrodes is plat-
inum. Often, a thin layer made from platinum also covers 
fuel cells’ bipolar plates to lower their surface contact resist-
ance. These plates separate individual cells in a stack. They 
not only provide electrical conduction between cells but also 
supply water used for electrolysis and remove heat as well as 
reaction products (see fig. 1).

The IndWEDe study offers both a conservative and an 
advanced technology innovation scenario, estimating the 
iridium and platinum quantities needed to run electrolyz-
ers in Germany by 2050. Calculations were based on the 
number of components presumably needed in 2030 and 
2050. While the conservative scenario assumes demand for 
specialty metals to remain at previous levels, technological 
progress in the innovation scenario will lead to reductions 
in the amount of metals required.

In the conservative scenario, demand for iridium will be 
2,650 kilograms in 2050. This corresponds to around 38 per-
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by at least 20 percent compared to 2019. 
Demand will shrink as well, as world-
wide auto sales are predicted to fall by 
more than 20 percent this year (John-
son Matthey 2020a). Prices for platinum 
(99.95 percent purity) hit a 17-year low 
on March 19, when the metal was trad-
ed at USD 621 a troy ounce. On May 26, 
however, they rose again, rallying to a 
two-month high of USD 868 after their 
fall prompted growing interest from 
China and the pandemic had interrupt-
ed South Africa’s supply chain. Since 
then, prices have been going up and 
down. On July 1, a troy ounce was trad-
ed at USD 843 (Johnson Matthey 2020b).

How platinum and iridium supply 
and demand, as well as prices, will de-
velop post-Covid-19 depends on sever-
al factors and is a question that cannot 
be answered at this time. How quickly 
the economy will recover following the 
crisis is certain to have a significant 
impact on demand. Other highly in-
fluential factors include technological 
progress, specific applications areas, 
advances in recycling and the political 
and economic situation in South Af-
rica, and in Russia. We at DERA are 
not only tracking these changes to the 
PGM markets but are also currently 
updating our study “Raw material risk 
assessment: Platinum group metals.” ||
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 Other  mportant mining sites are in Russia, North America and Zimbabwe. Plat-
inum is often mined as a primary raw material, iridium being one of the byprod-
ucts, which makes supply of the latter wholly dependent on extracting the former.

The market for iridium is very small. Global annual demand ranges between 
6 tons and 7 tons a year. Thus, even a slight increase in demand can lead to price 
hikes and supply risks. The global availability of PGMs, especially of platinum, 
palladium and rhodium, mainly hinges on primary and secondary production. 
The latter sometimes makes up 30 percent of the total, or around 26 percent in 
the case of platinum (see fig. 2). Producers, traders and banks also store PGMs. 
Physically backed exchange traded funds, known as ETFs, in particular are poten-
tial sources of platin and palladium. In short, current prices may not necessarily 
reflect actual supply and demand.

Since PGMs tend to occur in the same mineral deposits, mining only one 
of them is a nigh impossible task. This, of course, complicates pricing as well as 
balancing supply and demand. Producing more of one PGM is certain to lead to 
increases in other platinum group metals extracted from the ground. The most re-
cent example of this strong relationship in PGM mining could be observed during 
the diesel emissions scandal. After the revelations about manipulated emissions 
tests came to light, the number of diesel vehicles manufactured around the globe 
began to fall and demand for the main precious metal used in their engines’ cat-
alysts, platinum, started dropping as well. At the same time, sales shifted to gaso-
line cars and demand for their main catalyst material, palladium, was on the rise. 
To produce more palladium, however, mining operators also had to extract more 
platinum. But prices for platinum had already dropped and a good portion of the 
newly mined metal was no longer needed. As a result, prices fell even further.

In general, we are not at risk of running out of PGMs. From a geological per-
spective, there are more than enough deposits available in the world. Still, the 
market could face temporary shortages, the Covid-19 outbreak being the latest 
cause of this. The economic slump triggered by the virus significantly lowered 
PGM supply and demand in the first half of this year. On March 27, South Africa 
then imposed lockdown measures, which were originally supposed to last for 21 
days but were later extended by another 14. Mines and steel and iron works sub-
sequently halted production. Since the country typically provides 73 percent of all 
platinum mined worldwide, the national measures had far-reaching consequences 
for the PGM market globally.

Both primary and secondary PGM production output will drop following the 
temporary shutdown of many mining businesses and the gaps in the supply chain. 
Johnson Matthey (2020a) estimates that PGM output in South Africa will decrease 

Fig. 2: Platinum mining, recycling, demand and price changes between 2014 and 2019 
[Sources: Johnson Matthey 2020a, BGR 2020]
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HYDROGEN-COMPATIBLE POLYMERS
New ways to achieve comparable and reproducible findings

Category: Research and development    Authors: Martin Sekura, Stefan Behrning

Vehicle fuel cells contain many non-metals, particularly 
polymers, for several different purposes. While seals are 
made from elastomers, Type IV containers are lined with 
thermoplastics, the same materials that are now also in-
creasingly used to make hardware parts, such as gaskets. 
The standards and guidelines relevant to the industry re-
quire a series of tests to ensure that the chosen polymers are 
suitable for a given application.

The ozone aging and oxygen deterioration tests required 
by EU directives 79/2009 and 406/2010, and similarly UN 
R134, are comparatively well specified and reference tried-
and-proven, standardized test methods. Although hydro-
gen compatibility tests are also part of the regulations, the 
rules describing the conditions in which these examina-
tions are to be performed are rather vague, relatively im-
precise or non-existent. The most likely reason for this is 
that just a few years ago, there were still considerable gaps 
in standardization, a problem compounded by the lack of 
 hydrogen expertise in the auto industry when the stan-
dards were created.

RULES DISAPPOINT In combination with EU directive 
406/2010, EC 79/2009 is often cited when issuing a certifi-
cate of conformity for vehicles sold on the European market. 
While the directive lists specific procedures that must be fol-
lowed when analyzing metallic materials, i.e., ISO 11114-4 
examinations of components or pressure cycling tests for 
Type I, II and III storage tanks, the regulations on non-me-
tallic components consist of one simple sentence: “Hydrogen 
compatibility shall be demonstrated.”

Additionally, UN GTR 13, or, more specifically, UN R134, 
make no mention of assessing the compatibility of non-met-
als, instead referring only to oxygen and ozone deterioration. 
Despite these missing specifications, proof of hydrogen com-
patibility is crucial, especially for safety and liability reasons.

The lack of standardized procedures has led to the crea-
tion of a variety of methods, and each has its own benefits 
and drawbacks. Some examples can be found in table 1.

While an optimal test method obviously needs to deliver 
meaningful, clear and reproducible results, economic viabil-
ity should also be part of the equation. In many cases, several 
potentially compatible materials need to be examined at a 
relatively early stage of development. The findings are then 
used to select the most promising among them, with a focus 
on choosing the least expensive material(s).

One quick and easy-to-conduct method is described in SAE 
J2600. It involves measuring the mass and volume of a sample 
on a scale or in a liquid bath, followed by a 168-hour static 
hold in a hydrogen environment at normal operating pressure 
and room temperature (or at minimal process temperature of 
mainly around -40 °C). Shortly after the time has elapsed, the 
container holding the sample is depressurized to ambient to 
encourage explosive decompression. Subsequently, mass and 
volume are measured a second time to see whether decom-
pression of the material has occurred, indications being bub-
bles or ruptures or both, and whether the sample shows signs 
of increased swelling or shrinkage or a loss in mass.

The method has its drawbacks, however. The associated 
standard was basically designed to examine only two specific 
fuel cell system components, the receptacle and the fueling 
nozzle, which means that it may have limited applicability 
elsewhere. In addition, SAE analyses make sense only in 
the context of elastomer (valve) materials. For example, the 
25-percent swelling threshold listed in the standard is not 
relevant to thermoplastics. Consequently, thermoplastics 
often undergo alternative, individually designed tests. These, 
however, have their own disadvantages:

 · Some offer limited reproducibility.

 · Some also require complicated sample geometries, 
 increasing production costs.

 · Their non-standardized procedures lack formal 
 recognition.

 · There is a risk that the interpretation of procedures and 
data will vary among departments or organizations. As a 
result, the findings may only apply to new products.

It is thus in the interest of several groups, including auto-
makers, suppliers, test institutes and laboratories, to find a 
solution that has none of the disadvantages mentioned above 
and delivers both valid and reproducible results while being 
inexpensive and fast.

STANDARDIZING HYDROGEN COMPATIBILITY TESTS The 
authors of this article are offering a new, easy method to 
prove hydrogen compatibility for polymers. This method 
can be performed on both elastomers and thermoplastics 
and meets current regulatory requirements. >>

METHOD / STANDARD BENEFITS DRAWBACKS

ISO 17268-2020 fast and inexpensive Only useful for examining elastomers

SAE J2600-2015 fast and inexpensive Only specifies criteria for sealing 
materials

CSA ANSI CHMC 2-2019 in-depth analysis Complex, expensive, designed rather for 
relative than absolute measurements

Non-standardized adjustable Lacks comparability and reproducibility

Table 1: Known methods for assessing the hydrogen compatibility of polymer materials
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First, samples should be prepared according to CSA ANSI 
CHMC2-2019 recommendations, that is, dried at 60 °C for 
48 hours. The subsequent test procedures resemble those 
described in SAE J2600. Following initial parameter mea-
surement, samples are examined in suitable conditions with 
regard to medium, pressure and temperature before parame-
ters are measured a second time. The measurements are then 
included in the final assessment based on predefined criteria 
and limit values.

Of course, elastomers and thermoplastics require dif-
fering parameter values, stress tests and evaluation criteria. 
Their chemical and physical properties are simply too far 
apart. While storing hydrogen in elastomers can cause swell-
ing by several percent, an increase in volume that may have 
to be flagged as an issue, thermoplastics often do not grow 
as much in size, which means swelling has a rather insignifi-
cant effect on material functionality.

A more relevant criterion in the case of thermoplastics 
is the impact that tests have on yield and tensile strength, 
something that plays a lesser role when examining sealing 
materials, for example, elastomers. Still, it would be desir-
able and efficient to come up with a design that allows to, at 
least, test both types of material at the same time.

Table 2 shows the conditions and figure 1 the test se-
quence required by the new method. While the sequence is 
based on available procedures, especially those of ISO 17268, 
SAE J2600 and CSA ANSI CHMC 2-2019, it has been simpli-
fied and optimized in several respects. Despite this, the find-
ings not only retain their validity but remain comparable as 
well. Thanks to its relatively simplicity, the test is also easier 

to reproduce, especially compared to the method given in 
the CSA ANSI standard.

In principle, the tests listed below can be performed in 
parallel. Carrying out all of them would take little more than 
a week. The number of materials that are to be examined has 
no considerable influence on how much time is required in 
total. Theoretically, many different polymers could be ana-
lyzed at the same time. 

IMPACT OF SAMPLE GEOMETRY To estimate and compare 
the impact of sample geometry on mass and volume mea-
surements, as stipulated for elastomers, TesTneT performed 
several analyses. These made clear that the procedure for de-
termining the mass of small, lightweight samples of about 0.1 
gram was sufficiently precise, the standard deviation being 
0.2 percent. However, measuring volumes or densities fol-
lowing hydrogen storage produced either relatively regular 
outliers or changing (“run-away”) values over time.

This issue was probably caused by gas that entered the 
sample during storage and, in the form of bubbles, stuck to 
the sample surface when taking measurements in the liquid 
bath. Hydrogen is known for diffusing through polymers in 
comparatively large quantities, exacerbating damage by bub-
ble formation and swelling. The diffused gas then changes 
the buoyancy of the sample, which can significantly distort 
volume and density measurements.

The hydrogen that dissolved into the sample later starts 
to leak out while the bubbles begin to dissipate. What is thus 
required to make results reproducible is a precise definition 
of how much time needs to elapse between completing the >> 

https://www.kerafol.com/en/home
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storage procedure and determining mass and volume. CSA 
ANSI suggests taking measurements 24 and 48 hours after 
storing the hydrogen.

Additional measurements of heavier samples of about 2 
grams indicated that the standard deviation before and after 
storage is < 0.1 percent. Our recommendation is to use the 
procedures listed in table 2 for all samples with a mass of > 1 
gram. At least five will need to be measured per parameter to 
remove volume-related outliers from the data without affect-
ing the validity of the findings overall.

One more thing to note is that the samples’ surface-ar-
ea-to-volume ratio has no vital impact on measurement un-
certainty as long as the samples are sufficiently outgassed. In 
the authors’ experience, this is true 24 hours after conduct-
ing the stress test.

EXTENDED TESTING The new method also allows adding 
other kinds of stress tests required under certain circum-
stances. Each would be followed by another parameter mea-
surement. CSA ANSI CHMC 2-2019 mentions some useful 
additions:

 · Initial cycling (20 load cycles at an ambient temperature 
of 55 °C, one cycle being 37.2 hours long)

 · Extended aging (1,000 30-second cycles at 55 °C, 1,000 at 
-40 °C and 8,000 at 15 °C)

These tests could be helpful especially in assessing blistering, 
that is, bubble formation inside the material, e.g. through ex-
plosive decompression. Blistering is a phenomenon that may 
already occur after few cycles but could likewise take several 
more to materialize.

Of course, the procedures described in this article are 
only meant as a recommendation. They do not mean that oth-
er solutions are not possible. None of the rules and standards 
include the new test sequence in its entirety, which makes 
this a non-binding suggestion. Nevertheless, the authors will 
keep improving the new test method based on stakeholder 
feedback and changes in regulations, codes and standards. ||

Sources and references available on request.
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Martin Sekura
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 sekura@h2-test.net

Dr. Stefan Behrning
TÜV Saarland Automobil GmbH

ELASTOMERS THERMOPLASTICS

Sample geometry as installed in component
(e.g., O ring) or plate/cube Tensile bar according to DIN EN ISO 3167

No. of samples >= 15 per material
(mass per sample > 1 gram) >= 15 per material

Evaluation criteria

according to SAE J2600-2015,
Section 5.5:
- no explosive decompression
(visual assessment)
- Swelling <= 25 %
- Shrinkage <= 1 %
- Loss in mass <= 10 % 

according to CSA ANSI CHMC 2-2019, 
Table 7 (ratings 9 and 10):
- Tensile strength following stress test
>= 94 % of strength prior to test
- optionally: flexural modulus after testing
<= 94 % of flexural modulus prior to 
testing

Table 2: Conditions for new hydrogen compatibility test

Fig. 1: New test sequence [Source: TesTneT]
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FUEL CELL STOCKS ON THE MOVE
Sven Jösting’s market analysis

Category: Stocks    Author: Sven Jösting

Every day, more and more encouraging stories are popping 
up on news tickers, saying that companies, cities, towns 
and entire unions of countries, such as the EU, want to step 
on the gas in terms of climate action, with hydrogen defi-
nitely playing a crucial role in their efforts. While people 
are still sparring over what production method we should 
focus on, I am sure green hydrogen will win out in the end. 
Though we may need some of that blue gas to get to green.

The world’s hunger for energy shows no signs of letting up. In 
fact, electrification is becoming ever more popular. But until 
we see the hydrogen and fuel cell market make a breakthrough 
on the world stage, providing energy for multiple kinds of ap-
plications, we will need to keep coal and gas power stations up 
and running. Obviously, steam-reforming blue hydrogen is not 
a zero-carbon business. However, the blue variant emits 70 per-
cent fewer emissions than coal. In other words, we need to be 
completely open to new ideas and demand that governments 
take a long, hard look at all technology options on the table. 
Fuel cell and battery advocates could stop competing with each 
other, too, if we chose solutions according to suitability.

When Katsuhiko Hirose, once dubbed the ‘father’ of 
Toyota’s Prius, was asked why German automakers have yet 
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Fig. 1: Historical prices of the six fuel cell companies discussed in 
this issue [Source: wallstreet-online.de] Retrieved Sept. 3, 2020

to make use of their head start in fuel cell R&D, he replied: 
“I have no idea what their issue is. German businesses are 
dooming themselves.” Meanwhile, VW’s chairman, Herbert 
Diess, has been chastised by Bosch CEO Volkmar Denner for 
ignoring fuel cells altogether. Bosch, which is VW’s largest 
supplier, believes only hydrogen could help electrify several 
types of vehicles, trucks and buses among them. He expects 
the same to happen in the passenger car market eventually.

Businesses such as Canadian-based Ballard Power will be 
very happy to hear that. They will be one of the first to be able 
to ship fuel cell stacks for heavy-duty vehicles in large numbers, 
thanks to production facilities in China. Plus, Ballard has al-
ready completed several successful tests that put the company’s 
products through their paces.

But not everything is going to be so straightforward during 
this hydrogen and fuel cell decade, neither in the real world 
nor on the stock market. If large listed oil and gas corporations, 
also known as Big Oil, get involved as well, we could see a sharp 
increase in the volatility of fuel cell stocks.

Recent high volumes of trading saw Ballard Power stock shoot 
past USD 21 at one point. Subsequent profit-taking then caused 
the price to fall again. I would say this kind of correction is not 
unusual during an upward trend and gives investors another 
opportunity to (re)purchase shares. I expect investment banks 
to set price targets above USD 25 should Ballard provide them 
with good enough reasons and good news.

ANALYSTS RAISE EXPECTATIONS Some analysts have al-
ready begun to increase their targets. Not long ago, finan-
cial service firm Raymond James said that it sees the price 
rising to USD 28. Previously, Bernstein changed its target to 
USD 22. Plus, the National Bank of Canada put the stock on 
Buy. Still, there are some crucial questions that have yet to 
be answered. How well will the new stack factory in China 
do? What will be the profit margin? How much revenue can 
we expect? The company wants to provide some clarity on 
these issues at its Investors Day on Sept. 29. I think the event 
will be a success. I also believe the stock will attract the at-
tention of many more analysts working for large investment 
banks. Few of them are watching the fuel cell market these 
days. That will change as soon as Ballard [Nasdaq: BLDP] 
partners up with another big OEM. Clearly, China provides 
the manufacturer with the perfect environment for growth. 
And a country that huge and populous could likewise serve 
as a springboard for expanding business globally. Reported-
ly, the Chinese government will announce the budget for its 
fuel cell and hydrogen program as early as the third quarter. 
I expect USD 100 billion at minimum, but we could be talk-
ing about as much as USD 500 billion over five to 10 years.

While China is Ballard’s largest market for commercial ve-
hicle stacks, a market which partner and shareholder Weichai 

BALLARD AND THE INGREDIENTS 
TO A PERFECT SUCCESS STORY
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trips, for which batteries are not an option because of long 
charge cycles, among other things. In Europe, multi-bil-
lion-euro budgets have been allocated for hydrogen and fuel 
cells in Germany (see p. 10), Norway and Spain, and a similar 
program is expected to be set up in the UK. The UK govern-
ment is thinking about initially ordering 5,000 electric buses, 
many of which will be outfitted with fuel cells.

CHINESE PROVINCES AND CITIES RUSH AHEAD China 
is slated to announce its national hydrogen and fuel cell 
program in the third quarter this year. From what can be 
gleaned so far, the program will focus on trucks and buses 
and a hydrogen infrastructure, providing grants to promote 
the technology. In contrast to Europe, the budget is certain 
to exceed USD 100 billion. We may even be positively sur-
prised by how much higher it could go.

Some of China’s provincial and municipal governments 
have already rushed ahead. Even today, 200 fuel cell buses 
run on seven routes in Shandong, using fuel supplied by four 
stations across the city. The examples below illustrate the 
fervor with which the People’s Republic has embraced the 
technology.

OUTLOOK More and more investors are beginning to acknowl-
edge the opportunities offered by Ballard, the indisputable 
leader in several fuel cell markets. No other business has that 
much know-how or expertise in the field. Just recently, Ballard 
reported its stacks had run for as many as 50 million kilo meters, 
i.e., over 30 million miles. The company also serves 85 percent 
of the fuel cell bus market. The price for one bus has reportedly 
dropped to EUR 375,000 and the target price for green hydro-
gen is EUR 5 per kilogram, according to Ballard, which would 
make for running costs of EUR 0.30 per kilometer.

I expect Ballard will grow its business, make strategic ac-
quisitions when it has the chance and win over renowned 
partners by offering them an opportunity to invest in the 
company and license products. Another theoretical possibil-
ity would be its Chinese subsidiary’s IPO – more or less as 
icing on the cake. Simply put, Ballard has all the right ingre-
dients to become a stock market success story. I believe the 
company’s shares could soon hit USD 25 and my recommen-
dation would be to use the current low to buy stock.

can serve with ease, the Canadian fuel cell supplier is not rely-
ing on one country alone. It generates 40 percent of its revenue 
in the People’s Republic, another around 40 in Europe and 20 
percent in North America, which means it can get through 
turbulent times pretty much unscathed. I think the company 
could additionally begin production in Europe, ideally in a 
partnership resembling Bosch and PowerCell’s (where Bosch 
holds stock and manufactures fuel cells under license).

In a conference call, Ballard boss Randy MacEwen had the 
following to say about the company’s second-quarter figures: 

“So I think what you can expect is a very comprehensive rela-
tionship that Ballard will strike with a major brand name part-
ner, particularly with strong European exposure. We are not 
in a position yet to comment more on that, but there is a lot of 
work that has been going for the last six months on this front.”

The above quote takes on a special meaning if you know 
major shareholder Broad Ocean, which has a 9.9 percent 
stake in Ballard, is rumored to be contemplating the sale of 
its Ballard stock. Given the fuel cell company’s strong perfor-
mance to date, that would be understandable.

Will Broad Ocean give another investor the opportunity to 
buy into Ballard? Broad Ocean’s stake in the company could go 
to either Weichai (highly likely) or a strong OEM with Europe-
an ties, or both, accompanied by another equity change, i.e., a 
purchase of shares, possibly together with a license agreement. 
In any case, the stock will not be traded openly on the market.

USD 65 MILLION VIA ATM PROGRAM Ballard said that by 
June 30, it had raised USD 64.7 million of the USD 75 mil-
lion that it expected to earn via the issue of new shares, i.e., 
through an at-the-market program. But it is not like the 
company is in a rush to complete the transaction. If the price 
trends upward as much as it has, Ballard will not need to 
issue that many shares. Weichai’s increase of its ownership 
stake can also be put on the back burner, considering Bal-
lard’s cash and cash reserves amount to a healthy USD 170 
million. The company used up around USD 14.8 million in 
the quarter ended June 30. But I think it will be only a mat-
ter of time until Ballard can add another USD 25 million in 
liquidity. This inflow of cash will also indirectly ensure that 
the USD 30 million the company is planning to invest in its 
new factory in China is basically paid for so there will not be 
much of a dip in reserves. Way to go, Ballard!

In September, Ballard then announced its intention to 
raise another USD 250 million via an ATM program. The 
manufacturer could use the money to build a stack factory in 
Europe. It started out the same way in China, where Ballard 
and Weichai run production facilities at an ownership ratio 
of 49 to 51 percent. Prior to building the factory, Weichai 
had bought 19.9 percent of Ballard’s shares. Now, a European 
OEM could either partner with the fuel cell business to erect 
a factory or directly acquire a stake in Ballard.

UNITED STATES IMPLEMENTS NEW TRUCK REGULATIONS   
Good news from California: The state government recently 
introduced new regulations on emissions from heavy-duty 
trucks, likely giving fuel cells a big boost in this crucial mar-
ket. By 2024, zero-emission engines are to power between 5 
and 9 percent of all new heavy-duty vehicles in the state. By 
2030, new and clean Class 4 to 9 trucks are to make up 50 
percent of the market. And another five US states signed a 
memorandum of understanding that commits them to a 30 
percent target for HDVs by 2030 (see also pp. 30 through 39).

California’s Orange County Transportation Authority 
intends to use FCEVs, reportedly 500 units, on long-distance 

Bloom Energy performed strongly in recent months, rising 
from USD 10 to over USD 19 until it was time for profit-tak-
ing. As expected, the stock is beginning to catch up to other 
fuel cell shares. Plus, Bloom [NYSE: BE] has formed a joint 
venture with Samsung Heavy Industries to come up with 
SOFC solutions for cargo vessels and tankers. The venture is 
regarded as a research partnership aimed at developing tech-
nologies Bloom wants to bring to market starting in 2022, 
with yearly production capacities of 300 megawatts.

Bloom is also profiting from the ambitious goals of South 
Korea’s biggest oil and gas corporation, the SK Group. Expec-
tations are that South Korea’s hydrogen production plant ca-
pacity will rise to 15,000 megawatts by 2040 and that 6.2 mil-
lion FCEVs will be driving in the country by then. The group 
owns 3,400 gas stations and intends to add hydrogen pumps 
to 1,200 of them by 2040. Its management thinks highly of  >> 

BLOOM ENERGY – EXPLOSIVE 
NEWS FROM SOUTH KOREA?
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FuelCell Energy [Nasdaq: FCEL] has finally closed the chap-
ter on its partnership with Posco. It seemed like a story with 
no winner. While FuelCell Energy said that Posco did too 
little with the fuel cell technology it licensed from the man-
ufacturer, Posco stated that it lost around USD 800 million 
because of the companies’ joint venture. It is now up to the 
arbitration court to work out a settlement.

In my view, FuelCell Energy’s carbon capture technology 
developed in-house will draw in other clients besides Exxon-
Mobil. The company must have also launched an at-the-mar-
ket program by now in order to raise over USD 75 million. The 
aim is to become less dependent on Orion Energy Partners’ 
USD 200 million corporate loan facility. At the same time, 
FuelCell announced the placement of more than 17 million 

Bloom. Following a three-year partnership, the SK Group’s 
chief executive said the fuel cell firm has the best electrolyzer 
money can buy right now. The shared goal is to connect 400 
megawatts of fuel cell output to the grid each year.

Bloom said its electrolyzer technology will allow hydro-
gen production at a cost equal to that of gasoline by 2021. 
Wow! In a few years, this could lead to orders worth USD 500 
million to USD 1 billion annually.

USD 230 MILLION GREEN BONDS PLACED IN THE BLINK OF 
AN EYE That was fast. While the original plan was to issue 
USD 200 million in green bonds in the form of green convert-
ible senior notes, they brought in USD 230 million in the end. 
This provides Bloom with yet another nice cushion to finance 
operations and growth. The money will be used to redeem a 
portion of the company’s 10-percent notes, refinancing them 
at low cost. When the bonds expire, borrowers will get 61.7 
shares per USD 1,000 principal amount (about USD 16.21 a 
share). The bonds could also be paid back in cash or both cash 
and shares. It seems Bloom alone decides how and when. Bor-
rowers get a good deal, as early redemption will net them 130 
percent of the conversion rate, which makes sense if the stock 
trades over USD 20 – and prices over USD 20 or even USD 
30 are not unlikely. This way, Bloom will get rid of USD 230 
million in debt and gain more equity via issuing shares.

Overall, I think the figures cited in connection with 
Bloom’s project in South Korea are huge but the market has 
yet to price them out. There is still much untapped potential. 
My new tentative target is between USD 25 and USD 30. The 
second half of the year, Bloom said, will bring good news. Is 
everyone keeping that in mind? Because not long ago, the 
number of Bloom shares sold short increased from about 
18.6 million to more than 21.6 million.

Fig. 2: In June 2018, FuelCell Energy started up a 20-megawatt fuel 
cell farm in Incheon, South Korea, at Korea Southern Power Compa-
ny. Since then, the system, made up of eight SureSource 3000™, has 
been in operation 99 percent of the time. [Source: FuelCell Energy]

FUELCELL ENERGY –  POTENTIAL 
TO CATCH UP

shares, the result of warrants that Orion received for around 
USD 0.26 a share as part of a refinance deal. But while they may 
bring Orion a nice profit, the deal does nothing for FuelCell.

Still, I am inclined to believe these kinds of financial 
transactions will not have a significant or lasting impact on 
trading. It could even be possible that Orion sold stock short 
and exercised warrants to again cover its position. I, for one, 
think FuelCell is moving in the right direction.

And while new orders could soon be coming in from South 
Korea (see Bloom), fuel cell businesses are hoping for large con-
tracts from European customers as well. In North America, 
FuelCell will benefit from the clean energy pledges made by sev-
eral US states, where climate action is moving full speed ahead.

Plug Power stock is resilient. On the plus side, Plug [Nasdaq: 
PLUG] completed its USD 123 million acquisition of Giner 
ELX and United. It will allow the company to not only pro-
duce hydrogen but also start making electrolyzers. As I often 
noted, this kind of deal would be needed for an upward trend 
in Plug’s price. Moreover, the fuel cell supplier announced 
that it had received several sizeable orders, including a recent 
one from a new UK customer, Asda, a Walmart subsidiary.

But then, Plug again asked for fresh capital, placing new 
shares worth over USD 300 million or USD 10.25 apiece. The 
company is seizing the opportunity, though I think a price and 
a market cap exceeding USD 14 and USD 5.4 billion respective-
ly is far from reasonable. I am aware that Plug has estimated 
revenue and profit to top USD 1.2 billion and USD 200 million 
by 2024. Still, I am wary of these numbers. At least, Plug is do-
ing a good job at investor and press relations, having investors 
imagine a bullish trend. I would tread carefully, however.

I remain cautious because of the company’s financing 
methods, i.e., debt, restricted cash and stock issues, and the 
markets in which it operates. What happens once a larger 
number of forklifts run on fuel cells and are outfitted with 
hydrogen tanks? It is not like Kion and others have sud-
denly stopped their activities in the sector. Ballard Power, 
which supplies stacks to Plug, is part of that market as well, 
though, as said, not the only company serving customers in 
this product segment. In the long term, Ballard will also re-
portedly ship fuel cells to Kion, a Weichai subsidiary and the 
number two supplier of fuel cell forklifts after Toyota.

I am watching Plug and might buy some stock if and when 
the company breaks even. In the second quarter, Plug reported 
a net loss of USD 0.03 per share and a net revenue of USD 68.07 
million. I think Bloom and Ballard have much more potential.

And what about the company’s major customers, Ama-
zon and Walmart? Each have around 50 million warrants, 
priced at about USD 1.19 apiece, I assume. With gains of 
around USD 0.5 billion by now, both could pay as little as 
USD 119 million to exercise these warrants. We will need to 
see what happens. Plug could run the risk of losing them as 
shareholders. After all, both Amazon and Walmart do not 
need to own part of the business to have their materials han-
dling equipment retrofitted, do they?

Nevertheless, good to read that Plug is planning to sell 
electrolyzers in Japan and is working on a new fuel cell to 
power drones aka unmanned aerial vehicles. Both markets 
are destined for growth.

PLUG POWER BUYS GINER ELX 
AND UNITED HYDROGEN
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A temporary jump in Nikola’s market cap to over USD 25 
billion and a stock price topping USD 70 – on one day, even 
USD 90 – were quite the start. And yet, I stayed on the side-
lines, which turned out to be the right thing to do. Sales, like-
ly by original shareholders, and the registration of over 30 
million shares for eventual placement have brought the price 
down to around USD 30 in the meantime. Nevertheless, the 

NIKOLA MOTORS – HEFTY PRICE 
DROP AFTER PROFIT-TAKING

Fig. 3: Filling up a Nikola Two truck in the United States
[Source: Nikola]
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shares quickly rebounded, rising to more than USD 40, 
as news broke that Republic Services, the United States’ 
second-largest solid waste collection provider, ordered as 
many as 2,500 battery-electric trash trucks, to which it 
could add another 2,500 later (see p. 36).

I believe Nikola [Nasdaq: NKLA] shares are a buy in 
the range of USD 30 to USD 40. Bookings of more than 
USD 10 billion are an impressive feat. Still, I would have 
wished that those who owned stock right from the start 
would have been subject to a lockup agreement lasting 
two to five years. Now, it may look like some people were 
or still are only interested in making a quick buck, a move 
that generates no extra cash for the business but merely 
lines the pockets of early stockholders.

While multiple battery-powered Tre trucks will report-
edly leave the factory in the first quarter of 2021, the first 
hydrogen-powered Nikola Two vehicles will be delivered 
to major customer Anheuser Busch late next year. As for 
prototypes, they will presumably be available by this Sep-
tember. One thing is clear: Nikola’s target market, HDVs for 
long-distance trips, will become an engine of growth due 
to many emission regulations in the EU, several individual 
countries and six US states, including California. The com-
pany will also benefit from policies in China, where it can – 
and, I think, will – position itself perfectly on the market. In 
collaboration with other businesses, Nikola is additionally 
planning to build 700 hydrogen fueling stations in the States 
and 50 in Europe. Vehicles will only be offered via full-ser-
vice leases. In Europe, the price for travelling one kilometer 
in one of the hydrogen trucks Nikola intends to ship start-
ing in 2023 will range from EUR 0.50 to EUR 0.75. >>

STOCK S

https://www.windenergyhamburg.com/en/
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Of note are likewise Nikola’s plans to partner with other in-
dustrial companies, Bosch among them. Batteries and fuel 
cells plus hydrogen will be the perfect combination for sev-
eral types of vehicles. It will be interesting to see what OEM 
Nikola will win over for making the Badger. The company 
said the SUV can run on batteries, fuel cells or both.

STOCK S

Short sellers have certainly lost a lot of money by speculat-
ing that Tesla’s price would fall. However, shorts now add 
up to no more than 12 million prior to the split and 60 mil-
lion thereafter. There were times when, according to pre-
split numbers, 40 million Tesla shares were sold short. But 
I feel the current dip left a vacuum that could soon lead to 
the placement of another large number of shorts based on 
a market cap of over USD 450 billion. In all, 7 percent short 
interest is not that much, considering some funds and stock-
holders may make a hedge to secure unrealized gains while 
not selling their shares directly.

Well-known short sellers remain convinced that the elec-
tric carmaker is completely overrated and point to some ques-
tionable accounting entries, for example, in terms of receiva-
bles. Among those short sellers is Jim Chanos, who predicted 
Enron’s stock market fall from grace, suspecting the energy 
company was hiding its debt. He also recently made USD 100 
million by shorting Wirecard stock. He will be keeping his 
 Tesla shorts. And David Einhorn, of Greenlight Capital, ex-
pects the carmaker’s days at the top to be numbered should 
it join the S&P 500. In other words, “buy the rumor, sell the 
fact.” Einhorn claims the company used some creative ac-
counting methods to meet the requirements for the index.

Can you call all of this healthy? Is that kind of trading 
even regulated? Can you use it to hype a business to infinity 
or bring a company to its knees?

I have yet to hear any good reason that would justify 
 Tesla’s high valuation today. An analyst working for Credit 
Suisse recently raised the price target from USD 700 to USD 
1,400 but noted the new assessment is based on the general 
expectation that Tesla will sell over 2.2 million cars in 2025 
while showing a price-to-earnings ratio of 30.

OVER 90,650 UNITS SOLD Tesla was expected to sell be-
tween 69,000 and nearly 100,000 vehicles in the second 
quarter when accounting for factory closures because of 
Covid-19. In the end, it delivered 90,650. I suspect these 
units were from inventory and could have been highly dis-
counted. The second-quarter revenue of over USD 6 billion 
was a good look for the company. But the profit of USD 
104 million, or USD 0.50 per share, was mostly the result 
of selling USD 438 million in regulatory credits. Because 
these credits have little to do with a company’s actual profit 
margin, I would not consider them operating income from 
selling electric vehicles.

Things are getting interesting now that Tesla will have 
to compete with Nikola Motors. A USD 5,000 deposit will 
secure customers preorders for the Nikola Badger. Howev-
er, the SUV will not be manufactured by Nikola itself but 
an OEM, rumored to be FiatChrysler. This is of note insofar 
as FiatChrysler has been buying the bulk of its ZEV credits 
from Tesla to avoid the penalties imposed on high-emission 
fleets. As a result, Nikola is turning into a Tesla competitor 
in more ways than one, albeit indirectly. Not to mention that 
Fiat Chrysler subsidiary Iveco is already in a partnership 
with the fuel cell business.

STOCK SPLIT: A SMART STRATEGY To make the stock at least 
appear cheaper, Tesla decided on a 5-for-1 split. The move 
was well received by the market, though it did not change the 
carmaker’s financials. But a lower price could attract new in-
vestors, who may be interested in buying shares at USD 450, 
just not at USD 2,200. Still, it was a purely cosmetic change. 
As it looks now, the number of shares may eventually reach 
1 billion, including the impact of options (convertible notes 

DID ROBINHOOD INVESTORS 
PUSH TESLA?

WIKIFOLIO – ROLLER COASTER FEELING BUT LITTLE 
TO COMPLAIN ABOUT
My virtual BZVision portfolio shot up over 350 percent in 
two years, thanks to the price rallies Ballard Power and 
Bloom Energy experienced for a while. I sold some stock 
but overall, I remained fully invested in both companies. 
I am rather looking for medium-term than short-term 
gains. Still, if my expectations hold true, i.e., if Ballard, 
Bloom and FuelCell Energy were only gearing up before 
going full throttle soon, the current price highs will have 
been no more than an initial sign of what I believe fuel 
cell companies could achieve in the coming years.
As for Tesla, investors’ euphoria knows no bounds. I 
wonder how high the price could still go, considering 
many, if not all, opportunities for growth have already 
been factored in. If people start selling their shares to 
take profit, my December puts will rise considerably 
in value. By contrast, I expect I will have to write off 
those expiring in September. But a lot can happen un-
til December and I am inclined to believe Tesla’s price 
hike from USD 350 to over USD 2,500 (prior to the 5-1 
split) could prompt a move in the opposite direction in 
exactly the same way. How will the Robinhood fans re-
act? Around 500,000 of them have bought Tesla stock. 
Is Tencent cashing in? And how will Tesla perform over 
the following quarters? Will the electric carmaker earn 
even higher windfall profits from regulatory credits? 
I have so far purchased an initial put position with a 
December 2021 expiry and a USD 1,500 (now USD 300) 
base price and will invest a great deal more if Ballard 
trades above USD 25. 
Making up around 7 percent of my portfolio, the position 
is small enough not to pose a problem if the three fuel 
cell stocks mentioned above only grow by 10 percent. If, 
however, the shares increase by 20 percent or more, or 
if Tesla’s race to the bottom, I will have enough fresh 
capital to invest in those companies again and perhaps 
in a business such as Nikola Motors. We will see.

What for ups and downs Tesla has seen. High-volume trad-
ing each day prior to the 5-1 split pushed the price to more 
than USD 2,200 – at the beginning of this year, it was below 
USD 400. A USD 420 billion market cap for what exactly? 
After the split, the stock continued to rally to over USD 500, 
or more than USD 2,500 based on the old price. While ob-
serving the rally, I was reading comments saying that a kind 
of swarm-like trade was boosting Tesla [Nasdaq: TSLA]. 
Investors on portals such as Robinhood, a neo-broker that 
boasts around 13 million users, nearly 500,000 of whom have 
bought the carmaker’s stock, seemed to be reinforcing each 
other’s bids, which reminded me high-frequency trading.
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and Musk’s milestone payments). The split did have a posi-
tive impact for a short time. But that will be all. I see no way 
the stock can sustain its current high. 

My conclusion: While many hedge funds and small-
time investors currently have enormous unrealized gains 
from their Tesla investments, the question is what will hap-
pen if the US market drops due to an ever-growing number 
of Covid-19 cases or if the brawl between President Don-
ald Trump and the Chinese government leaves a mark. 
And how will the 500,000 Robinhood investors respond? 
I agree with people such as Chanos, even though I would 
never short a stock. Rather, I would pursue a limited-risk 
approach and buy some puts (see BZVision on Wikifolio). 
In my view, that is the best pro-fuel cell and anti-battery 
investment you can make. ||

Fig. 4: Tesla product family – Model 3, Semi, Model S and Model X [Source: Tesla]

RISK WARNING
Share trading can result in a total loss of your invest-
ment. Consider spreading the risk as a sensible precau-
tion. The fuel cell companies mentioned in this article 
are small- and mid-cap businesses, which means their 
stocks may experience high volatility. The information 
in this article is based on publicly available sources, and 
the views and opinions expressed herein are those of the 
author only. They are not to be taken as a suggestion of 
what stocks to buy or sell and come without any explicit 
or implicit guarantee or warranty. The author focuses 
on mid-term and long-term prospects, not short-term 
gains, and may own shares in the company or the com-
panies being analyzed.
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EDUCATION AND TR AINING

From where will we get our electricity in the future? What 
will we use to power our cars and trains? How can we live 
sustainably, without the use of fossil fuels? Finding answers 
to these and other questions is the aim of an Erasmus+ 
project involving students and teachers at Heriburg-Gym-
nasium, a German secondary school in the state of North 
Rhine-Westphalia, as well as British, Greek and Spanish 
partner organizations. The project is led by Ariema Energía 
y Medioambiente, a spin-off from Spain’s National Institute 
for Aerospace Technology. British partner Cyber Coach 
Smart is developing a digital learning game.

The three-year endeavor, called CIRO, consists of multi-
ple phases. Phase 1 led to the development of new, partly 
interactive teaching materials on energy generation and 
climate change. In a one-week meeting at Greek partner 
institute Center for Renewable Energy Sources, the teach-
ers from the participating schools in Spain and Germany 
agreed to create five modules for the CIRO project. They 
then gathered and sketched out ideas for experiments as 
well as class projects and published them on Moodle. The 
modules are:

CIRO INTRODUCES FUEL CELLS TO  
COESFELD STUDENTS
New class on hydrogen at German secondary school

Category: Education and training    Author: Christine Uphues

1. Climate change and sustainability
2. Renewable energies
3. Energy storage
4. Integrating hydrogen into clean energy systems
5. Hydrogen applications

These modules will now be completed in the second phase, 
extended because of the Covid-19 virus outbreak. At 
Heriburg-Gymnasium, this meant adding an optional course 
to the mandatory curriculum. The current CIRO class, made 
up of eleven 8th graders, spends three hours a week working 
in the chemical lab under the supervision of Christine Up-
hues, the school’s chemistry and English teacher.

With the help of digital measuring tools and carbon 
dioxide sensors, the students initially conducted combus-
tion experiments to gain a deeper understanding of the 
anthropogenic greenhouse effect. These experiments were 
followed by research on renewable energy to impart basic 
knowledge of green hydrogen storage requirements. The 
school also bought a large number of fuel cell toy cars to 
demonstrate to the class how the technology works. In 
January, at open house, a large solar panel then powered a 

Fig. 1: Students stand next to an FCEV model [Source: CIRO]
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and at varying degrees of difficulty. While students in high-
er grades could be taught the Carnot process and be asked 
to perform efficiency calculations, Heriburg’s 8th graders 
first had to learn the difference between molecules and at-
oms. In addition to the teaching materials posted to Moo-
dle, the CIRO working group aims to develop learning kits 
that include fuel cell vehicle models, efforts complemented 
by the creation of the digital Ciro City game. The Europe-
an Commission’s funding of the partner schools’ projects 
offers them an opportunity to purchase material that they 
would otherwise not have due to budget constraints. For 
example, Heriburg spent the EC funds on electrolyzer kits 
and digital tools to measure carbon dioxide levels, equip-
ment that the school will also be able to use in other classes 
for a long time to come.

CLIMATE ACTION AT HERIBURG-GYMNASIUM In Novem-
ber 2019, Heriburg-Gymnasium held a Heriburg For Fu-
ture event to raise awareness of sustainability and climate 
change among a higher number of students and a wider 
section of the local community. The results can be viewed 
on the school’s website. In May, on Europe Day, a weath-
er balloon equipped with a GPS unit was supposed to be 
sent into the sky to collect measuring data. Sadly, its launch 
was postponed too. Climate change, however, will not be 
stopped by Covid-19’s path of destruction. The students 
continue to complete the modules while adhering to social 
distancing regulations. One can only hope that when the 
summer break is over, they will again be able to attend regu-
lar classes to develop their ideas. The students attending the 
first-ever German CIRO class will then be in the 9th grade 
and the organizers will be preparing for the competition in 
Spain. Another 8th-grade CIRO course is already ready to 
start working on the modules.

CONCLUSION Coesfeld’s Heriburg-Gymnasium intends to 
use the chance CIRO provides to answer important ques-
tions about climate action and why people are pinning their 
hopes on hydrogen. Another aim is to see students become 
eco-conscious, responsible citizens, some of whom might 
later credit CIRO when taking up a job in the clean energy or 
the hydrogen industry. ||

 www.heriburg-gymnasium.de

 www.ciroproject.com

Author:
Christine Uphues, 
assistant principal at Heriburg-Gymnasium 
in Coesfeld

 uphues@heriburg-gymnasium.de

EDUCATION AND TR AINING

Hofmann’s voltameter despite rather gray weather. On the 
same day, oxyhydrogen samples illustrated to the young-
er and older guests how much energy hydrogen contains, 
while the in-house 3D printer was used to create a model of 
a fuel cell’s inner workings.

The students also visited Wuppertal’s Bergische Uni-
versität, examining microbial and enzymatic fuel cells in 
the university’s school student lab in an effort to broaden 
their knowledge of fuel cells. A trip to Mülheim-based Max 
Planck Institute, which was scheduled for later this year, 
would have given them an opportunity to gain deeper in-
sights into hydrogen storage technology. But that visit had to 
be postponed because of the pandemic.

The main language used in Heriburg’s CIRO class is En-
glish so students can communicate with their partner school 
peers and come prepared for the third phase of the project. This 
way, the course is not only a sensible addition to Heriburg’s bi-
lingual European School curriculum but also offers students a 
glimpse into the world of science, where English is the de facto 
standard. Additionally, it helps them see that speaking anoth-
er language is not as hard as they may think, even if giving a 
presentation in a foreign language can seem quite challenging 
to a 14-year-old with a bad case of the jitters.

In the third and last phase, the project will turn into a 
competition allowing students to showcase their creativity. 
Because of Covid-19, the contest was rescheduled to take 
place in spring or summer 2021 in Huelva, Spain. The task 
will be to come up with innovative ideas for improving air 
quality and reducing local dependence on climate-dam-
aging means of energy generation in the partner cities. In 
Heriburg’s case, the question will be what Coesfeld could 
look like in the future and what can be done to lower the 
school’s carbon footprint.

If possible, solutions are to include hydrogen technology. 
Two groups from each school will subsequently present their 
ideas and visions, with a panel of experts choosing the win-
ners. Plans are to improve the competition in the following 
years and open it to new participants.

PROJECT RESULTS The teaching materials developed dur-
ing the project have been adapted for use in different grades 

INSPIRED BY CYRUS SMITH
The project takes its name from engineer Cyrus Smith, 
known from “The Mysterious Island,” a Jules Vernes 
novel published in 1877. In it, visionary Vernes paints a 
picture of the future in which fossil fuels are no longer 
needed and the only means of powering the globe is 
water: “I believe that water will one day be employed 
as fuel, that hydrogen and oxygen which constitute it, 
used singly or together, will furnish an inexhaustible 
source of heat and light, of an intensity of which coal is 
not capable.”

ERASMUS+
The project is being supported with EUR 235,000 by the 
Erasmus+ program. This European Commission pro-
gram promotes education, training, youth development 
and sports, focusing on partnerships that help people 
acquire skills and key competencies in an increasing-
ly digitized world. Its aim is to support collaborations 
among young people so they can learn from each other 
and shape the future of Europe together.
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Massachusetts 02466, USA, Phone +1-(0)781-529-0500,  
information@ginerelx.com, www.ginerelx.com

GreenHydrogen.dk ApS, 
Platinvej 29B, 6000 Kolding, Denmark, 
Phone +45-(0)7550-3500, www.greenhydrogen.dk

H-Tec Systems GmbH, PEM 
electrolyzers for industry 
application, Am Mittleren 
Moos 46, 86167 Augsburg, 

Germany, Phone +49-821-507697-0, Fax +49-451-399-
41799, info@h-tec-systems.com, www.h-tec.com

iGas energy GmbH, 
Cockerillstr. 100, 52222 Stolberg, Germany,  
Phone +49-(0)2402-9791600,  
info@igas-energy.de, 
www.iGas-energy.de

IPS-FEST GmbH, 
Power Supplier, Eisenbahnstr. 22-23, 
53489 Sinzig, Germany, 
Phone +49-02642-9020-20, 
sales@ips-fest.de, www.ips-fest.de

BUSINESS DIRECTORY

COMMUNICATION & MARKETING

Mission Hydrogen GmbH, 
Lise-Meitner-Str. 20,  
71364 Winnenden,  

Germany, Phone +49-7195-904390-0, +49-162-2109822,  
www.mission-hydrogen.de

mummert – creating 
relations,  Uta Mummert, 
German-French Commu-
nication Services – Media, 
Events, Marketing,  

85 Chemin du Vignal, 07230 Lablachère, France,  
Phone +33-652980552, info@mummert.fr, www.mummert.fr 

COMPRESSORS

Mehrer Com-
pression GmbH, 
Rosenfelder 
Str. 35, 72336 

Balingen, Germany, Phone +49-(0)7433-2605-0, Fax -7541, 
www.mehrer.de

J.P. Sauer & Sohn 
Maschinenbau 
GmbH, Brauner 
Berg 15, 24159 
Kiel, Germany, 

Phone +49-(0)431-3940-0, sales@sauercompressors.de, 
www.sauercompressors.com

CONSULTING

Haas Engineering GmbH & Co. KG,  
Reinhold-Schneider-Str.18a,79194Gundelfingen,Germany, 
Phone +49-(0)761-503649-0, Fax -69, 
info@haasengineering.de, www.haasengineering.de

DISTRIBUTION

Hydrogen-
ious LOHC 
Technologies 
GmbH,  

Weidenweg 13, 91058 Erlangen, Germany, Phone  
+49-(0)9131-12640-220, Fax -29, www.hydrogenious.net

Kälte- und Systemtechnik 
GmbH, Refrigeration 
systems for cooling 

hydro gen according to SAE, Heavy duty refueling,  
Strassfeld 5, 3441 Freundorf, Austria, Phone +43-2274-44109, 
office@kustec.at, www.kustec.at
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BUSINE SS DIRECTORY

Kraftanlagen München 
GmbH, Ridlerstr. 31 c, 
80339 München, Germany, 
Phone +49-89-62370,  
www.kraftanlagen.com 

Nel Hydrogen, 10 Technology Dr,  
06492 Wallingford CT, USA,  
Phone +1-203-9498-697, Fax -016, 

info@nelhydrogen.com, www.NelHydrogen.com

thyssenkrupp Uhde Chlorine Engineers GmbH, 
Vosskuhle 38, 44141 Dortmund, Germany, Phone 
+49-231-547-0, Fax -2334, info-uce@thyssenkrupp.com,  
www.thyssenkrupp-uhde-chlorine-engineers.com

ELECTRONICS

Prüfrex Innovative Power Products 
GmbH, Egersdorfer Str. 36, 90556 
Cadolzburg, Germany,  
Phone +49-(0)9103-7953-0, Fax -55, 
www.pruefrex.com

FITTINGS, REGULATORS, VALVES

Bürkert Werke GmbH & Co. 
KG, Solenoid Valves, Mass 
Flow Controller, Fluid Power 
System Solutions, Chris-

tian-Bürkert-Str. 13-17, 74653 Ingelfingen, Germany,  
Phone +49-7940-10-0, Fax -91204, www.buerkert.com 

Eugen Seitz AG, Leading 
H2-solenoid valve tech-
nology from 10 to 1,000 bar, 

Spitalstr. 204, 8623 Wetzikon, Switzerland,  
Phone +41-44-9318190, h2info@seitz.ch, www.seitz.ch

Magnet-Schultz GmbH & Co. KG, High-pressure-cut-off-, 
safety–shut-off-, flow-control-valves for H2,  
Allgäuer Str. 30, 87700 Memmingen, Germany,  
Phone +49-8331-104-0, Fax -333, www.magnet-schultz.com
 

Nova Werke AG, H2 
High Pressure Sole-
noid Valves, 

Vogelsangstr. 24, 8307 Effretikon, Switzerland,  
Phone +41-52-3541616, www.novaswiss.com

OMB Saleri SpA,  
Via Rose di Sotto 38/c 
– 25126 Brescia, Italy, 

hydrogen@omb-saleri.it, www.omb-saleri.it

 PTEC – Pressure Technology 
GmbH, pipelines, screw  
con nections, filters, valves,  
regulators, TPRD, Linde 11, 
51399 Burscheid, Germany, 

Phone +49-2174-748-722, mail@ptec.eu, www.ptec.eu

FUEL-RECIRCULATION AND AIR-SUPPLY

Gebr. Becker GmbH,  
Hölker Feld 29-31, 42279 
Wuppertal, Germany,  

Phone +49-(0)202-697-255, Fax -38255, info@ becker-
international.com, www.becker-international.com

Busch Clean Air S.A., Chemin 
des Grandes-Vies 54, 2900 
 Porrentruy, Switzerland, Phone  
+41-(0)32-46589-60, Fax -79, 

info@buschcleanair.com, www.buschcleanair.com

Haskel International, LLC, 100 E 
Graham Place, 91502 Burbank, CA, 
USA, Phone +1-818-84-34000, Fax 
-14291, www.haskel.com

sera ComPress GmbH, sera-Str. 
1, 34369 Immen hausen, Ger-
many, Phone +49-5673-999-04, 
Fax-05, info-compress@sera-web.
com, www.sera-web.com

Vairex air systems, 
3048 Valmont Road, 
Boulder, CO, 80301, USA,  
Phone +1-303-994-2047, 
info@vairex.com, www.vairex.com

GAS DIFFUSION LAYERS (GDL)

MeliCon GmbH, Metallic 
Lightweight Construction, 
Porschestr. 6, 41836 Hückel-
hoven, Germany,  

Phone +49-(0)2433-44674-0, Fax -22, www.melicon.de

SGL Carbon GmbH,  
Werner-von-Siemens-Str. 18, 
86405 Meitingen,  

Germany, Phone +48-(0)8271-83-3360, Fax -103360,  
fuelcellcomponents@sglgroup.com, www.sglgroup.com

HYDROGEN GENERATION

Rouge H2 Engineering GmbH, 
Reininghausstr. 13, 8020 Graz, 
Austria, Phone +43-316-375-007
Germany: Rouge H2 Engineer-

ing Deutschland GmbH, Maurener Str. 11/1, 71155 Altdorf, 
Phone +49-2175-6688-575, www.rgh2.com

INTEGRATION

Deutsche Zentrum für Luft- 
und Raumfahrt (DLR) / 
German Aerospace Center, 
Institute of Engineering 

Thermodynamics, Energy System Integration, Pfaffen-
waldring 38–40, 70569 Stuttgart, Germany, Phone +49-
(0)711-6862-672, Fax -747, www.dlr.de/tt

H2
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BUSINE SS DIRECTORY

Framatome GmbH,  
Paul-Gossen-Str. 100, 

91052 Erlangen, Germany, Contact: Mrs. Gemmer-Berkbilek, 
Phone +49-(0)9131-90095221, www.framatome.com

MEASUREMENT AND MONITORING

DiLiCo engineering GmbH, 
Lorenzweg 43, 39124 Magde-
burg, Germany,  
 Phone +49-(0)391-505859-86, 
info@dilico.de, www.dilico.de

Henze-Hauck Prozess-
messtechnik / Analytik 
GmbH,  

Wasserstoffanalysatoren,ATEXzertifiziert,Sicherheits-
technik, Dünnhauptstr. 14, 06847 Dessau, Tel. 0340 5169363, 
info@henze-hauck.de, www.processanalytik.de

MEMBRANES AND SEPARATORS

Chemours International Operations SARL, 
Chemin du Pavillon 2, 1218 Le Grand  
Saconnex, Switzerland, Patrick Redon,  
Phone +33 680 28 21 40,  
www.chemours.com, www.nafion.com

FUMATECH BWT GmbH, 
Carl-Benz-Str. 4, 74321 Bietig-
heim-Bissingen, Germany, 
Phone +49-(0)7142-3737-900, 
Fax -999, www.fumatech.com

ORGANIZATIONS

German Hydrogen and Fuel Cell 
Association, Deutscher Wasser stoff- 
und Brennstoffzellen-Verband e.V. 
(DWV), Moltkestr. 42,  
12203 Berlin, Germany,  

Phone +49-(0)30-398209946-0, Fax -9, www.dwv-info.de

hySOLUTIONS GmbH, Steinstrasse 25, 20095 Hamburg, 
Germany, Phone +49-(0)40-3288353-2, Fax -8,  
hysolutions-hamburg.de

National Organisation Hydrogen 
and Fuel Cell Technology  
(NOW GmbH), Fasanenstr. 5, 
10623 Berlin, Germany,  

Phone +49-(0)30-3116116-15, Fax -99, www.now-gmbh.de

ORGANIZERS (EVENTS)

European Fuel Cell 
Forum, Obgardi halde 
2, 6043 Luzern- 
Adligenswil,  

Switzerland, Phone +41-(0)4-45865644, Fax 35080622,  
forum@efcf.com, www.efcf.com

Peter Sauber Agentur Messen und 
Kongresse GmbH, f-cell, September 
29 to 30, 2020, Haus der Wirtschaft, 
Willi-Bleicher-Str. 19, 70174 Stuttgart, 

Germany, Phone +49-(0)711-656960-55, Fax -9055,  
www.f-cell.de

Peter Sauber Agentur Messen 
und Kongresse GmbH, 
f-cell + HFC, The Hydrogen 

and Fuel Cell Event, September 9 to 10, 2020, Vancouver 
 Convention Centre, Canada, www.hyfcell.com

REFORMERS

WS Reformer GmbH,  
Dornierstrasse 14, 71272  
Renningen, Germany,  
Phone +49-(0)7159-163242, 

Fax -2738, www.wsreformer.com

RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT

DBI Gas- und Umwelttechnik 
GmbH, Karl-Heine-Str. 109/111, 
04229 Leipzig, Germany,  

Phone +49-341-2457-113, www.dbi-gut.de

Fraunhofer Institute for Microengineering and Micro-
systems IMM, Reformer and Heat Exchanger, Carl-Zeiss-
Str. 18-20, 55129 Mainz, Germany, Phone +49-(0)6131-9900, 
info@imm.fraunhofer.de, www.imm.fraunhofer.de

Fraunhofer ISE,  
Heiden hofstrasse 2,  
79110 Freiburg, Germany,  

Phone +49-(0)761- 4588-5208, Fax -9202, www.h2-ise.de

Fraunhofer-Institut für Windenergiesysteme IWES, 
Postkamp 12, 30159 Hannover, Germany, 
Phone +49-471-14290-456, www.iwes.fraunhofer.de

HyCentA Research GmbH, Inf-
feldgasse 15, 8010 Graz, Austria, 
Phone +43 (0)316-873-9501, 
office@hycenta.at, www.hycenta.at

Wenger Engineering 
GmbH, Research and 
Development Center  

for Thermodynamics, CFD Simulation & H2-Technology, 
Einsteinstr. 55, 89077 Ulm, Germany, Phone +49-(0)731-
790605-0, Fax -99, mail@wenger-engineering.com, 
www.wenger-engineering.com

STORAGE

GKN Powder Metallurgy 
 Holding GmbH,  
Pennefeldsweg 11-15,  
53177 Bonn, Germany,  
www.gkn.com/sintermetals
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Pajarito Powder, LLC, 
3600 Osuna Road NE, Suite 309, Albuquerque, 
NM 87109-4427, USA, Phone +1-505-2-935367, Fax 
-448040, www.pajaritopowder.com

Sandvik High Precision Tube, 
ZN der SMT D GmbH, 
33824 Werther, Germany, 
Phone +49-5203-91090, 

info.hpt@sandvik.com, H2 Stainless Steel Tube Applications /  
Coil Container Service – On Site Tubing Solution

WEKA AG, Schuerlistr. 8,  
8344 Baeretswil, Switzerland,  
Phone +41-(0)43-833434-3, Fax -9,  
info@weka-ag.ch, www.weka-ag.ch

TESTING

JA-Gastechnology GmbH, 
Albrecht-Thaer-Ring 9, 30938 
Burgwedel, Germany, Phone 

+49-(0)5139-9855-011, Fax -33, www.ja-gastechnology.com

Maximator GmbH,  
High Pressure Hydrogen  
Technology, Testing 

Equipment, Customer Testing Services, Lange Strasse 6, 
99734 Nordhausen, Germany, Phone +49-3631-9533-5040, 
info@maximator.de, www.maximator.de

Resato International B.V., 
H2-Pressure Testing, H2 gas 
booster for refueling stations, 
high pressure technology, 

Duitslandlaan 1, 9400 AZ Assen, Netherlands,  
Phone +31-(0)501-6877, h2sales@resato.com, www.resato.com

TesTneT Engineering GmbH, 
Schleissheimer Str. 95, 85748  
Garching / Munich, Germany,  
Phone +49-(0)89-237109-39,  

info@h2-test.net, www.h2-test.net

Zeltwanger, Leak and Functional Testing, Automated Lines 
for Laser Applications and Assembly Tasks, Maltschachstr. 
32, 72144 Dußlingen, Germany, Phone +49-7071-3663-106, 
a.nobel@zeltwanger.de, www.zeltwanger.de

TEST STANDS

AVL List GmbH, Hans-List-Platz 1, 
8020 Graz, Austria, Phone  
+43-316-787-0, Fax -400,  
info@avl.com, www.avl.com

DAM Group, 
200 Rue Léon Blum, 69100 
Villeurbanne, France, Phone 
+33-478-269583, 
www.dam.fr

BUSINE SS DIRECTORY

Hexagon Purus GmbH, Otto-Hahn-Str. 5, 
34123 Kassel, Germany,  
Phone +49-561-58549-0, Fax -29, 
www.hexagonxperion.com

HPS Home Power Solutions GmbH, 
Carl-Scheele-Str. 16, 12489 Berlin, Germany, 
Phone +49-(0)30-5169-5810,  
mail@homepowersolutions.de, www.homepowersolutions.de

Hydrogenious Technologies GmbH, Weidenweg 13,  
91058 Erlangen, Germany, Phone +49-(0)9131-12640-220, 
Fax -29, www.hydrogenious.net

Kessels Prüfwerk Gmbh & Co. 
KG, Lehmkuhlenweg 13,  
41065 Mönchengladbach,  

Germany, Phone +49-(0)2161-65907-0, Fax -68,  
www.kessels-pruefwerke.de

MicrobEnergy GmbH, 
Specialist in Methanisa-
tion, Bayernwerk 8,  
92421 Schwandorf,  
Germany, 

Phone +49-(0)9431-751-400, Fax -5400,  
info@microbenergy.com, www.viessmann.co.uk

Reuther STC GmbH, Fabrikstr. 8, 
15517 Fuerstenwalde, Germany, 
Phone +49-(0)3361-694-0,  
Fax -852, www.reuther-stc.com

Worthington Indus tries – Stako Sp. z o.o., 54 Poznanska, 
76-200 Slupsk, Poland, Phone +48 598424895, Sales-PL@
worthingtonindustries.com, www.worthingtonindustries.com

SUPPLIERS
Anleg GmbH, Advanced Technology, 
Am Schornacker 59, 46485 Wesel, Germany, 
Phone +49-(0)281-206526-0, Fax -29, 
www.anleg-gmbh.de

Borit NV, Bipolar Plates and Inter-
connects, Lammerdries 18e, 2440 Geel, 
Belgium, Phone +32-(0)14-25090-0, 
contact@borit.be, www.borit.be

HIAT gGmbH, Schwerin, 
Germany, CCMs / MEAs / 
GDEs for PEFC, DMFC & 

PEM-Electrolysis, www.hiat.de

Kerafol Keramische Folien 
GmbH & Co. KG, Ceramic Elec-
trolytes, Solid Oxide Cells, Glass 

Tapes, Koppe-Platz 1, 92676 Eschenbach, Germany,  
Phone +49-(0)9645-884-30, Fax -90, www.kerafol.com/sofc
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E V ENTS

Hannover Messe
Hydrogen + Fuel Cells Europe
April 12 to 16, 2021,  
Hannover, Germany
www.h2fc-fair.com

Energy Storage World Forum
organized by Dufresne
May 19 to 21, 2021, 
in Berlin, Germany
www.energystorageforum.com

Innovationsforum Mobility
June 8 to 9, 2021, 
GDI Gottlieb  Duttweiler Institute, 
Rüschlikon, Switzerland
www.innovationsforum-mobility.ch

ees Europe & Power2Drive Europe
exhibition for batteries and 
energy storage systems
The exhibition for charging 
 infrastructure and e-mobility
Conference: 
June 8 to 9 – Fair: 9 to 11, 2021,
in Munich, Germany
together with Intersolar Europe
www.ees-europe.com
www.powertodrive.de

The Hydrogen Technology  
Conference & Expo
co-located with Carbon 
Capture  Conference
June 9 to 10, 2021, 
in Stuttgart, Germany
www.hydrogen-worldexpo.com

International Hydrogen Symposium
June 14 to 15, 2021, 
Chamber of Commerce, 
Hamburg, Germany
www.h2symposium.de

World Hydrogen Technologies 
 Convention WHTC
together with f-cell + HFC
June 20 to 24, 2021, 
Montreal, Canada
www.whtc2021.org, 
www.hyfcell.com

Please have also a look at the following 
homepage, where you can find upcom-
ing online and live events and regular 
updates to the schedule:
www.h2-international.com/events

European SOFC & SOE FORUM
EFCF-Conference with Exhibition
October 20 to 23, 2020,  
in Lucerne, Switzerland
www.efcf.com

North America Smart Energy Week
with Hydrogen + Fuel Cells 
 International
October 21 to 22, 2020, 
Las Vegas, USA
www.solarpowerinternational.com

WindEnergy
global on and offshore event
December 1 to 4, 2020, 
in Hamburg, Germany 
www.windenergyhamburg.com

Next Generation Electrolysers
online only December 8 to 9, 2020
www.nextgen-electrolysers.com

2021
Fuels of the future
International Conference on 
 Renewable Mobility
January 18 to 22, 2021,  
in Berlin, Germany
www.fuels-of-the-future.com

EL-motion
10th Austrian Electric Mobility 
 Congress
January 27 to 28, 2021, in Vienna, Austria
www.elmotion.at

HyVolution
Hydrogen event for energy,  
industry and mobility
February 10 to 11, 2021, in Paris, France
www.hyvolution-event.com

Hypothesis XV
HYdrogen POwer THeoretical & 
Engineering Solution International 
Symposium
February 15 to 17, 2021, Muscat, Oman
www.hypothesis.ws

FC Expo
International Hydrogen &  
Fuel Cell Expo
March 3 to 5, 2021, Tokyo Big Sight,  
in Tokyo, Japan
www.fcexpo.jp

World Hydrogen Fuels Summit
Accelerating Hydrogen Policy,  
Strategy & Projects
March 10 to 11, 2021, 
in Amsterdam, Netherlands
www.worldhydrogenfuels.com

IRES
International Conference and 
 Exhibition for the Storage of 
 Renewable Energies
March 16 to 18, 2021,  
in Düsseldorf, Germany
www.eurosolar.de

Energy Storage Europe
March 16 to 18, 2021,  
in Düsseldorf, Germany
www.eseexpo.com

Connecting Green Hydrogen APAC
March 23 to 24, 2021,  
in Melbourne, Australia
www.greenhydrogenevents.com

European Zero Emission Bus 
 Conference (ZEB)
Learn what is next in clean transport
March 23 to 24, 2021, 
in Paris, France
www.zeroemissionbusconference.eu

ZEROEMISSION 2021
together with H2 HYDROGEN & 
FUEL CELLS
March 31 to April 1, 2021,  
Piacenza Expo, Italy
www.zeroemission.show

EVENTS 

https://www.hzwei.info/
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